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SUMMARY

Three electron exchange reactions have been studÍed r:nder high

pressure, r:sing radioisotope tracels to follow the reacLíons. The

high pressure apparatus developed for Ëhese sËudíes has been reported

in some detail. The reacËions chosen for study were the CoII(nlfR) -

corrr(EDTA) exchange, the co(en) ,'* - co(en)r$ .*"h"rrge and the

r.tl - t"rIt exchange.aq aq

Th. colr(EDTA) - coIII(EDTA) electron exchange reaction rvas

studied ín aqueor:s soluËion in the ïange I to 2300 bar at B5'C. Fron

the variation of the rate of exchange with pressure, the voh:roe of

activaËion, AVî, for the reaction was found to be -4.5 + 0.5 c.c. rnole

Usíng the Marcus-Hush theory for outer-sphere electron transfer

reacËions Ín solution, an expression has been derived for the voh¡me

of activation. lhis has been used Ëo gíve a predicted value of

Av* = -7.6 c... ro1.-1 for the corr(sorA) - corrr(EDTA) exchange.

tr{hen the uncerËainties ín both the measured and predicted values lJere

consídered, the two values hlere seen to be in quÍte reasonable

agreemenË.

A sgbsídiary study of the effect of pressure on the equilíbrir:ro

exísting beËvreen the trvo forms of the Co(III)-EU|A eomplex in acid

solution, was also underËaken. This yíelded the value of AV =

-5.5 + 1.4 c.". ro1.-1 for the overall volume change of the reaction,

with Íncreasing pressure favouring the formation of the proÈonated

complex, in whích the EDTA 1-igand \^7as penËacoordinate. From a study
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of the kinetics of this equilibrium under pressure, a lÍkely

mechanism has been proposed for both the foru¡ard and back reacÈíons.

The Co(.r)3'* - Co(en)rF "l""tron exchange reactíon r^7as studied

at 65oC and aË pressures between 1 and 2100 bar. The volume of

activatíon, obËained from the variaticn of raËe with pi:essure, rras

for-rrrd Ëo be -zL.L * 1.5 c.c. *o1"-1. The predicted vaIue, obËained

from the Marcus-Hush theory, \¡r'as -18.6 ".". ro1"-1. Again,

satisfactory agreement between the measured and cal-culated values was

observed.

Borh rhe corrlror.o,) - corrr(EDTA) reacrion and rhe co(en) o'* -'J

Co(en)ræ t"""tion r'rere believed to proceed by an outer-sphere

mechanism. Ihe substa¡tial agreenent between Ëhe measured and

4
predicted AV' values for both these reactions, \{as Laken to indicate

the adequacy of the Marcus-Hush theory in predicting correctly rhe

volunes of activation for outer-sphere elecËron transfers. A comparison

of the measured and predicted values of AV* for tt. t"]f - u"lltaq aq

reacÈíon was then made, as a means of deterur-ining Ëhe mechanís¡n

involved for this reacËion.

rn. ¡'"11 - t.llt exchange r¡ras studied at 2.OoC, in Ëhe pressureaq aq

range 1 Ëo 1400 bar, By studying the reaction as a function cf tff+]

at each pressurer' the volume of activation for Ëhe hexaquo paËh was

obtained, æd an esËímate made of the volr:me of activation for the

hydroxo path. The measured volume of activaË,ion for the hexaquo paÈh

was -12.2 + L.5 c... ro1.-1, while Ëhe predÍ-cted value, based on an
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-1outer-sphere model' r¡Ias -L4,9 c.c. mol-e The value predicÈed from

the Marcus-Hush theory, I^las thus ín substanËíal agreement with the

measured value, and thj-s was taken to imply thaË an outer-sphere

mechanísm !üas operative. On the estímaËe nade for the hydroxo path,

it appeared that an outer-sphere mechanism was involved here a1so.
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IntroductÍon

Electron exchange reactions, whích formally involve the process

of electron transfer beËween meta1 ions, are of fundamental importance

in the understandíng of the general category of oxidaËion-reducËion

reacËions. It is for thís reason that considerable effort is being

spenË in attempËing to gain insight into the necha¡risms involved in

this type of reaction.

The effect of pressure on cheuúcal- reactions has been long known,

buË a detailed knowledge is only emerging in present times. Ihe first
1quantitative statement r'ras nade in 1BB4 by Le Chatelier- who saíd that

when a reversible chemical reaction l¡Ias subjected to pressure' it

tended to proceed in suetr a direction as to reduce the volume of the

system. Thís has found applicatíon, fof instance, in the well-known

Haber process, where 3 molecules of hydrogen combine vrith 1 molecule

of nitrogen to produce or'l-y 2 molecules of ammonia; the production

of arnmonia Ís thus favoured by íncreased pressure.

In liquiil phase reactions Ëhe applicatíon of the principle is less

straightforward. An íncrease of pressure favours a reactíon leading

to Ëhe production of ions, even though the number of parËícles is

increased. This effect arises from the solvation of the charged

species because the electrostriction of the solvent reduces the total

volume of the system. Ostwald2 in 1878 fírsÈ became ¿rr^rare thaË the

ionisation of weak electrolytes would be enhanced by increased pressure,
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through measurements of the vol-ume changes accompanying neutralisation

reacËions.

Le Chatelierrs principl-e applies only to equilibríum processes

and pressure effects are thus characterised by the overall volume

changes, AV, for the reactions. The effect of pressure on rate

processes was firsË noticed by Röutgerr3 ,rr. 1892 when he found,

during experimenÈs on the known increase in conductivity of aqueous

HC1 under pressure, that the rate of inversion of sucrose ¡nras decreased

by the applicatíon of pressure. However it was noE until

comparatively recent years that inv-estiga+-ors began applying pressure

to rate processes as a me¿ms to probe the intimate naÈure of the

reaction process.

Bssentíally the same ideas concerning pressure effects on

equilíbrium processes can be applied to rate processes, when røe

consider thaË rates are control-l-ed by the Ëransition state whi-ch can

be consídered in equilibrium with the reactants. Ttre effect of pressure

now wil-l be characterised by AV+, the so-cal-led "vo1ume of activatíoû",

whÍch measures the effective difference in volume between the

separated reactants and the reacËants when in Ëhe transítion state.

This quantity, then, will f,urni-sh information about Ëhe inËernedÍate

transition state. For exarrple, a biurol-ecul-ar reaction would be

expected to be accelerated by pressure, since the reactants would be

more compacÈ in the transition staËe as they react. However a

unimolecular decomposition into free raðicals would be retarded by
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pressure as the transi-tion state musË involve a cerËain degree of

bond expansion. On the other hand, the rate of a unimolecul-ar

ionisation should increase with pressure because electrostriction in

the tra¡sition state would decrease the volurne of the system.

ê,noËher useful prínciple in the interpretation of pressure

effecÉs is the microscopic principle rvhich posËulates tirat, aÊ constariÈ

temperature, an íncrease of pressure tends Êo increase the degree of

order in the system. This, for ínstance, helps to explain r,rhy

líquid phase polymerisatíons are accelerated under pressure. IÈ

would be expecËed that ttrere would be a relation between AVt and ÂS+,

the entropy of activation, and an atËempË has been made at formulating
ttthis. However no general correlation between the t¡¡o quantities has

been found. This may be because this microscopic principle is based

merely on a molecular model and not on any thermodyaarnic rela.tion.

The volume of activation is probabl-y easier to interpreË on the

molecular scale than the other activation parameters, vÍ-2. the free

energy, enthalpy and enÈropy of activation.5 This is becar¡se nuclear

positions alone tell us much about molecular volumes, but for the

other activation parrmeters a knowledge of molecular energies as wel-l

as nuclear posítions is required. For this reason it might be

considered surprisíng that, in reaetion kinetics, the temperaËure

dependence of rates has been studíed to Ëhe almosË complete exclusÍon

of the pressure depen<ience. A major factor ín this preference has
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probably been Ëhe experimental convenience of temperature variation.

Nevertheless, over recent yeaïs the rates of a considerable

nuriber of reactions in the liquid phase have been studied under

pressure. UnforËunatel-y these have been almost e".lLivel¡z in the

fiel<i of physical organic chemistry, using organíc substraËes. This

is Lo be expected, though, since Ëhe sËudy of inorganic soluÈion

kínetics has always lagged well- behind the study of organie

mechanisrns.

A sufficient nurrber of organic systems has now been studied uo

al-1ow predictions concerning the effects of pressure on a particular

cl-ass of reactiorrr6 t rd even to generalise about the contributíon to

AV* of each mechanistic feature e.g. bond cleavage, cyclisation,

charge dispersal- .t".7

These general-isations are of great value in interpretÍng the
!

measured AVl for a given reaction in terms of the nature of the

transíËion state, provided the reaction belongs Ëo a known c1ass.

!trhen it comes to inorganic reacÈions, however, these generalisations

are of only lirnited value, since Ëhese reactions have additional

feaÈures of their own. It is obviously híghly desirable to have a

bank of measured AV*ts for reacËions from all classes of Ínorganic

reactions in solution, and it might then be possible to i-inpute certain

mechanisËic features to a given reacËion from a consideration of its
+

measured AV1. One of Ëhe reasons for Ëhese presenË studies is to help



offset Èhis dearth of information.

A number of inorganic systens ín the solid state has been

ínvestigaËed under ultra-high Pressure, especially with regard to

phase changes. One solid state study under ultra-high pressure is

of interest. This is the racemisation of the salts

Krco (C,OO) ,. xHrO , Fe (phen) 
3 

(C104) Z'ilZA and Ni (phen) 
3 

(C104) 2'fr20 '

studied by Dachille and coworkers.S'9'10 Pressures up to 40 kbar

accelerated the racemisation in each case, with a voh:me of

actirzatÍon of about -1 c... *o1"-1. The racemísaËions almost

certainly occur by an intramolecular process and on the basis of the

¿
sign of ÀvT, dissociaÈion of a ligand leadíng to a tri_gonal

bipyranidal activated complex 17as excluded as a possible mechanism'

This is in contrast to the solutíon phase racemisation where it has

been shownlO th"t for Cr(azo¿)¡3- and Co (Czo4)33- . one-ended

dissociation of an oxalaËe f-igand ís ínvolved. The authors proposed

a trigonal prisnatic structure for Ëhe Ëransition sËaÈe. The

ínterpretation of AV* in these systeïns is cotplicated by possíb1e

contributions to 
^V* 

from unknown effects of pressule on the crystal

lattíce.

The first signifícanË Pressure study of an inorganic reaction

in soluËion hras the base hydrolysÍs of the brouiopentaamrnínecobalt(III)

Íon,
2+

Co (tltt Br +

5

2+
OH -> Co (NH ¡)sOH *Br,)

3 5
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ïeported in 1955 by Burris and Laidler.4 They found 
^V+ 

= fB.5

--rc.c. mole ror the reaction. No detailed analysis of the transítion

state in terms of AV* was atEer,tpted. In this and a subsequent

11paperr-'vrhere several_ other ionic reacÈions were diseussed,

theír primary purpose was to show that. the predominant contribution

to AV* came from the elect.rosÈricÈion of the solvenË around the

ions. A correlation of ¡s* with Ar/* wa-s also aËtempted, with

parËial- success.

rn r-958 llunt and r"rrb"l2 employed pressuïe as a variable in the

study of water exehange between the aquopentaamminecobalt(Ill) ion

and solvent,
?-L*+*?+

(Mg)rcooHr'' +H20 ¿ (uttr)rcooEz'' +TTz0.

in an effort to di.stinguish the mechanism. The measured AV* was

-1*L.2 c.c. mole'. On the basis of thís Ëhey argued that an extreme

S--2 mechanism was not opelative since this would have 1ed to a
N

+
negatÍve AV'; on the other hand a true S*1 mechanism would have 1ed

to a more positive AV+. On this and other evidence, Ëhen, it

appeared that in the transitÍon staËe the Co-O bond was sËretched

slightly to some critical val-ue, but it was noË clear wheËher a true

Ínte::nediaËe rÁIas forured on decomposition of the activated complex

nor whether the entering \^rater molecule was involved Èo any extenË in

the activaËion process.

Several other substituÈion reactions have sínce been studied
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L3under pressure. In l-966 Brorn'ereL al-. examined the following

reactions:

pt(Ms)

t_
PhCL4' + Hzo Ì Prcl-3(H

cl_ + H20 ? Pr(Nrr3)c12(rr2o) + c1
J

20)- +cl

A sirnplifying feature of the first reaction hTas thaÈ the charge

type r,ras the same f,or both reactanËs and producËs; in the second

reaction there was a charge separation in Ëhe products. The values
+-1-1

of ÂV- found were -l-4 c.c. mole 'and -17 c.c. mole'respectively.

As a basis for the interpretation of these figures, they measured

the "voluues of hydration" for the maleate and malate ions and thus

obtaíned the val-ue of -8.3 c.". *o1e-1 for the hydration of an

unsaturated dival-ent ion. For the contribution from the leaving Cl

they took the val-ue of +1-6 c.c. mole-l whích r"¡as the activation

vol-une for the unimolecul-ar decomposítíon of CCl, in Ëhe base

catalysed hydrol-ysis of chlorofo*,14
slow fast

cHc13+oli ? Hzo+ ccl-3 + cl +cc12 + producrs.

The mechanism was then postulated to consist of the followíng processes:

(i) one or thro lüater molecules moved inwards in the axial-

posítions, forming to some degree the Pt-OH, bond found in

the product;

(Íi) a Pt-Cl bond elongated;

(iii) these rate determining processes were followed by the rapíd

loss of Cl- and then relaxation to the square planar
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configuÏaËionwiththePÈ-oH,bondfirnlyintact.

A more recent system studied by Browerl5 t"= the formaËion of

the ferric thiocYanate comPlex:

Fe(Hro)u3+ + sctl- + Fe(Hro)rr*'* + H2o'

Ttris study is of rnore ínterest from a technical point of viewt

since a pressure-jump method was used to fo11o\^7 the reacËion.

The measured AV-* of *5 c. c. mole-l corrld be interpreted in terms

of either an S*1 or S*2 rnechanism'

In 1969 Jones and Svradd1.l6 t"ported the volumes of activation

for a series of hydrolysis reactions ÏePresented by the equation:

co(NHr)rx(3-tt)+ + Hzo
1I

Co(NHr)5H20'' +t''

2-. values of av* ranged from -6

.>

where lfl- = No3

to -17 c. c. mole

,BrrClrSO4
-1 In each case the value for Av* was virtually

equal to ÀV, the volume change for the overall reaction. This

inplied Èhat the Ëransítíon state reseurbled the products very closeJ-y'

Hence these reactions appeared to proceed by an S*1 type mechanism'

The volume of activa::íon has recenEly been measured by Taylor and

HathawaylT fot the bromide substiËution of trans-dichlorobis (triethyl-

phosphine) p latinun ( II) :

trans-Pt(P(c2H5) ìZcLZf Br + trans-Pt(P(cZH5)r)rnrct + cl

The subsËitution follor¿s a 2-tetm raÈe law, corlesPonding to a

solvolytic path and a birnolecular nucleophilic substitutíon path' Trhe
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-1
volumes of activation for each path were found to be -28 c.c. mole

and -27 c.c. mole-I r."n..tively. Employíng sinilar arguments to

BrowereË al.rt3 an. auËhors proposed for both paths a mechanísm

2-
similar to that for the PI(NH3)C13 and PtClO- hydrolyses' where

the solvent plays an important role in the formation of the

transition state.

Volumes of acËivation are especially useful in substitution

reactions to determine wheÈher the solvent Ëakes an active parË in

the activation process. The cleternination of the kinetic raËe order

for a given reaction will- not normally indicate this, whereas in most

cases the measured volume of activation should.

Apart from the substiËution reactions described above, there has

been on1-y one other pressure study carried out on inorganic systen's

1B
in sol-ution. This study was made by candlin and Halpern on a seraes

of electron transfer reactions between cobal-t(III) conplexes and

n-t- - ')+
t.31. The co(rrr) complexes were co(Nn3)rx2+ with x

Br , N, , cis- and trans-Co(Nllr)4(N3)2+, and Co(I{Y)Cl-

ethylenediaminetetraacetate). The raÈíonal-e for this study hTas to

provide a means for dístinguishing befi¿een inner-sphere and outer-

sphere mechanÍsrns. According to Ëhe following scheme, the liberation

of a water molecule from the first coordinaÈion she1l to the solvent,

in the case of an inner-sphere mechanism, should lead to a significant

dífference in Ëhe 
^V* 

for each mechanism.

F c1, t

(Y4-



sp t(M:)rCo-Cl--Fe(Ero) ,tf 'O* + HZO

10.

inne
re

oufer-

2+ 2+
Co (NH c1)3 5

+ I'e(HrO)U

[ (NHr) 
rcoCl 

(HrO)Fe (H2O) r]r'Onsphere

The values of AV* ranged fromt2.2 to *14 c.". ro1.-1. For all of

the reactions studíed, other indirect ev-idence indicaËed an inner-

sphere mechanisr¡. The observed val-ues of AV* \¡/ere consistent wíth

Èhis. As the authors pointed out, measured AV*ts provide a

potentiall-y useful criterion for distinguishíng betr¿een j-nner-

and outer-sphere electron-Èransfer mechanÍsrns, and it rqould be

desirable to calibrate the method by examining some reactions of known

mechanism.

For this reason we have chosen for these present sËudíes electron

exchange systems whích are believed to proceed via an outer-sphere

nechanísm. Further, there has been a considerable advance over

recent years in the theoretical- treaËment of electron transfer reactions

ïhe theories are not yeË capable of handlÍng reactions of the inner-

sphere Ëype, which involve the breaking and formation of bonds, but are

restricted to ouËer-sphere reactions. Most success has been met with

the sinplest class of electron transfer reactíons, viz. thermoneutral

electron exchange reactions, where reactants and products are identical.

A J-arge contribution to the exchange barrier arises from the

rearrangemenË of the ligands and of the surrounding solvent in the

activaËion process. This rearrangemenË should be measured most directly
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by the volume of activation, ÀVî. Hence measured AVÎts should

provide a good and alternaËive test of the el-ectron-transfer

Èheory.

In these laboraÈories a start has already been made on the

measurements of volumes of activaËion for suitable electron exchange

+
sysËems. AVr for the exchange between T1(I) and T1(III)'

+ 3+
T1 aqtaq

has already been r.pott"d19t "" -L3.2 .. ". *o1.-1. This value i-s

consistent wíth an cuÈer-sphere one-electron mechani"t.19b

In these present sËudies, the volumes of actÍvation for the

fo1-lowing electron exchange systems are examined:

*-+*-
ôo(HEDTA)H2o-+ Co(EDTA) + Co(EDTA) + Co(HEDTA)H2O

3
* Co(en),

?J-+*r' + Co(en)
3+ * Co(en),

r' + ¡'e(II

2+2+
3

2 6

The first two of these reactíons are believed Ëo be outer-sphere

reactions, by virtue of Ëhe substitution inert characLer of Co(III) .

ftr" ¡e2l-fell e*"frange is generally a-ssumed Ëo be an outer-sphereaq aq

reaction.but there sËiil exÍsts some doubt, and these studies were

designed to clarify this.

T1+
->
+-+ T1'3+

aq
T1

aq

*
Co (en)

Fe(Hro) u'* * Ë"("zo)03* ? Fe(I{ro)u o)
2+
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Chapter 1-

El-ecËron Exchange Reactíons

1.1. OxidaËion-Reduction Reactions

Oxidation-reduction reactions (or redox reactions) are an

iuportant and large class of chemical reactions. In tfie lasË Èwo

decades their sËudy has been one cf the najor fields cf actíviÈy in

ínorganic chemical research. A-s a result, considerable insight has

been gai.ned into the mechanisms of these reactions and a stage has

been reached where quantítaLive theories have been formulated, with

a fair deal of success, Ëo predict the rates of the simpler Ëypes

of redox reactíon.

A number of rerriews on redox reactions have appeared over the

lasË few years. Anong the most recent and ímporËant are those by

Taube (1959),20 
""]-n"rn 

(1961),21 ,rr.rr, (1962),22 *.yrrolds and
.rt

Lurnry (1966)23 
"od 

Basolo and Pearson (1967).24

A modern definiticn of oxidation is "electron l-oss" and of

reduction "electron gain". As the two processes are necessarily

concour-itant, the reactions are referred to as "oxidation-reduction

reactions" or simply t'redox reactions". Whether the mechanism of a

redox reaction involves the actual Ëransfer of an electron (or

elecËrons) frour reductant to oxidant, or whether simply atom transfer

occurs in the particular reaction, is stÍl1- the object of much

research, sínce the fornal effect can be the same. For example,

in the reaction
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* Fe (I{

13.

,o)ronz+ Ì Fe (Ilr0)50"'* + Ëe (urO) 
U2+Fe (H o)

2+
2 6

where the asterisk merely serves to label a given nucleus, the net

result is Ëhe same whether an elecÈron or a hydrogen atom is

transferred from the origínal Fe(II) species.

1,2 Electron-Exchange Reactions

Two main types of redox reacËion have been distinguished,

dependíng on whether the reactíon occurs beÈween nuclei of Ëhe same

element or different elenents.

The first type can be illustrated by the reaction:

ëo (nzo) u'* * co {tiro) u3+ Ì 
'ðo 

(rizo) u'* * co(uro) 
u2+ 

.

These reactions have the imPortanË feature that the standard free

energy ctrange for reaction AGo is zero (except in some specíal cases

where the two oxidation states of the element are in different cheuical

forus, such as Co(HrO)rCf2+ - Co(H2C) U'\. Ihis type of reacLion is

normal-ly called am "elecËron exchange reacËiont'.

The second type can be illustrated by Ëhe reaction:

co(IIr0)63t * re(nro)u2+ + co(IIr0) u'* * r'e(ttro)u3+

These reactíons, involving t\^Io dif ferent elements, always have a neÈ

standard free energy change. This class of reaction is usually Ëerned

merely an ttelectron transfer reaction".

Because Ëhe Èerm ttelecËron transfer reaction" could apply equally
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riell Ëo a1l- redox reactions, since they all formally involve the

t,ransfer of an electTon, there is some rnerit in the recent

suggesÈion of Reynolds and ,,mty23 that the fírsË type be cal1ed

tthomonuclear electTon transfertt and the second ttheËeronuclear electroa

transfer", but there has been no general acceptance of this

tenninology.

In these studies we shal-l- be concerned with the type of

reactíon exeurplified by tt. Co]] - a"1] system, and whích r,¡e sha1l'aqaq
refer to as an "elecËron exchange :ceactíon".

L.2.I Kinetics of El-ectron Exchange Reactions

The mosË conìmon rnethod of measurÍng el-ectron exchange rates is

by labelling one of the species with a radÍoactive.tTacer, since the

reacËants and products are othen¡íse indistinguishable. In sone

cases, though, other methods can be used, such as optical rotation,

nuclear magneËic resonance and electron paramagneËÍc resonance.

An electron exchange reactíon is a particular case of an

ísotopie exchange reaction which can be represented by the general

equation

A¡+BX* ? Æ(*+Bx

where X* is a dístinguishable isotope Ëhat ean exchange with a normal

isotope, X. The isotope, X*, is only introduced as an analytical

tool to detect and measure the continuous exchange process whích
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occurs whether X* is present or not.

The rate of disappearance of the isotopic specíes (prgsent Ín

negJ-ígible concentration compared to Ai( and BX) from the initially

labelled reactant, 3¡*, is described by a first order rate law.

Ihis rate 1a,.+, equaËion (1.1), was first derived by ttteKayz5 io tg:B

and is usually referred to as the MeKay equãtion. The derivation

is given in standard t.*t".26 The raËe, R, at which X atours, both

labelled and unl-abel-led, exchange between AX and BX is given by

f, = - "# ;* loe (1 - F) (1.1)

where a = tAXl + [AX*], b = [BX] + [SXx1 and F, the fracti-on of

exchange at time t, is given bY

x -x
F= Ë o (t.z)

x -xøo

x is a quantity, r:sua1-ly specific activity' proPortional to Ëhe

concentraËion of X* ín AX. The subscrÍpts refer Ëo reaction times

zero, t and infinity.

It ís assumed Ëhat R ís independent of the different isotopic

masses. This is rea11y an approximatíon, but except for the

hydrogerr isotopes, the error is negligtble.27

Thís first order rate law is applicable to a1l- exchange reactions

Írrespective of the actual exchange nechanism and independent of the

order of the reaction with respect to Íts chemícal constituents.
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The rate of exc.hangê, R, is obtained from the slope of the

linear plot of 1og (1 - F) âgainsÈ Èi-me, or more conveniently by

deterrníning the half-time of exchange, tt/2, from this ploË (rihen F

= 0.5) a¡rd sr¡bsËiËuti-ng in the expression:

- 0.693 abft = _ (r.g)tt/z a*b

This requires th,e determination of F at various tine intervals

afbex Iabel1-íng one of the reactants. In turn this requires some

appropriaËe analytical procedure for separating AX and BX at these

times and al-so at a time when Èhe exchange has essentially reached

equilibrir:m (af ter at leasË eight half-tirnes).

If some exchange is induced during Ëhe separation procedure,

or if Ëhe separation is incomplete, then prowided these sources of

error are repïoducible, this leads to a modified equation:28

ft = - àP fo tto* (1 - F') - Ios (1 - Fo)] (1.4)

where Fr and F are the observed fractions of exchange at times t and
o

zero respecËively. Again, R is obtained from the slope of the p1-ot of

1og (1 - F') against time.

1-.3 Mechanisrs of Redox ReacËions

There are trnro main nechanisms by whích redox reactions involving

metal- complexes occur. These are Ëhe ouËer-sphere and inner-sphere
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mechanisns. Apart from Ëhe quesËion as to whether elecËron or atom

transfer occurs in a given reaction, iË is also usually a major probJ-ern

to decide v¡he.ther it occurs via an inner-sphere or outer-sphere mechanisl

and most research is dírected towards the resolution of this

problen first.

1-. 3. 1 The Inner- re I'fechanism

A reacËíon occurs by an ínner-sphere mechanism r¡hen ihe two

rnetal ions in the transÍtion sËaËe are connected by a brídging ligand

corf,tron to boËh coordination spheres.

The ínner-sphere nechanism was first clearly demonstrated by

to
Taube et al-." wÍËh reactions of the type:

2+ 2+ 2+ 2+
co (NH + k(Hz0)'-

b
+ 5H + Co (HrO) 

U
+ (Ii20)rCrCl

++ 5NH,
4

All of the chloride Ín the product r,ras found to be bound to the Cr(III)

ion. Because of the substitution-inert character of both Co(III) and

Cr(III) complexes, and the substitution-labile character of Cr(II), this

implied that in the transition sÈate the chloride ligand was bound

dÍreetly to both the Co and Cr ions.

In this type of mechanism iË is considered that elecËron transfer

is faeil-itated by the bridging group prowiding orbital-s of proper

syrmetry, giving good overlap with the appropriate metal-ion orbitals

and hence delocalising the metal-ion .l-""ttorr".21 tr{here the energies

30*,) rcr
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of the orbital-s of the two metal- ions involve<l differ significantly,

then the bridging group reduces the energy difference and enhances

the rate of electron transf.r.30 The bridging group míght also

serve to reduce the coulornbic repulsion between íoníc reacËants of

like charge, either beceuse of its opposite charge or by keeping the

reactafiË Íons separrtud.23

It should be noËed, too, Êhat Èhe bridging ligand can be

monaËomi c or polyatomic.

L"3.2 The Outer- re Mechanism

In Èhe outer-sphere mechanisrn the first coordination she11s of the

metal ions remain intact ín the transition sËate. An outer-sphere

mechanism is indicated when rapid elecËron transfer occurs between

two substituÈion-inert complexes, as for example in the reaction

lL-*?-+?-*_.4-
Fe(CN)U- +Fe(cN)U- ¿ Fe(Cu)U- +iie(cN)U-

I{here only one reactant is ínert, outer-sphere transition states are

again líkely if possible bridging ligands are missing, as for exampl-e

with co(*r)u'*.

In a qualitatíve sense, it night aË firsË appear that electron

transfer Ëhrough an outer-sphere transition state would be extremel-y

unlikely, since the ligands of the firsË coordination spheres (and

perhaps also solvent molecules) effectively ínsulate the electrons

and orbitals of Ëhe central metal i-ons. However el-ectron transfer

does occur and there are tr.ro main theories which account for it.
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the first is the el-ecËron Ëunnel-ling theory <leveloped by Weissr3l

by Marcus , ZwoLíaski and Uyrirrg32 and by Laidler and Sacherr33,34

whereby the el-ectron l-eaks Ëhrough a potential energy barrier. This

is a well-knor^m quantum mechanical- phenomenon. The electron tunnelling

theory is a non-adiabatic one, in that ttre electron jumps r'rom one

potential energy surface Ëo another. Tne second theory is an

adiabatic one due to Marcus35 
"rr¿ 

llushr36 in which the staüe of the

system aË any siage of the reactíon is described by a single

eigen-function and the electrons are able to adjust thenselves tc

changing nuclear configuraÈions throughout Êhe reacËion path. The

majority of chemícal reactions can be adequately described by an

essentially adiabatie process. ThÍ-s theory will be discussed in

more detail in a later section.

It is generally assumed thar in outer-sphere activated complexes

the first coordination shells of the reactants are in Van der tr{aal-fs

contact. Ilor¿ever, outer-sphere activated complexes may also be bridged.

It appears, for example, that in the Fe(CN) 64- - Fe(CN)U3-.*"h"og.,

whích is greatly catalysed by eations, the cation pl-ays a bridging role

between the inner coordj.natÍon she11"123'37 
"rrd 

the Ëransition state

cau be represented, for ínstance, by

IFe (cN)
?- J--...K'...Fe(cN) 4- l

!
I

6 6

There may also be cases r,rhere solvent remains between the reactants,
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but unless an espeeiai-ly good pathway is thus provided for elecÈron

transfer ít Ís more probable that Van der l.ùaal ts distances are the

optimum distances of approaeh.

The hydrogen-atom Ëransfer mechanism is often discussed as a

separaËe mechanism, but it can be Ëreated just as well as a hydrogen-

bridged outer-sphere mechanism. For exampie the rc?l - reori?laq aq

exchange can be represented by

t+*t-L+
Fe (H20) 

6" 
' + Fe (IIr0) 

5oH- 
' ¿ [ (H20) 5F. -

H

I

0
J

ra - Fe(H o)
z 5

3 Fe(IIro) 6or'* + Ëe(riro)u2+

where, ín the Ëransition state, the hydrogen atorn functions as a

bridge between the two syrnmetrÍca1 exchanging centres, both r^rith their

first coordination she1l intact.

It is important to realise that although the inner-sphere and

outer-sphere mechanisms are distinct, they are not rnutually exclusive.

This has been demonstrated by Sutin and co-workers38'39 in several

systems. For exarople, in the chloride catalysed Fe(Hr0) Ut* -

Fe(HrO)U2+ 
"*"h"oge 

reacËion, using the fact that the uncatal-ysed

dissociation of tr'eCl2l proceeds consíderably more slowly than Ëhe

electron exchange, they showed that two paËhs were involved. The

exchange proceeded abouË 70% by an ínner-sphere chloride-bridged

o

I

H
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mechanism and about 30Z by an ouÈer-sphere mechanism.

Hence, any given reaction may proceed by one or the other,

or both, of Ëhese úvo mechanisms.

Otheï possible mechanisms have been proposed from time Èo tiure.

'L ?* 
"""h"rrge 

occurs by hydrogen atcm tïansFor example, if the Fel- - FeoH'---- - -aq aq

fer, insËead of direct electron transfer, it is possible that the

bridge may consist of a chain of water molecules, all hydrogen-bonded

to provide a path for hydrogen atom Ëransfer in a manner analogous

to the Grotthus conduction rnechanism.

In some solvenËs, Such as ammonia, the electron is stabílise-d

suffÍcienËly by sol-vaËion to make el-ectron migration throtlgh the solvenf

possible. The hydrated electron is well characterisedr40 brra because

of íts high energies of formaËion Ít would not be expected to be of

irrportance in any but phoËochemical- reacËíons.

L.4 The lularcus-Hush Ïheory of Electron Transfer

No satísfactory theory yeÈ exisËs for predicting a priori the rate

constanËs for reactions where bonds are broken and formed, and thís in-

cludes electron transfer reacËions of the ínner-sphere tyPe. However

for outer-sphere electron transfer reactions, which are inherently

much simpler, the Marcus-Hush theory predicts rate constants wíth a

fair degree of success.
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Both Marcrr"35 
"r,d 

Hrr"h36 have inclependently developed adiabatic

theories of outer-sphere elecËron transfer rates in solution. Both

theories aïe essentíally equivaleni in ÈhaË they make Ëhe same basic

assumpËions, the different parameËers ín each t.reaËment can mosË1y be

correlated and the conclusions from each are simil^t.36c'4I Ilushrs

tïeatment is nore mechanistic in approach and is concePtually easier

to visualíse. For this reason, ín the ouËl-ine that fo1lows, we wí1l

foLlow Hushts treatment and, in the main, the symbols used are his.

ThÍs theory is applicable only to outer-sphere reactíons and a

basíc assumption is that Ëhe orbital overlap i-s small and hence the

overlap integral can be set equal to zero. For an electron transfer

Process

a+b(e) + a(e) +¡

the probabilíty density function for Èhe transferring elecËron is then

(1 - L)4o 2

where rf is the time-independent wave funcÈion of the transferring elecË:

and Q", 0O are iË wave functions in the ground state \^rhen associated

with kernels a and þ, which can be monatou¡-ic or polyatom1c. The

parameÈer, À, Ëhen represenËs the average fraction of the electron

that has Ëransferred, and in te:rns of the transition sËaËe theory is a

convenienË reacËion coordinate, whÍch varies smoothly from 0 to 1 duríni

the electron transfer process. For electron exchange reactions

,þ2 lo2+,a
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^ 
= + aË the transition staËe, as wouid be expecÊed for a syrnmetrÍcal

acËivated complex.

This ínËel:pïetation of Àt represenÈing the actual charge

distribution of the reactants in the activated complex has been

criÈicised by Marcrr"41 on theoretical grounds. Nevertheless it forms

a useful concept in Ëhe underst.anding of these reacËions.

The raÈe constant ís cal-culated from transítion state Ëheory,

according to r,¿-hich Ëhe rate consËantn k, for an infinitely dilute

soluËion, is given by

+-Ac /nt (1. s)

where AG* here ïepresents Ëhe standard free energy of activatÍon.

For convenience, the usual- superscripË zero to desígnate a standard

free energy is omitted, and to Ëhe end of this chapter iË is to be

undersËood that al-l- free energies are standard free energies.

Although the electronic inÈeraction is considered weak enough

to neglect in calcu1-ating the energy of a staÉe, it is aË the same

time assr¡med l-arge enough to allow the reaction to procee<i with a

transmission coefficient, r, whÍ-ch is essentially uniËy.

The free energy of activaËion, AG+, is calculated by separating

the energy of the a... (e)...b system into the binding energy of the

electron and the environmental energy of the system with respect to

i-ts surroundíngs, and then rrrriting explicit expressions for each term.

e
RÎ
Nh

k=r
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For an outer-sphere one-electron transfer in sol-ution, represenÈed

by the equation

1 +1
+b 2 (1.6)

T)zL-zzZ.

"l+b
+a

the free energy of acÈivation is given by the expression

AG* = iAPu * 0a(À+) + eb(l - r+) * patuiot + l* i¡fu. (1.7)

g denotes a staËe where the ions are at a seParation o, the

internuclear distance in the activated complex, buË ¡.rhere the system has

the charge distribution of the reactants; i and f denote the initial

and final states, with a and b far apart; and Ë denotes the transiËion

s tate .

The first term of equaËion (1.7) rePresents the free energy change

in brínging Ëhe reacËants to the separatíon o just prícr to Ëhe electron

transfer. The nexÊ ËI^7o terms colrespond to the energy changes for

each ion due to Ëhe rearrangement of the lÍgands in the first

coordination shell and of the surrounding solvenË. p¡tuin, ís an

interacËion tern, gÍving the change in interionic enelgy at the

separaËion o as the charges on Ëhe kernels a and b change from the

initial to the transition staÈe distribution. The final term

depends on the overall free energy change for the reaction.

To obÊain an expression for íAPu, only the coulomb energy of

repulsion ís considered and other potential energy terras are assumed

very small. IË is al-so assumed that, províded the reactant
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concenËrations are expïessed in moles 
"*-3,

also sma1l. If the reactant concenËrations

the entropy ehange is

are expressed in

(1. B)

moles

Z. and Zn are the charges on the reactant ions, e Ëhe electronicl_¿

charge, and e Ëhe bulk diel-ectric constant of Ëhe medir:m which is

assumed homogeneous.

Ihe exchange barríer resulËs from the superposition of Ëtro

síng1e-ion exchange barriers plus interaction tetrns. The

environmental--energy parË of the exchange barrier for each ion is

obtaíned in the forn

0 (À) = Patu - lÍ¡fu'env 'env (1. e)

This function ís then cal-culated in the same rray as ionic solvation

energi-es. These consist of three terms (assuming any other terms are

r:ninportant):

(í) 0(l)""rrity, the energy of "caviËy" formatíon ín the solvent;

(íi) 0(À)"orn1"*, the cohesive energy of the complex ion;

(iii) u(^)¿r.r, the dielectric charging energy of the complex ion.

U(À)¿r.f is the dominant term. Becatæe of the assumed weak

el-ectronic interacËion between the ions, the time period of motion of

the Ëransferring electron will- be less Ëhan those of the firmly-bound

sol-vent elecËrons. Hence Ín going from the Ínitial to tire Ëransítion

(v 
"*3)-1, this gives

i.p zrzre 
R-atu =

eo
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state charge distribution, while at seParation o, Ëhe electronic

polarisation of the solvent r,.rill- be determined by the instantaneous

charge distribution on each ion; but the atonr-ic and orientaÈíonal

polarisations (due Ëo nuclear urotion) will- be determined by only the

average charge on each ion. For the i-on a, then, this resulËs in the

repl-acement of Ëhe usual Born equation for the charging energy of a

spherical particle by the exPression

t (r - x)zt + x(z
rdi.l (2, - \) =

2-1) e

é--r>
e

2

2r
1

(z À) e
11 (1.10)

t-
c e

Ilence the dielecËric charging term for ion !r in going from state p

to the Ëransition sLate, is gíven bY

À(l- - À)e2
(À) (1.11)

d diel 2tL e

o

22

2r
o

l_ .1
0 ¿

o

e is the dielecËríc constant at opticai- frequencíes, measuring the
o

electronic polarisability of the solvent. 11 is the radius of the

complex ion, a, including its first coordínatíon shell. If r, varies

significantl-y with charge (e.g. contracËions due to crysËal field

effects) then thís can be taken into account.

The cohesÍ-ve energy of the complex ion, 0(À)"orpl.*, i" estimated

from a suítab1e Potentíal function or, if data are avaílable, from

force constants for the metal-'ligand stretching. In the con',mon case
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hrhere the ligand is a water mo1ecu1e, a simple potential functiont

usíng an ion-dipole model for the attractíve forces and an inverse

por,rrer term for the repulsion, is suitable. Such a function for the

symmetrical vibraËion of a shel1 of n" \,üater molecules in the field

of an ion of charge q is

-n lo l.u
u(d,q) =-#+* (1.12)

do d^^'

where U is Ëhe dipole noment of a water molecule at a distance, d,

from the metal ion, and A and m are arbitrary parameters. m c¿m

be estj-mated frcm Èhe variation of d"r the metal-ligand equilibrium

dÍstance, with charge. This leads to the fol-lowing expression for

the cohesi-¡e energy of the ion a:

oa(À)
À(1 - À)n.e¡r

a""lzrl (m" - z¡
(1.13)

complex

For transÍËion metal ions, r¿here crystal fíe1d effecËs are

inportant, an addiÈional term has to be added to the potential function

to allorv for the extra crystal field stabilísation energy. It ís not

then possible to obtaín a simple expressíon for 0(À)"orpl.* analoEous

to (1.13), but it can be estimated.

The energy of "cavitytt formation, 0(À)cavity, is assumed constant

for all states and so can be neglected here.

lhe ínterionic interaction. .rr"tgy, p

^t
j-s calculated byu.'l-n t
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again consideïing onl-y the electrical contribution. I^Iith the same

assurnpt-ions made in cal-culating U(À)Ur.f , Èhe interact,íon energy is

girren by

P¡tu
-l LÍ 2

À (r_-À )e

I f-Z -1)+ A u
2

,i -þ (zt - 1) (1.14)

(1.18)

+2
+ À e

e
o

.Z
int o oe

o

For ions not subject to crystal fiel-d effect,s and for which

Ëhe inner-shel-l- potential- energy is adequaÊely descrÍbed by a function

of the form given in equation (1.L2), the free energy of activation

for electïon transfer can be writËen explicitly as

+ Z.rz.rez ,l^2
^c*=-+-*+- Gt zz-t) +¡,ii¡ru-Sr"v

2

+ + t 1 -1'l' (1 - À') t{;- +" '"ZtL 2t2 o'
11 j"2

(1. 15)

This is of the forrn

Ac+ =6 + À+ E + À+(r - r*)x (1-.16)

By nLininising this expression with respect to l,*, the value of À*

is given by

(1.17)

+{ ; a +#.ul
d"^¿ lzLl (ma - 2) d"u' 

I 
zrl @o - z>

r,+=|cr+þ

+).

2

where t=L(Z-'oeI
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n
and x = ,*n o

lr!- - L)"2 * {"e e'
t_1 a

2r 2 
iZLI (rn _z)

a2 o d
ea

tb
+ ]eu (1.19)

d.¡2 | zrl øo - z>

Ihus for a one-electron exchange reaction, for'¿hich

í.f .+ 1*¡-u is zero, À' =;. ^" exPecËed.

Expressions for Ëhe enthal-py of activation, AH+, æd Ëhe entropy

of acËivation, AS+, can also be readily obtained from er¡uation (1.15)

by differenËiation of AG* with respect to Ëemperature.

The comparison of Ëheoretical predictions with experimenÈal daËa

on electron exchange reacËions is enc.ouraging. There is good

agïeement ín a number of cases, and where there is a major

diserepancy this can often be atËributed to a special factor. some

represenËative dat*36t is given in Table l-.1.

Table 1.1

Calculated and eriment al- Data for Sone Electron Ex Reactions

in Aq ueous Sol-ution at 25"C
t

AHl
À

^s' expË

-25

-25

-40

SysËem

Ee3+ ll."z+

v3* lvL*

c.4+/c.3+

+
AH,

caJ-c

L0. I

7.5

6.8

T
ÀS calc expt

o9-32

-31

-45

L3.2

7,7

-t_ -1 -1(Energies ín kca1. mole , entropies in cal. deg. mole .)
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The 1or¿ enthalpy of activation predicted for the v3* /V2+ system

night be attributed to Ëhe crystal field radius contractÍon of
') )-

v (H2o) 6'' .

For a series of similar reactions r¡ithout crystal fíel-d effects,
tt

AHt and ASt are predicted to vary srnoothly with changing íonic

radii, and the predicted rates do not change very much (cf. the

exchange reactíons of the actinide iorr").36" This is not Ëhe case

with transition metal- ions, where the crystal field effecËs give rise

to large variations in predicted rates.

It is interesting to conpare the magnitudes of the various

conËributions Lo the overall enthalpy of activation, AH+. For the

exchange reaeÈions, M4+/M3+, of acËinide íons in aqueous solution at

25oC and zero ionic strength, Ëhe contributions are nearly constant

and are as fo11ovr",36"

o"*ur.r."tric = 6.4 kca]- mol"-l (includes notrrrra.raction)

!Ì
repulsion

¿I
complex

-1
AH

4.2 kca]-. mole

-1

= -1.5 kcal. mole

-t-
AH

Thís gives Ait* 8.1 kcal. mole

For the exchange ïeactions , t3* /o?*, of the íons of the first
*+

transítion series, the terms O"'dr"l."tr'. utd AH'r"p,rl"ior, "='
similar withín the series, wiËh values of about 7 kcal. mole-l and

-1.5 kcal. *o1"-1 respectively. However, the val-ues of AH*^^*----:-- complex

vary from 2 to LL kcal. to1.-1, as a result of the different crysËal

field contractions for each metal- ion. Ihis gives rise to widely
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differing values of ÀIt*, from 7'5 to l-B keal' *ol-"-1

predic-ued rates , for the transition metal ions'

and hence oft

A major parË of the barrier for electron Ëransfer arises from the

reorganisation energy, involving both the inner coordinaÈion shell

and the surrounding solvent. IÈ ís the contributions to this Lerm

r¿hich prove mosË elusive, especially that for the inner coordination

shel1, and the various theoretical treatments dÍffeI mosË in their

methods of estimaËing this te:rr. Hush uses a specific molecular

model to estimaËe it. Independent tests of some of his

assumptions could be made from a knowledge of bond lengths and force

L1

constanËs for Ëhe inner coordination shel-l-- anìd from the examination

+?2-
of AS* val-ues for a number of reactiorrs." A further Ëest should be

províded by the examination of ÀVf values for a number of reactíons,

since this quantity is directly relaËed to the reorganisation Ëhat

occurs in the activation Process'
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Chapter 2

Theory of Pressure Effects on Reaction RaËes

2.L Introduction

The primary purpose of all kineÈic studies is to elucidate the

mechanism by which a reaction occurs. Since the volume of activatíon,

AV-, obtained by pressure studies, can be interpreted on the

molecular sca1e, it complements the oËher activation para$eËers, AH+

+
and AS', and so is a useful quantity to the kineticíst.

pressure studies of hornogeneous liquid-phase reecÊions are more

fruitful than gas-phase pïessure studíes, because in solution the

concenËraËions of the reactants do not change grossly i^7iËh pressure.

Seve,ral revier¿s have appeared over the last few years discussing the

mechanistic irrplicatíons of the resulËs of such liquid-phase

pressure studies, Ëhe most imporËant reviews beÍng those by

I{halley ,42'43 1e Nob1e7 and Hamanî,6'44'45

In order to develop the theory of pressure effects on reaction

rates, ít wil-l be necessary first to revier¡ brÍef1y the transition

state theory of reaction rates, since the description of pressure

effects is besË described in terns of this theory.

2.2 Transítion StaÊe Ïheo of Reaction Rates

There are tÍIo main theories of reacËíon rates, the collision

theory and the transition state Êheory. The former describes chemical
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reacËions in terns of rnol-ecuLar col-lision events, rvhil-e transition

state theory empl-o¡'s the concept of poËential energy surfaces in its

description. Although their methods of approach to the problem are

different, the two theories are essentially equivalent if theír

d.iffereut parameters are "orrul"Ë.d.26 For instance, for a bimolecular

reaction it can be shown that the expressions obtained from each

theory for the rate constant of the reaetion are identical if the

steric factor, from the col-l-ision theory, is related to the

partition functions from transi.tion state theory. For present purposes

the description in terms of ËransiËion staËe theory is more suitable.

The transitíon state theory fo:rnulates the process of a chemical

reaction as the comiog together of the reactant species to form an

activated complex, X+, which then decomPoses into products. The

actívated complex is regarded as a definite molecular specíes which

exists at the top of an energy barrier lying between the initial

and final- sËates. The rate of the reactíon is deternined by the

rate at which this activated complex passes over this barrÍer. Such

a general reaction coul-d be represented as

->
aAtbB+... <' X. + lL+mM+...

The acËivated eourplexes, X*, are assumed Ëo be in equilibrium

with the reactants. This equii-íbrium can be characterised by the

relation
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I

lxÎl +=K (2.L)

torttulb
&

where Kt is the equilibrium consÈant (more strictly the equílibriun

product, since [A], [B], denote the concentrations of A, B, . o. '

noË their activities). K* ."t be written in terms of the appropriate

partíËion functions, and then, for an infinitely dilute solution,

the transition state rate exPression is deduced as

k = K H ,"*r' (2.2)

where k is the raËe constant, K the transmission coefficient, R

the universal gas constant, T the absolute tempeÏature, N Avogadrors

nr:mber, h Planckrs constanË and (r*)t is given by

I

KÎ (2nm (2.3)

o tl2
The tefn. (2r*t RT/N) ôih is the conËributíon from Ëhe degree of

freedom along the reactíon coordinate towards the total partition

function per unit volume for the activated complex. ** i" th"

effective mass of the activaÈed complex for motíon along Ëhe reaction

coordÍnate and ô is the I-ength of the reaction coordinate defining the

transítion sËaËe.

The transmission coefficient, r, is a parameter inËroduced ínto

the rate expression Ëo al1ow for the possibility Ëhat not every

actívated complex reaching the top of the potential energy barríer will

)t/t * (r*)'RT

N

I
I
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be converted into a react,ion producË. K rePresents the probability that

the activaËed complex r¿ill decompose into products. Normally r is

consÍdered to be equal to, or very close to, unity. Further it is

custonary to assume thaË rc is independent of bouh Ëemperature and

45pressure.

2.3 The c Descr tion of Pressure Effects

For a homogeneous

equilibrium exists

aA + bB +...

liquid-phase in which the follor^'ing chemicai

Zl-L+rM+

Ëhe chemícal potenËiaL of the component J may be writËen as

uJ
o

uJ + RTlna

o-1 Ir.

(2.4)

...(2.6)

J

where Ul is Ëhe chemical potential- of J in íts standard sËate, and

a, is the activitY of J.

The conditíon for thermodynamic equilíbriurn is

"UA 
+ bpB + ... - 1trl + tUM + ... (2'5)

Fron (2.4) r,¡e maY then r^rrite

"u;.* ru! +
otrM

Defini-ng an equil-íbrium constant, K, by
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r¡re may \^/riËe (2.6) as

Further, v¡e have that

Rrlnr=auf,+ru!+ *uMo-1 uL

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)

o

v.i

where -v, i= the partial- molar voh:me of J a¡rd p the pressure. Hence

we have

.âRT ln K.( ao--p = "uI 
+ bV; + ... - tV; - *i

= -AVo (2. 1-o)

where ¡Ío is the excess of the partial molar volumes of the products

over those of the reactants, all in their standard sËates. Equation

(2.10) provides the fundamental account of the effect of pressure

upon any chernical equilibriun.

In reaction kinetics, the concentraËíons of the speeies in

solutj-on are nornally expressed in terms of their molar concentrations,

given by

c, ; nr/v (2.1-1)

where n, ís the number of moles of component J, and V is the volume

of thesolutíon expressed ín 1ítres.
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An actívity coefficient, yrr can novl be defined as

v (2.L2)

For dilute solutionsr yJ, f.ot a sol-uÈe component J, is defined to

approach unity as the concentrations of all solute species approach

zero, i.e. the standard staËe is aË infinite dilution.

We may norn' rewrite (2.7) as

K=K x Q.1.3)c

1 m

where K
("u)

(2.L4)
c a ("s)

Hence,

ar/ cr.
J

and from (2.4),

RTlny J
P T

("1)

ß - - #,#n,r.

-Vl-nro

b

"e)

.*i-n 5, = ,g{5,, * fo {nr tn } r

(

(2. ls)

=vJ (2.L6)

where ß, the compressibility coefficienË oÍ the solutionris given by

Thus we obtain

àRI 1n K

âp T

(2.L7)

=-AV + (l- +n+ ... - a-b - ...)RTß (2.18)
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where AV is the excess of the partial molar vol-umes of the products

over those of the reactanÈs under the concentration condiÈions

employed. Equatior' (2.1-B) shows how the equílibriun constant (more

strictly the equilibrium product), Kc, depends on the effective

volumes of the reacËanËs and products. In the l-init of infiníte1y

dilute sol-utions, ß is equal- Ëo Ëhe compressibility coeffícient of

the pure sol-vent and Al becomes AÍo, referring to the standard states

of reacËants and products. In dilute solutíons Ëhe differences

between these ¡¿il-i- be smal1 .

Now, ín the transition state theory, K+ reptesenËs an

equilibrium product, and from equations (2.2) and (2.3) we have

that

ln k = 1n f* + consËant. (2.1g)

Ilence the pressure dependence of the rate consËant, k, is obtained

as

,âRT ln k.(---=-)
dp

¿
= -AV' + (1 - a - b - ...)RTß (2.2A)

T T

where AVl = vx*
"vA

bv
B

(2.2L)

That ís, the effect of pressure on the rate consËant, k, ís governed

by the excess parËia1- mol-ar volume of the acËivaËed complex over

those of the reactants.

In derivíng equation (2.20) it has been assurned, following normal
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43 ¿1
Practice, that m and ô (equation (2"3)) are independent of pressure.

Inasmuch as this assumpËion is correct, r¡re can Ídentify AV+ with the

true volume change on activatj-on.

Furtherrnore, equation (2.20) ís strictly only correcË for

reactants in their standard staËes, which for the present

consíderations ís at infinite dilution. Hence the AÍ* of equation

(2.20) refers to reacËants aÈ infinÍte dilution.

It has been frequent practj.ce in the literaËure to Ëreat

experimenËal data aecording to the approximate relaËion

-AV
IT (2.22)

expT
1n
âp

RTâ

¿
where AV'-__ is conventíorialJ-y called the "volume of activaËíon".

exP
¿J

Clearly 
^VT^-- 

is a composite function and. cannot be equatecl to AÍ*.' exp
ú

The val-ue of AV exp, deduced from experimental- neasurements, should be

corrected for the term ín RTß and for finite íoníc strength effecËs

to appr.oximate more cl-osely to the more fundamental quantity, ¡l*.

For solvent waËer at 25"C and 1 bar, Êhe term ín RTß, for a bimolecular

reaction, amorrrrts to about 1.1- c.". ro1.-1 . I^lith the improved experiment

tectrníques of the presenË day it is normally possible to measure

activation volumes to better than + 1 c.c. ro1"-1. Since there will be

only sma1l dífferences between Ëhe quaritities 
^V* 

and
I

{¡vt + (1 - a - b )RTß], both nor.r referring to the conditions
e>tP

of the prevailing medium, r¿e sha1l hereafter call- then both the "volture
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of activation" and designate this quantity by nV+.

The correction for ionic strength effects is made by a Ëerro

involving Ëhe pressure dependence of the actívity coeffj-cierLt".42

For the purpose of comparing calculated and experímental valrres of
ú

AV', the íonie strengÈh correction could be made to either the
4Å

measured AV', i.e. to {AV'^__ + (1 - a - b ...) RTß}, or to the
exP

calculated AV+. Because the latter is nore convenient, this is the

procedure that has been adopted in these studies.

Unfortunatel-y, ¡V* is not independent of pressure and frequently

plots of ln k vs. pressure are distinctl-y curved, especially where

the vok:me changes are caused by electrostri-ctiorr.6 An example of

thj-s emerges in the present sËudies. The most r:seful value of AV*

is obviously the 1-irnitÍng value aË.atmospheric pressure, AV|. VariousI

".rthor"42-45 
h",r" discussed. the methods whereby 

^VT 
may be estímated, butL'

there ís no general agreement as Ëo which procedure yields the mosË

accuïate value of AV1.t
Ihere are ttáro main methods that are used. The first is Ëo assume

that AV* is independent of pressure over a small pressuïe raoge and to

calculate the average AV+ over this range, using an expression of the

form:

1-¿

- ^n*1 AVr1"Ë=-Ë(nr,*r
n

- p ).n
(2.23)
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Then by plotting the average AV+ val-ues so obtained (or their

recíprocals) against the mean pïessure of each ínterval and

extrapolatíng to l- bar (effecËiv eLy zero) a value of AVI can

be obtaíned. This procedure seems Ëo be most, satisfactory when the

cuïvature of the plot of ln k against pressure is oot sma1l or rnrhen

there aïe too felr points to fit an equation nr:merically.

The fitting of an eqr.ratíon is the second main method. Because

the theoretical- rel.ation between k and p is noË known, an assumed

empirical equaËion is rrsed. Nornal1y this is a poI¡Ier series in p

of the forrn

lnk=a + bp + cpz Q.24)

The val-ue of av* at any pressure, incl-uding I bar, can then be

obtained from Ëhe slope. This procedure seeus to be besË when the

curvature of the 1-n k against p plot is only slíght.
1+

Le Noble' h." pointed ouË Èhat, although the value of AV' at

1 bar is the most useful value, it is also the leasË accurate' since

measulements can be made on only one side of ít. Further:rLore, íf

through some quirk of nature these graphs have some unusually large

curvature jusË above zero pressure, then the value normally calculated

for AVi wil-l bear little resemblance to the true value of nVl. It'1 "--- I

seens, however, on present evídence that this is not the case and the

curvature in the 1n k vs. p plots usual1-y becomes ewident only above

Lkbar.
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This curvature of the ln k vs. p plots arises from the

compressibility of the Ëransition state and is Ëo be expected both

because the initial and transition sÈates usually have differenL

compressÍbílities and because a change of pressure affects the

interacËion between the transition state and the solvent and therefore

changes the nature of the transitíon sËate ítsel-f. This variation
+

of AVî with pressure is especially imporËant for reactions r¿ith

large values of IOU*l because a large difference in volume between

the transitíon staËe and the reacËants is generally paralleled by a

1-arge dÍfference in comPressibili ty.42

A significant and controversial paper on this topic, published

by Benson and Bersoor46.rroked a l-ively discussion in the liËerature.

They assgmed that for non-ionic reactions an activated complex could

be represented by Taitrs equatíon of state, whích Íraplied that AV+

mr:st always vary with pressure (contrary to some experimental results).

In a subsequent discussion by Wa11-ing and l^rrrr"tr47 these authors

conclude that usually transition states cannoË be treated as having

the compressibility properËíes of ordínary stable molecules.

Hyne and coworkers4S "ho*"d, 
in a careful analysis of one system'

that the quantity (âAV+/ðp), is a real-, additional activation parameter

and its Ínvestigation could very well provide infornation about the

sËrucËure and properties of the transitíon staËe. For ionic

reactions it is probable that.the main contribution to the
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compressibility of the Ëransition state arises from Èhe interaction

of the activated complex wÍth the solvent, depending on Èhe second

derivatíve of the dielectric constant of the solvenÊ with respect
*

to pressure, in Ëhe same way that the major contribution to AV'

arises from Ëhe electrosËrictíon of the solvent, depending on the

first derivaÈive of e wÍ-Ëh respect to p.

2.4 Volumes of ActivaËion of ElecËron Exchange React:þqB

1 the free energy of activatíon,

(2.2s)

significant error and

activati-on.

An expliciË expression for Ëhe volume of activaËion of an

The pressure dependence of ÂG

is given by the relation

!

-ãAGT. ¡(ä), = 
^v'.

In this expression, ll+ Ís the excess parÈial molar volume of the

transition staËe over those of the reactanËs under the prevailing

condítions.
lLa +

As Whalley*'has pointed out, AG' suffers from the same defect
¿l

as (K-) (equation (2.3)), ín that it is an incomplete quantiÈy, with

the part due to moËion along the reaction coordinate beíng absent.

Ilence the derívative (AAG+/ãp), is not a true volume. ilowever, as

before, it is commonly assumed Ëhat Ëhis does not lead to any

(AAc'7àn)r is idenÈified as the vol-ume of
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outer-spheïe electron Ëransfer reaction could thus be obtained by

differenËiating equaËion (l-.15) with respect to pressure'

For the case of a one-el-ectron exchange reacËion, where Èhe

å1
overall free energy change is zero and À' = i,, I^7e cafl dif ferentiate

equatíon (1.15) Ëo obtain Ëhe expression:

I

^vt

zrzre2

h,þ,*1"',ù..ù þ fo,
11
e e T

\ (2.26)
o o

Since equation (l-.1.5) refers to Ëhe standard free energy change

for elecËron tïansfer, ll+ in equation (2.26) refers to the volume

change for reactants in Ëheir standard states, i.e. at ínfinite

diluËion. As mentioned previously, a correction to this value

can be made for íonic strength effecËs.

It is assumed in deriving equation (2.26) that the quanËities

or tLr t2, n and d" are independent of pressure. There is no

compelling reason to bel-iev. atr.t o trill- change with pressure unless

there is solvent between the reactanË íons in the Ëransition state.49

In the present outer-sphere theory, a "close conÈacÈ" model is

employed and it is assumed that o is equal- to the sum of the estirnated

radii of the reactanË complex ions, calculated fron Van der l{aalrs

radii. Under these conditi-ons, the reason for the asstmted pressure

independence of o is the same as for the quantities r1r rr: m and

d These all rel-ate to Ëhe metal-ligand bond which ís assuned
e

íncompressíble, excepË under ultra-high pressures. This can be
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shor^rn to be a good approximaÈion for simple ions and will be even

better for transítion metal ions ¡shich have extra clystal field

stabil-isation energi"".49 If Ëhis crystal field stabilisation

energy for transition meÈal- ion-s is explicítly taken into account

in the expression for AG+, as it shoulcl be, then on differentíaËing

wÍth respect Ëo pressure this extra terrn will also disappear' since

íts component terns are assumed pressure ínvariant for the same

reason gíven above

Since AVT thus obËained can be equated to the measured volune

of acËivaËion, equation (2.26) provides another test of the

Marcus-Hush theory in that ÍË evaluates the pressure dependenee of

the basic theoretical expression ín an analogous \¡Iay to AS+, which

evaluaÈes the temperaËure d.ependence of the same expression^.

2.5 The Molecular InterDretaËion of Vol-r:mes of Activation

In discussing the volume changes brought about by íncreased

pressure ín the process of activation, it is con'renient, as first

suggested by Evans and Polanyi5o io l-935, to separate ÀV* into two

+++
terrûs, ou: and AVr. ou| represenËs the contribuËion to AV+ arising

from the change in vo1rnes of the reactanË species Ëhemselves, and

!

ÁV" corresponds to Ëhe contribution due to the change in volume of

the surrounding solvent. It is assumed that these effecËs uray be

separated such that
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¿I + + (2.27)AV AV AV
T s

2"5.L The Terrn AVÏ----------a
È

AV-r"which represents the change Í-n part.ial molar volumes of the
T'

reactant species is forning the transition state, can be esÈimated

from assumed changes in the interaËomie distances and Van der triaalrs

radii of the reactanÈs.

The conËributions to AVI wil-l- arise alurosË entirely from ther
partial formation and/or parËial- breaking of bonds in the activated

eomplex.

(i)

+

The Breaking of Cheinical- Bonds

If a reaction involves the breaking of a bond, almost certaÍn1y

this bond will be stretched in the Ëransition staËe. ffr. àgree of

stretching has frequenËl-y been quoted as being about 102 of the
51original bond J-ength, foll-owing Rí and Eyríng.-- This now aPPears

to be a consÍderable underestimate and Hamanrr45 h"" argued that Ëhere

ís no justification for this general ru1e, nor in fact for any general

rule Lince the degree of sËretching probably varies widely for

different reactions.

However, an order of magnitude calculation can be made for the

contribution of bond breaking to lVf tV assuníng Ëhat a given

eI-ongatíon, 61, of a bond of initial length 1, occurs along the axÍs

of a cylinder of consËant cross-section. If the Van der l{aalre radii
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of the tldo atoms are rA and rB' Ire can put the cross-secËional area

of the cylínder equal to Ëhe mean of these t'alues. It follows that

2(^vl)b 2tA ) 6L/2n( ï+ (2;28)
B

where the subscript b refers to a bond breaking term. For example,

consider Ëhe reaction

NZo+NZ+0.

The Van der l,traalfs radii of the N and O atoms are 1.5 R and. 1.40 I

respectÍvely, while the N-0 bond l-ength is initÍally 1.19 R and at the

transj-tion sËaËe has been calculated as 1 .73 1,45 This gives

+--l_Í(^vr)b = 12.2 c.c. mol-e *.

The more complex the react.ant specíes are, the more approximate

this calculation will be, since it is then more difficult to selecË

an appïopriate cross-secËional area.

It is evident that the t.rr (AVl). for bond breaking must alwaysrD
be posÍtive, since there will a1-ways be an expansíon in forming the

transition state.

(ii) The Formation of Chemícal Bonds

In a reacËion Ínvolvíng the formatíon of a new bond, Ëhe

consideratíons are just the reverse of those outlíned above. tr{e can

assume the initíal inüernuclear distance to be equal Ëo the sum of the
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Van der Waalrs radii, tA f .8, of the tr.ro reactant species. The

inËernuclear separation in the transitíon sËate will be 1- + ô1, where

I is the bond length ín the product, and hence the conËribution to
!

AV, will be

(AVT) f= -Tr(rA2* ru2){ro* ru - L- õL)/2 (2.2g)

where ttre subscript f denotes a bond forming term.

For example, in the reaction

0+Nz+Nzo

the i-nitial 0...N separaÈion will be 2.g R whÍle ín Ëhe transiËion

state it will be the same as for the reaction in the other dírection,

1.73 8. Tliis gives (¡v1) . = -4.8 c... tole-l.- rr
Again it is evidenÈ that the term for bond formaËion, (AV:)f,

must be negative, since the formation of the transition state must

always involve a contracÈíon.

(Ííi) Courbination of Bond Formation and Bond Breaking
II

Sínce a (¡V-r-). term is always positive and a (^V:). termrD TI

always negative, in a reaction involving the simultaneous formation
+the sign of AV' t^rill be determinedof one bond.and breaking of another,

by whichever one is predominant. From the study of a nurnber of reactions,

it appears that al-mosË invariably (AV;), is substanÈially greater

nurnerically than Cavll'.45 Hence fox a reaction involving the
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simulËaneous formation of one bond and breaking of another, AV+

will be negaÈíve. For exarnple, the reaction

Hz + Tz + 2HT

which has been assumed unËil recently to involve the simultaneous

formation of Ëwo bonds and breaking of two others, would have a

calculaËed net ¡V* of -15 c... *o1.-1.
x

2.5.2 The Te-rm AV*
I

AVl represents the ehange in volume due to the rearrangeuenË of
S.

solvenË molecules accompanying the activation process. Thi-s

rearrangement can be due to a steric facÈor, which affects the packíng

of the solvent molecules, andlot iË can be due to electrostatic effecËs

which cause the sumounding solvent Èo either contract or dilate

around the actívated comPlex.

In liquid systems, Ëhe first factor appears unimportanË. Ilowever

the second facËor can be of major importance, esPecially where

elecLrical charges are developed or neuÈralised in ttre activation process.

If an electric charge is ful1y or partial-1y formed j-n the

activated complex, it will exert an attractive force on Ëhe permanent

or induced dipoles of the solvent molecules and cause them to conÈracË

around it. Obvíously, the larger Ëhe charge and the more polar the

solvent, the larger will be this effect, r¿þisl-r is termed

electros tríction.
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An expression for estimating Ëhe degree of electrosËriction

of a solvenÉ around an ion can be obtained by differentiating Bornts

equaËion52 fot the free energy of solvati.on of an ion with respect to

pressure. This gives

AV.1 = 4*æ (2.30)

whe::e ÀV - ís the conËraction (elecËrostricËíon) of a *eaium of
ei

dielectric constant e around a,sphere of radius r and eharge Ze.

Although Bornrs model asstrtres spherical particles and a homogeneous

dielectric medium, experimental evÍdence indícates that it gives a

reasonably good description of the Ëhennodynamic properties of,

electrolyte solutiorr".53 Applied to monaËonic síngly-charged ions in
-1

water, equaËion (2.30) yiel-ds a value of av.r: -10 c.c. mole ^.

The question as to whether lVl or lVf is the predomínant termrS
for any given reaction cannot really be answered, since there is no

way of knowing the charge that ís developed ín the transiËion state'

Of course for a reaction -¿here lVl and lV] are of opposite sígn the
TS

experimental AVt will indicate which term is the larger. But for

reactions where AVf and lV] irave the same sign, no unanrbiguolls ansr¡Ieïrs
can be given. NeverËheless, Buchanan and H"t"rtt54 have proposed Èhat,

a workíng hypothesis, AV+ will always be the dorninant term in reactions

whi-ch produce or remove ionic charges, and a larger range of reactions

seems to bear ttis out.6

AS
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For the special class of ouËer-sphere electron exchange

reactions consiCered earlier, the term nVl wil-l be effectj-veLy zeto,
T

since if there ís any sma1l change in the radius of one of the

reactant species in the transition stat-e, reguired by the Franck-

Condon principle, this will be almost exactly compensaËed by a sínrilar

change in the other. Hence, for these reactions, the measured AV*

can be attributed almost entirely to changes in the solvent surrouncling

the ions.

The first two systerns chosen for Èhe present sËudies, viz. ühe

Co(uora)- - Co(HEDTA) and Co(en)33t - Co(en)32* 
"y"Ëems, 

are believed

to proceed by an outer-sphere mechanísm. The adequacy of Ëhe

Marcus-Ilush Ëheory in predicting AV+ values for this Ëype of reacËion

can be gauged by a comparison of the calculated and measured values of
&

AVt for Ëhese telo systems. For the third system in these present

studies, Ëhe t.3; - f'e{ exchange, the mechanism is not so cl-ear, and

a compari-son of the calculated and neasured values for this reacticn

should assist in deternining its mechanism.
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Chapter 3

Hieh Pressure ApparaÈus and Techniques

3.1 IntroducËion

For the present puïpose of studying the effecÈ of pressure on

the reaction rates of inorganic reactions in solution' Pressures

up to 2 ot 3 kbar only are required, as Ëhe major effect bccurs Ín

thís range. Although thís is aË the Iow end of the high pressure

specËrum for high pressure studies, nevertheless the design of the

hígh pressure vessels is basically the sarne as for those to be

used aË higher pressures.

A considerable anount of tectrnical knowledge concerning pressure

seals, pressuïe connectíons, pïessure intensifiers and Ëhe 1ílce has

been acquired by r^rorkers in the fíe1d over the last few decades and

Ëhere are rìor{ several excellent re\rier¡rs covering all these aspects

of high pïessuïe apparaËus - see, for example, Ilamannr6 a.a. nradley55

and R.S. nradley.56

The basíc problem in the design of high Pressure equipment is to

know what inÈerna1 pïessure a vessel of given maËeríal and known wa1l

thickness rvil1 support. Almost invariably these vessels are hol-1ow

cylínders, both for reasons of conveníence ín manufacture and for

even dÍstribution of stress over the vessel. There has been a nuriber

of theoretical and empirical relaËions proposed to give the bursËing

pressure of a cylinder in terms of the tensile strengËh of the wa11

material and the thickness of the wall.
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For a thin-walled cylínder of internal and external radii r,

artd r, respecÈively, iË can be 
"ho*rr6 

that Èhe cylinder will start Ëo

yield wiih permanenË deformaËion when

f.r - rr
p=g-=¡- (K-i)f-11 (3.1)

and it will burst when

p=(K-1)o (3.2)

where f and o are the yield stress and ultimate tensile stress of the

wal1 mate-rial. K is the ratio of external to internal- radius. This

equaËion is strictly valíd only for very thín cylinders but iË is very

useful in Ëhat it gives good esÈimaËes of the yield and burstíng

pïessures for values of K up to 1.1.6 For moderately high pressuïes

this is r:sua1ly sufficient.

For thick cylinders, Manning5T fr"t derived an equation relatíng

the bursting pressure to the results of torsion Èests. Ilowever,

although this formula has been shown to agree well with e*peti*.rrtr58

íË ís inconvenien.t Èo apply due to the more difficult nature of torsion

tests and Ëhe lengthy calculations involved. More recently,
59Leinss-- has proposed an empirical- relation,

o (3.3)P=
u(K - 1) + ß

where ß is an empírica1 parameter which is characteristic of the
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materíal used. The results of a number of experi-menÈs have been

shor,m to confonn to this equation and for most purPoses it is

probably the most useful of all the relations that have been proposed'

A general requirement for the study of the kinetics of any

reaction is thaË the reacÈion mixture must be sampled for analysis

aË various known tiures in the course of the reaction. For high \

pressure kinetíc studies this poses an addiËional design problen'

NoÈ only must the design allorv ¡e¡ srmFling of the reacÈion mixture

at given times, but also the reacËanË solution must not come in

conËact 1^rith the Pressure vessel material , because of possible

chemical inËeraction. This last requirement is Particularly

iuporËant for agueous solutions, because of their greaËer reacËiwity

¡vith metals.

3.2 lligh Pressure Vessels

Sínce t11e presenË studies ürere anong the fírst hígh pressure studieå1

Èo be carried out in ttrese laboraËoríes, new high pressure vessels vrere

developed and nodified during Ëhe course of this work. The different

vessels will be described in the order in which they were designed'

3.2.r Individual Pressure Vessels

The first high pressure vessels used consisted of a seË of six

Ídentical vessels, shor^rn in Figure 3.1. Ihey were desigOed in these
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laboratories and r^/ere constructed from 65 Ton SD50 stainless steel , with

a rating of 6000 bar. The reacÈion vessel itself consisted of a

polypropylene tube of abouÈ 9 r01. capacity, r¿ith a tighË-fitting

Teflon p1ug. This was completely surrounded inside the pressure

vessel by Ondina 17 oi1 , w-hich was the pressure medir-m for transmitting

the pressure to the reaction soluËion.

The pressure seal for Ëhe main body of the vessel was effected

by a Neoprene or Viton-A Q-ring at lower temperaËu1es (up to 30'C), but

for higher temPeïatures a copPer gasket, seated below the sealing p1ug,

was used. It was found that the O-rings failed afËer a maÈter of a few

hours under pressure at the higher tenperatures.

The pressure rl¿Isi generated by a manual hydraulíc pump, which was

connected by a standard Aminco pressure connector to ttre side outlet of

the pressure vessel, and the pressure raised to the desÍred value wÍth

the needle valve open. This was then closed, and with the pressure vesse

now completely seal-ed, the connection Ëo the pump hTas removed.

The set of six pressure vessel-s was used for each kinetic run, since

the reaction soluËion wíËhín each vessel could provide only one aliquot

to give one poinÈ on a kinetic plot. To carry out a run' then' the

reacËion solution rÀlas prepared and Ímmediately divided into six parts to

fill each of the six reaction vessels, one for each pressure vessel.

Due allowance \¡ras made for Ëhe time interval between loading and

pressurizing each vessel.
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I,{hen each vessel was to be sampled, iÈ was placed on the

pressure line, as shown below (rigure 3"2).

Fígure 3.2 Pressure Line Assernbly.

I^IiËh the needle valve (V) stil1 closed, Èhe pressure in the line was

raised by Ëhe pr:rnp (P) to the expecÈed value inside the pressure

vessel. The needle valve was then opened, and if the pressure ín Ëhe

vessel had dropped from its initial- val-ue due Ëo a leakage, it was

Ímmediately ewident from the pressure gauge (G) and the solution

was rejected. Such leakages rarely occurred however. If no drop in

pressure had occurred, the pressure \^r¿rs released back through Ëhe puurp

and then the vessel was disrnantled and the reaction soluti-on withdrar,¡n

for sampling.

Ihese pressure vessels suffered from trvo major difficulties. The

first and most obvíous ís that each poinË on a kinetic plot came from

a separate deterrnínation from an índividual pressure vessel, and noÈ

from a bulk soluËíon ín a singl-e reaetion vessel. Ttre second is that,

V
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when worlcing at higher teüperatures' the final pressure could not be

accirrately predicted beforehand, since ËÏre vessels had to be

pressurized at ïoom temperature and subsequently raised Ëo Ëhe requíred

r^rorking temperature. This of course raj-sed the pressure inside the

vessel! and the final pressure had to be measured when opening the

vesseL for samplÍng by balancing its pressure agaínsË the Pïessurá

in the l-ine.

3.2.2 Hieh Pressure Sampling Vessel

The second rnodel of pressure vessel obv-iated the difficulties jr:st

menËioned, by allowing aliquots to be withdrawn from the one reactíon

solution and by being conÈinuously on the pressure 1ine, thus

permiÈting the pressure to be registered on the gauge throughouË a

run. This model consisted of a síngle pÏessure vessel, which is

shown in figure 3.3.

The vessel was designed ín these laboraËories with the aid of daÈa

supplied by Dr. A. Ewald (UniversiÈy of Sydney). The main body and screw

plug were made from 75 Ton SD50 sËeel, r^rith 316 stainless sËee1 used

for the other parts. This vessel was sirnilarly sealed with either an

O-ring or copper gasket, depending on the working Ëemperature'

The reaction vessel , shown in tr'igure 3.4(a)' \¡/as made of Perspex

wj-th a Teflon plrnger. It, !üa^s found convenient to lubricate the

barrel of the reaction vessel with a very thín film of þiezon N grease.
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Thís was an inert hydrocarbon-based lubricant and Ëests showed that

it did not ínËerfere with any ïeact.ion studied. There were several

interchangeable vessels, with capacities varying frorn 30 nl. to 100 ml.

To remove an alíquoË of reacÈion soluËion for sampling, Ëhe needle valve

stas opened and the pressure forced the solution out as the pfu:nger

moved up the reaction vessel . The pressure I4tas then quickly

readjusted with the PumP.

Several rnodifÍcations had to be made to achieve a saÈisfactory

connection bete/een the reacÈíon vessel and the sample r'-alve block,

due to aËtack of the metal connecËion fitËings by the various reaction

solutions. A sirnple Luer l-ock connecËion was first tried. This was

1aËer replaced by a screw-in connection wíth the end gold-plated. This

was finall-y replaeed by the connection shown in Figure 3.4(b). In

some cases, a stainless sËeel capi11ary tube r^¡as found satisfactory

for the outlet Èube connecting the reaction solution to Ëhe valve

block. Ilowever, for the more reactive soluËions, the sÈaínless steel

capil1-ary had to be replaced by a platinr.ur-íridír:m alloy tr:bíng, which

was inert. The extrenely smal1 diameter of this tubing, 0.022", made iË

diffícult to seal , æd so iË was less conveníent Èo use than the

stainl-ess steel tubíng. The methods of sealing these two tubes are

indícated in Figure 3.4(b).
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3.2.3 opti cal Pressure Vessel

For the study cf reactions which can be followed spectrophoto-

uetrically, a thírd pressure vessel was designed. This ís shown in

Figures 3.5(a) and (b). The reacËion cell r^/as mounÈed cenËrally insíde

the pressure vessel, inËercepting Ëhe light path beËween the two

windornrs. Ihe reaction cell- was made of sílica, with a l- cm. square

lower secËíon and a cylindrical neck, as shol¡7ïI in Figure 3.5(a). The

cap consisted of a sna1l Teflon plunger rvith a Neoprene 0-ring. Thís

served Èo separate Èhe reactant solution from the surrou:rdíng

pressure medium and allowed pressule tc be applied to the reactarit

solution r¿ithout strain on the sílica ce1l.

The pressure medium used in the present studies uas again Ondína

L7 oíL. Ihis is transparent in the wisible wavelength region but

absorbs in the U.V. If it were desirable to work in the U.V. region,

another suitable pïessuïe medium, such as n-hexane could be used,

with a phase separator between the pressure vessel and the punp.

1'he wíndows of the pressure vessel Ìrere constructed of clear

sapphire discs, supplied by Linde Crystal Products' U.S.A. The crystals

rÀrere cut with an orienËation of 90o and the faces of the discs were

optÍcal]-y flaÈ to five wavelengths, with a parallelism to 0.0005-0.001

inches. They transmitÈed dor¿n to 140 nru and so \¡Iere suitable for sturii-es

in tfie U.V. region.

The aperture of the windows hras not of critical- dimensions. From
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the results of experiments on the bursting pressure of varÍous kinds

of plate glass, Pugh, Ilodgson and G,:nn60 fo,r.td that a thíckness to

unsupporËed-diameter ratio (t/a) equal Èo 1 was satisfacËory uP to

12 kbar. 
^ 

tld raÈio equal to 1 for this vessel should show no

significanË deforrnation of the windows, which would othe::r¿ise result irf

refractive losses.

3.3 General Pressure Equipment.

Þressure Gauges

The pressures Írere measured with Budenburg Pressure Gauges, which

are Bourdon-type gauges. The gauge was siËuated about rníd-way along

the pressure líne bebseen the purnp and the pressure vessel. T\¿o

interc.hangeable gauges, rdith ranges of 0-25,000 p.s.i. (0-1.7 kbar)

and 0-70,000 p.s"i. (0-4.8 kbar), \¡Iere used, depending on the pressure

required. These gauges hTere guaranteed by the manufacturers to have

an error of noË more than I% of. the maximum scale value, when operated

within LO"Å and. 90% of. fu11 scale. No calibration check was Ëherefore

considered necessary.

Hvdraulic PumPs

The pressure \ras generated by a manual hydraulic pump, Blackhawk

Enerpac Model P-228, rated at 40,000 p.s. i. (2.75 kbar) . Ttre prrnp

was filled with Ondina L7 olL, supplied by the Shell Company, and this
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1nras pumped directly through the pressure line into the Pressure

vessel.

High Pressure Tubing and Valves

The high pressuïe tubing used was of 316 sËainless steel.

The size used nost frequently was U4" 0.D. tubing, rated aË

100,000 p.s.i. (6.9 kbar). Some 3/8" o.D. tr:bing, raÈed at

50,000 p.s.i. (3.4 kbar) was used as an oil reservoir. These

tubings hrere supplied by the A¡rerican Instrument Company. For

the inlet Ëo the spectrophoËometer vessel, l/8" 0.D. was used,

due to the greater ease in forsLing it to the shape required to

exiË íË from the specËrophotometer. This tubing w¿rs rated at

90,000 p.s.i. (6.2 kbar) and was supplied by the Han'rood

Engineering Company, U.S.A. The T-piece connectors and valves were

standard Aurinco fittings, supplied by Èhe American InstTument

Cornpany and al-l rated at 60,000 p.s.i. (4.1 kbar).

AJ-l connecÈions with high Pressure tnbing were made using

the standard line-sea1 meËhod, created by a 59" cone-ending

and a 60o cone-ÍnserË' as sho$In below (pigure 3.6).

ç

Ffgure 3"6
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Pressure Medium Reservoirs

tr{ith dle high pressure sampling vessel, after an aliquoË of

reacLíon solution had been withdrawn, the pressure was readjusted

by pumpíng more oil into the pressure vessel. To naintain a consËant

temperaËure ínside the vessel, then, iÊ was necessery to have a

reservoir of oi1, siËuated immediaËe1y before the inlet Lo the pressure

-sessel and ËhermostaËted to the same temperat.ure as Ëhe Pressure

vessel.

T\oo types of reservoir were r:sed" One consisËed of a length

of 318" O.D. high pressure Ëubing, containing 48 rnl. of oi1, eoíled

around the pressure vessel and leading direcËly into it. The other

reservoir r¡ras, in effect,, another pressure vessel, similar to the

reactíon pressure vessel, but withouË Ëhe outlet valve. This stood

alongsíde the reacÈarit pressure vessel and r¡Ias connected direcËly

to iÊ.

The schenatic diagrarns below (Figure 3.7) show the arrangement of

the apparatus, usÍng the high pressure samplrlng vessel and each oi1

reservoir.
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Fígure 3.7

The tenperature effects caused by pressurizaÈion ¡'rere shohtrt

to be insignificant, excepË for the ,":: - F.3+ 
"y"tem, 

and they areaq aq

consídered in detaí1 in ChaPÈer 6.

o
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The Effecr of Pressuïe on tn. qorr (uute) - corrt C

64.

The major part of the study described ín this chapËer concerned

the el-ectron exchange between corr(EDTA) 
"rrd 

corrr(EDTA). A

subsidiary study of ttre pressure dependence of the equilibrium between

the hexadentaÈe and pentadentate forms of the Co(III) complex in acid

solution was also underÈaken.

The Effecr of Pressure on ¡fr. CqI1Ë!!A) - colrr(eur¿,)A.

Electron Exchange

4.1 Introduction
II III

The elecËron exchange beËween Co (EDTA) and Co (EDTA) has

been studied previously by Adanson and Vot.."61 and by Im and

S*"h.62 Both groups studied the reaction as a funcËion of ternperatuïe,

a¡rd their measuremenËs of Ëhe energy and entropy of acti-vation, as

well as the raËe daËa, were in agreemenË. Independent nethods of

following the exchange r^/ere used in each study, the former workers

using isotopic labelling ar¡d the laËter employing optical acËivity.

This reaction was chosen for high Pressure study because ít

appeared to be well characterised and it fulfi1led the following

condiÈj-ons: (i) the reaction was slow enough to perrnit its study

using high pressure techniques, and (ii) the excha¡rge \¡ras believed to

proceed by an outer-sphere mechanism, thus naking it suitable for

applícatíon of the Marcus-Hush theory. An outer-sphere mechanism
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r¡ras considered operaËive ín this system because of the subsËituËion-

inert character of Co(III) complexes and because of the evidence

adduced Ín the second and more complete investigation of Ëhis system

by Im and Busch, who proposed a mechanísm involving an ouËer-sphere

acÈívated complex.

4.L.7 Nature of the Co-EDTA Speqies ¡¡ lplelign

There has been considerable discr:ssion in the literature as to

whether the ligand ethylenediaminetetraaceËate (EDTA4-) funcÈions as a

pentadentate or hexaclentaÈe ligand in aqueous solution.

From a spectÌophotometric study of the EDTA cornplexes of Co(ff)'

Cu(II) and Ni(II) in solutions of various pll values, Bhat and

Krishnamurthy63 concluded that the normal complex exists as

hexacoordinated EDTA but on proËonaËion aË lower pH the ligan<i becomes

pentadentate, presurnabl-y with the introductíon of a water mol-ecule into

the firsË coordínatíon sphere.

lhis vieur r¡las supported by Sarrryer and Tacke ttr64 who compared

the IR spectrum of the free ligand r¿ith that of the metal-ligand

complex i-n aqueous solution. They concluded that under all conditions

of acídÍty at which Ëhe Co(II)-EDTA complex forms (down to pII 0.9), Ëhe

proton does not add to Ëhe nitrogen atom but to a carboxylate grouP.

Hence the mono-proËotraËed species has one free carboxylic acid group

and the sixth coordination position would be occupied by a solvent

waËer molecule.
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More recenÈly, i,üílkj.ns and Ye1in65 ,t..a"d the Co(II)-EDTA

complex aË various acidities with a variety of rapidly reacËíng

oxidants and examined the spectra of the resulting Co(III) complex

soon after it r¿as forrned. Their calculaticns of the product
t-

distribution yielded a value of > BO"/" hexadentate Co(EDTA)- ir' Ëhe

co(II) soluËion at pH à 4.5. lliggin"on66" also, contrary to his

earlier conclusiot"r66b believed that there rnras a predour-inance of Ëhe

hexacoordinaËe EDTA ín the co(II) complex at Ëhese acidities

(provj-sional results 77 + 37"), but at lower pII Èhe pentacoorclinate

EDTA predorn-inated. IIis conclusions weÏe based on measurements of the

associatíori constants of the protonated and unprotonated co(rr)-EDTA

complexes with a variety of monodentate ligands'

The acidity constanË for Ëhe protonated co(II)-EDTA complex,

Co(HUlf¡) rZO-, has been measured under a varieËy of conditionsr62'67'68

and has the value of pK* I 3 at room teÍperature. Thus the exact'

proportions of protonated and ur.protonaËed specíes PresenË in solution

can be calculated for a solution of any given pH'

Hence, in surmnary, ít seens clear that for co(II) the EDTA acts

as a hexadenËate ligand aË pH > 4.5 and the predominanË species r'¡il-l be

Co(EDTA)2-, while at pH l3 the proËonated species vill- be dorninanË,

with the EDTA nor¿ pentacoordinate and a \nlater molecule in the sixth

coordination Positíon.

For the Co(III)-EDTA complex Ëhe situation is similar' except

that the ligand aPpears to be unarnbiguously hexadentate at hígher pH
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and the conversion to the protonated, pentadenÈate fonn at lower pH

is slow (as would be expected frou the inert nature of the Co(III) ion)

and is not so extensi-ve.

A variety of early evidence69-71 ,rrdrcated thaË the Co(III)

complex contained hexadentate EDTA in aqueous solution at normal pH.

This has since been further supported. tr{eakliern and HoardT2 
"ho*.d

conclusively that Ëhe Co(III)-EDTA complex was hexadenËaÈe in the

solid state by a complete crysta-llographic strucÈure determínaÈion.

With this established, Gillard and tr^lilkinson73 rr 
"=rrted 

the IR

spectrum of Co(III)-EDTA Ín heavy hTater and found there \¡Ias a close

correspondence of Ëhe IR spectrum in solution with that of Ëhe ion

in the solid state. This implíed Ëhat there \^r¿rs very litË1e change Ín

the structure of the ion in solutíon and so it must be hexadenËate also

in solution. Some recenË evidence from viscosiÈy measurements also

confirrns this concl.oiorr. 74

.75Higginson,'- using spectrophotometríc methods, has carried out a

Ëhorough investigation of the kineËics and equilíbria existing betr,reen

the various Co(III)-EDTA species ín aqueous solution at different pII.

He found that as the pH of the solution rvas changed, there r4las a rapid

Ínterconversion beËween the various pentadenËate forms buË that equilibria

between Èhe pentadentate and hexadentate forns were esËablished slowly.

The interconversion between the pentadentate forms could be represented

éÐ.
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co (lrEDTA)H20 Co (EDTA)H co(EDTA)oH2- o ztt'

Equilibrium I had the value PK" I 3 and equilibriuin II the value pK" : 8,

indicating the predominant penËadentate species in solutions of

different pII.

The equilibria between the pentadentate and hexadenËaËe forrns

could be written as:

tASf tfas
->
+.

II

co(EDTA)-+tt++ttro

->
<_

I

co (HEDTA)I{20
->
<.

s 1or¿
->
+.co (EDTA)Ii20 co (EDTA)- + H20

--L
20 +H'

lows

lovrs

co(sott)on2- U co(EDrA)-+oH

BeLrreen pH 2.5-7.0 the conversion Ëo co(EDTA) was found to be

quantitaËive, but between pH 7-10, there was some l-oss (f 5%) of.

Co(EDTA)-, apparently with the fornaËion of C9II(nlf6)2-. Betr^reen

pH 0-2 an equilibrium rìras establíshed between the hexadentate form'

Co(EDTA)-, and the protonated, pentadentate form, Co(HEDTA)H2O:

? co(HEDTA)H 0
2

The equilibriun constant for thís equílibrium was deËermined. Hence

again, once equilíbrium had been establíshed, Ëhe proportion of each

form presenÈ ín a soluÈÍon of given pII could be calculated.

co(EDTA) +tt++nro
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4.I.2 pH Dependence of the Exchange Rate

The rate of electron exchange extribíts a pH dependence. Ihis is

shown in Fígure 4.1, where the data of Im and Busch are reproduce-d,

together with the results, corrected to 100"C, from a number of

preliminary runs carríed cut in this presenÈ study. As might be

expected, the plot of observed rate constant, k,against pH follows the

pat¡ern of a pH Ëitration curve, with the inflection occurring aror:nd

pH 3, corresponding to the acid dissociation constant, pK" = 3, for

the protonaËed Co(rf)-mTA complex:

co (IIEDTA)IIro- ¿ co (EDTA) 
2- * ,ro n n* pK, = 3

Because, then, Ëhe pïoËonated and unprotonated Co(II) complexes

exchange at quÍte different rates wiËh the Co(III) complex, it would

be desirable to have all the Co(II) ín the one form for rate

studies. AccorCingly, the plateau region of pH 4-6 appeared most

suitabl-e, since here both the Co(II) and Co(III) complexes were

hexadenËate, with charges of. -2 and -1 respectively. A number of runs

was carried out Ín this region, as i-ndicated in Figure 4.1, buÈ sorne

difficulty r47as experienced. This was Cue, apparently, io the

decomposítion of some of the reactant to cobalt oxíde at this higher

pII and hígh tempeTature (95"C). Im and Busch also reported that

reproducible data could be obtained only within the range pII 2-4.

Ilence it was decided to study the exchange in the other plateau
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region at pH 2. Below about pH 1.8 the rate of exchange dropped arnray

rapidly due to the desÈrucËion of the Co(II) complex. No exchange rlras

observed Ëo occur aË all between Co2l 
"rra 

CoIII(EDTA) ' as hras reported
aq

also in botTr previot¡s studies. This behaviour apPears typical for

,":; - co(rrr) sysrems, ê.8. ."'å - co(en)r*, ."31' - co(unr)63+.

TVo further advanËages of working at PH 2.0 were that the exchange

proceeded at fasËeï, more conveníent rates than at higher pll, and that

Ëhe pil of the solutíon vÍas not so sr¡.scepËib1e to change wittr pressure.

IË will be shown ín the Discussíon belor¿ (secËion 4.4), that the

only important pathr^ray for exchange under these conditions hras thaÈ

involwing the speci"" corr(HEDTA)H2O- and corrr(EDTA) , i.e. the

reaction can be rePresented by the equation

ðotr(*ore)Hzo + corrr(EDIA) ¿ ðorrr(EDrA)- + co(IIEDTA)II20-.

4.1-.3 Ioníc St th Effect

Adamson and Vorre"6l forrrrd that increasing the ioníc strengËh from

0.2 M to 0.7 Mby the addítion of BaCl, increased Ëhe rate of exchange

by about 10%. Im and ¡*"h62 subsequently carried ouË a more detaíled

investigation on the effect of íonic strength on the exchange rate.

They showed that this system I^las insensitive Èo changes in ionic

strength, Ëhe raËes being essenËia11y the sane in the absenee of added

salt (u = 0.2 M) and at u = 0.7 M ín Èhe presence of NaNo3' KN03'

RbNO3 or CsC1. Ilowever, Ëhey also fotrnd that the rate of exchange r^7as
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accelerated by about LO?. at u = 0.7 M in the presence of Baclr,

indicating thaË Èhis rn¡as a specific ion effect. These present studies

hrere carried out at constant ionic sÈrengÈh¡ U = 0.5 M, using NaC1OO

as the supportíng elecÈrolYte.

A nr¡nber of prelirninary runs hrere carried out at 80"c, 85'c

and 95oC. Hovrever, for the Pressure dependence study íË was found

convenienÈ to sËudy Èhe exchange rate at B5oC. Although a detailed

study of the temperaËure effect. vias not made. from Ëhe limited data

available from the prel-iminary ïuns, it was shown that the

temperature dependence rl/as consistent with an activation energy of

2l-22 kca1. *o1"-1' reported ín both prevíous studíes '6L'62

Hence, the pressure dependence of the elecËron exchange raËe

betr{een C6IIçnOf.e,) rnd CoIII(EDTA) }¡as studied at B5oC in aqueous

sol-ution of pH 2.0 and total ionic sËrength 0.5 M'
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4.2 ta1

4.2.L ApparaËus

Press ure Vessels

Ttre early part of tleis work was carried out usíng the set of

indíwidual pressure vessels, but these were replaced during Ëhe course

of the work 'oy the high pressure sarnpl-ing vessel. These vessels have

been described in ChaPter 3.

several rnodifications to the high pressure sampling vessel were

found necessary. Initially, a length of stainless steel capillary

Ëubing, insíde the pressure Ëubingr \d¿ts used as the outlet from the

reaction vessel to ttre sampling valve block. The connection Ëo the

reactíon vessel was made by rneans of a simple Luer lock, as shown below'

STAINLESS STEEL

CAPILLARY TUB¡NG

LUER LOCK

CONNECTI ON

PERS PEX REACTI ON

VESSEL

Ilowever, it was noticed ttrat the optical absorbance of the

reaction solution, neasured at the lor¿er absorption maximum of the

co(III) complex, steadily decreased during the course of a run by

as much as 20-30%. IhaË thís was due to the loss of co(III) complex

was shor¿n by the fact Èhat the same fractional decrease in optical
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absorbance occurred at both absorpËíon maxima for the Co(III) compiex,

382 nm and 538 nm, whíle Èhere rÀras no significant change at Ëhe

absorption maximr:m of the Co (II) complex at 487 nm. It ¡¿as further

noticed thaË the metal connection !,ras being etched. This effecË

occurred only at hígher pressures and r¡as not observed at atmospheric

pressure. Any change in Ëhe pII of the soluËion was Ëoo surall to

measure accurately and tests to determine whether Co(ff) was being

fonned rrere inconclusíve. üIhatever reaction was occurr.Í.ng was

not investigated further.

To overcome this diffíeulty, the Luer lock r¿as reolaced by a

connection with an O-ring seal and l¡iËh the end of the outlet tubing

thaË proËruded inËo the reaction solution being gold-p1-ated. 'Ihis

connection is shown ín the diagram be1ow.

STA I NLESS STEEL

CAPILLARY TUBING

SCREl,/ NUT

O-R I NG

GOLD- PLATED END

PERSPEX REACTION VESSEL

AË first this \^r¿rs successful , but because the golil-plating was either too

porous or too rrneven, corrosion of the rnetal beneath the gold again

r
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occurred after some hours in use, afld this was accompanied by a

similar loss of some of the Co(III) complex.

Finally, the entire staínless steel capi11ary was replaced by

a PtlIr al1oy tubing, with the connection as described in Chapter 3.

The above effect was then elíminated.

Scintillatíon Cor:nter

The actj-vities of the sample solutions were determined using a

Philips ScinÈillation DeËector (Ptr14i19), housed in a Philips

AutomaËic Sample Changer (P1J4003), with a StabÍlised High Voltage

Supply Unit (PW40251l:0). lhis was coupled to an asseuibly consistíng

of a Scaler (PitI4231), Stabilised Power Supply (PI^I4211),

Anplífier (PW 4270), Timer (PI,I4261), ?rinter Control (PI^r4200) and

Victor Digit-MaËic prinËer. The scÍntillation crystal râIas a well-type

thallíum-actívated sodíum iodide crys tal.

The tracer used in these experimenËs was 'Oao, whÍch has a half-

lÍfe of 5.27 year"76 
^nd 

so any smal-l time delays in cotrnting

separate samples were of no consequence. 60co emits two y-rays of

energies 1.33 Mev and 1. L7 vt"v.76

To obËain the optimum conditions for cor:nËing th" 60Co 
Y-rays'

the control settings Ílere systematícally varíed. The E.H.T. IÀ7as set

at l-300 V, which was about nidway along the voltage plaÈeau. The

dÍscríminaÈor bias was set so that the lower threshold was just belohT
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60the energy of the Co y-rays, and the atËenuation !üas seË at X 10.

These settings gave Ëhe naximum ratj-o of total count to background.

The scaler r¡ras used on a pre-seË Ëime setting. Each sample was

counted for 200 seconds, and the total count was such that Ëhe

standard dewiaËion was not more than 12. The counting time was

probably longer than necessary Ëo obtain this accuracy ín the cor.rnË

rate, but as the ínstrument was auËomatic a minimum countíng tj-me was

not important.

The AutomaËic Sampl-e Changer had a capacity for 50 separate samples.

The countíng Ëubes were for¡nd to vary slightly in size, Èhus affecting

the count rate. However, a number of Ëtibes vrere selecËed which gave

count rates which r¡rere reproducible to withín I% on samples of the

same acÈÍdËy, and these r'rere used throughout.

pII Meter

All pH measurements rirere made r¡sing a Doran Precision Universal pH

Meter and D.C. Potentiometer, Model \f4989. It consisËed of an

Electrometer Valve PoËentiomeËer, reading to 0.001 pH uniËs. The null

detector r¡sed was a self-contained reflecting galvanometer. Automatic

temperaËure compensation was provided, although manual conËrol was al-so

available. The elecËrodes used r¡rere a standard glass electrode and a

calomel electrode.

Buffer solutions for standardising the irstrr¡nent before use r¡rere
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prepared from buffer Èablets for the appropriate pH range, supplied by

Marconi InsËrumenËs Ltd., England.

Spectroph otom.eters

For complete specËra ín the U.V. and visible wavelength regions,

Unicam S.P.700 and Unicarn S.P.800 recording spectroPhoËometers were

used.

All accurate absorbance neasuremenÈs were made using a

Shimadzrr specËrophotometer, Model QR-50. This r/as a manual instrument

and measurepents on duplícate samples llere reproducible to t 0.001

opÈica1 absorbance units. Matched silica ce1ls weTe used.

rature Cont.rol

For Ëhe first seË of pressure vessels, temperature control r"¡as

achieved by coupleËely immersing the vessels in an oil bath

mainËained to vlithin * 0.1 degree of the required temperaËure by a

solid-state proportional control heaËer, regulated by a Èhennístor

probe.

The high pïessure sampling vessel was símilarly inmersed in an

oí1 bath, buË only to the top of the main body. At the higher tenPer-

aËures (above 4O"C), heat loss from the exposed top of the Pressure

vessel caused a Ëemperature difference up to 1oC between the reaction

soluËion inside Ëhe pressure vessel and the oil- surrounding the

pïessure vessel. Once thernal equilibrium had been attained, this
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ÈemperaËure difference remained constant' so by maintaining Èhe oil

bath at a slightly higher Èemperature tttan required, Ëhe desired

Èemperature could be accurately obËained wiËhin the reacÈion vessel'

At the lor¿er temperaËures such a ÈemperaÈure difference did not exist'

The heating effect. on the reaction solution, caused by

compression when generating the required Pressure, amounted to

some 2-3oC. However, tests with a -uhermocouple probe shor¿ed Ëhat

this extra heat was largely dissj-pated within 15-20 ninutes, after

whldrtime the temperature had come Lo vriËhin 0.2o of Ëhe reqtrired

temperature. Because the reacÈion times for this system were of

Ëhe order of hours, Ëhis heating effect lüas not signífícanÈ.

The pressure medium reservoir ensured that the oil whích replaceC

the volume of ¿n aliquoË after sampling was already at the required

temperature.

4,2.2 Materials

Cobalt-60 Tracer

Cobalt-60 was obtained in the form of a srnall metal s1-ug from

the Australian Atomic Energy Cosmíssion, Lucas Heights. The slug was

dissolved ín 7 M HNO, and from Èhis sËock solution more diluËe solutions

-1
were obtained with a specific acËivíty of about 0.8 mc ml. '. 1-2 d-rops

of this tracer solution were sufficíent to labe1 the reacÈant solution

to a reasonable 1evel of acLívíty. The concenÈration of tracer in the
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-7reactanÈ solution r^ras of the order of 10 M, which was insignifícant

compared to the concentTatíons of the other species in solution.

Sodi E amine Ëe traace tatocob altate ITI N 0

NaCo(EDTA).4H20, where EDTA represents the hexadeni;ate ligan<i

ethylenedíaminetetraaceËate, \¡Ias prepared according Ëo the neËhod of

D,i^r¡rer, Gyarfas and Mellotr77 "*".pt that sodium acetate was used

so as to prepare Èhe sodir:m sal t rather than Ëhe potassitun sal-t.

Cobalt(Il) chloríde hexahydrate (56 g.), sodium acetate (117 g.)

and ethylenedíaminetetraacetic acid (70 g.) were heated ín rnrater to

nearly boiling and then 210 m1. of 37" hydrogen peroxide solution

gradually added to the deep red solution. The salt was precipitated

by the additíon of alcohol to the cooled deep violet-red solution,

collected on a Buchner funnel- and washed wiËh alcohol. The product.

was then recrysËallised twíce, and after washíng with alcohol, drieri

for several hours in an oven at 80'C" The purity was checked by

analysis for carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen" The analysís fígures are

given belor¡.

Ana is for NaCo 0
C

27.22

27.3

H

4. s67;

N

CalculaËed for NaCo (EDTA) . +nrO

Found

6.347"

6.55 s.r2

Stock soluËions of thís salt were prepared by direct weighing and

dissolwing in water.
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IIIAll Co (EDTA) solutions were deter¡nined specËrophotometrÍcal1y

aÈ the absorption maximr¡a at 382 nm, where absorption by the Co(II)

complex was negligible. The rnolar extinction coefficienË, e, for the

coIII (EDTA) complex at 382 rrlì r¡'âs found to have the value

e = 2::9 + 1 u-1cm-l , obÈaíned from a Beer's law plot, ¡"-hich was linear

withín the concentration range used (.001-.002 M). 'ihe standard

solutions used for the Beerfs law ploË were made up by direcÈ weighing

of the K Co(EDTA).2H20 salt, which is well characterised.TT-SL The sait

was obtained from Dr. G.H. Searle arrd hacl been prepared by the method

of Dwyer eL aI .r77 ,u".¡stallised three Ëimes, washed wíth alcohol ¿nd

acetone then dried in air. The purity of the compound was checked by

analysis for carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen and for r¡/ater content.

Duplicate C, N, H analyses \^Iere carried out an<i the results are

given belor,r. The r¿ater conÈent was determined by heaËíng duplícate

weighed samples aÈ B0"C under reduced pressure over PrOr.

AnalvsisforKCo(EDTA).2I1"0 C N II

CalculaËed for K Co (EDTA).2H20 28.4i¿ 6.63"/" 3.8I%

Found

Loss of r¡raÈer calculated for
K Co(EDTA).2H20 8.5i¿ Found 8.5"/.

Cobalt (II) Perchlorate

Cobalt(II) perchlorate rÂras Prepared by furdng A.R. grade

28.3
28.L

6.50
6.52

3.96
3.75
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cobalt(Il) chloride hexahydrate hriËh coficentrated A.R. perchloric

acid until no ÊesL for chloride was given with silver nitrate" The

salt was recrystallised tr"'ice from v¡ater'

-?
A 0.1 M srock solurion of co(c104) 

' 
in 5 x 10 -l"t HCloo was

prepared by direct weighing and sÈandardised by electrocr-eposítion of

cobalt using platinum electrodes. Triplicate analyses agreed r'rithín

+ 0.4"/".

Disodium Ethylenedi arn-ine te traacetate Dihycirare' Na.Il A.2II 0

A.R. grade NariIrEDTA.2H2O was drj-ed overnight aË 80oc to retove

any Ërace of moisËure and Ëhen a 0.1 M stock soluËion \'ì7as PrePared by

direct weigþing.

E diaurineteÈr aacetato cob al t II

The Co(II)-EDTA complex was prepared at the begínning of a Ïun

by mixing solurions of co(c104) 2 ^d NaTHTEDTA, when the compiex formed

imrediately. The EDTA ligand was in 352 excess, and using the valt'es67

of the appropriate forrnaËion constants, at 20oC, for Ëhe varior:s

specíes in soluËion, ít can be shor.,'n that at pll 2.0 more than 99"/" oí t}:.e

Co(II) was coordinated.

No accurate daËa is availaj:1e for Ëhe fornaËion constants at B5oC,

but wíthin experimental error the heats of formation for the protonated

ligand and for the Co(II) complex are the ""*",67 and so the Co(II)
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will be more tTran 997" coordi-nated at 85oC a1so.

So<iír:rn Perchlorate

Sodium perchlorate, obËained from G.tr'. SmiÈh Cornpany, was

ïecrystallised from waËer three times, then dríed overnight at

l_30oc. A 2M sËock soluËion was then prepared by dírecÈ weighing of

the antrydrous salË.

Purified Inlater

All stock solutions and reacËicn solutions vrere prepared usÍng

demineralised water which had been redistilled from a1ka1íne potassium

pentranganaËe and acidified sodium dichromate soluËions to remove all

traces of organic impuritY.

All other materials used rn'ere A.R. grade or reagenL grade,

depending on their use.

4.2.3 Procedure for Runs

The reactanË solutions for the exchange runs 1tlere PrePared by

adding 10.0 nl. of 0.1 M Co(CLOù2 solution to 10.0 ml. of 0.13 M

NaTHTEDTA solution, Ëhus forming the Co(II)-EDTA complex in siËu. The

EDTA concentration was in 35il excess over Èhe Co(II) concentration

Ëo ensure virtually complete coordínatíon of all the Co(If). To this
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soluÈion was added 20.0 rnl. of NacoIII(eota,) solutign and 10.0 ml.

of 2 l{ NaCIOO solution to adjusË the ionic strengËh to 0.5 M. The solutior

was then labell-ed by adding 1-2 drops of 60Co tracer in the form of

cobalt(II) nitrate soluËion. Each reaction solutíon had a toÈa1 activity

of approximaËely 20 VC. The pH of the solution was then adjusted Ëo

pll 2.00 by the addítion of a fer"r drops of HC1OO or NaOH solutíon' The

volume increase that Èhis rePresented was insígnÍficant compared to

the total volume of the solution and so concenËraËíons l^7ere not

affected. For the pressure Iuns ' this reacËant solution was Ëhen

transferred to Ëhe reaction vessel and loaded i-n the pressure vessel.

For the therm-al runs, Ëhe reactant solution was placed ín a stoppered

glass conical flask which was then placed in the thernostatted bath'

Tests showed (see section 4.3.3) that there \¡Ias no significanÈ surface

catalysÍs, æd that the rates in each type of reaction vessel were

identical under símilar conditions.

Un1íke the cobalt-a¡níne systems, this reaction is not o)<ygen-.

sensitive, and so the solutions could be freely handled in air. Tttey

did, however, have to be brought up to the hígher temperature soon after

adjusting the pII, otherv,rise some of the EDTA woul-d precipÍtaLe due to

its 1ow solubílity at pH 2 at room temperaÈure.

Because the solutions had to be 1abe11ed before they were raised

to 85oC, it was not possible Ëo obtain a true zero-time sample. However'

careful estj-mations indicated that if any zero-time exchange occurred
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ít did noÈ exceed 2"1.

AÈ the completion of most of the runs, the pH of the reactant

solution was checked and the optical absorbance T¡ras measured at 382 nro

(the absorption maxlmum for the Co(III)-EDTA complex). It was found

thaË, wiÈhin Èhe accuracy of reading (+ 0.01), tJ:e pH of the

reacËant solutions remained the same, and that the concentraÈion of

the Co(rrr) cornplex did not change by more than L% in any run" This was

contråry to the results of Adamson and Vorresr6l rho found that during

Ëhe course of a run, the pH of the reactanÈ solution rose as much as

several tenÈhs of a pH unit. They concluded that sorne deeornposition

had occurred and assumed Ëhat Co(II) was being formed although they

had no direcË ewidence for Íts formation.

4.2.4 Sampling and Separation Procedr¡.res

Separation of the Co(II) and Co(III) was achieved by quenchÍ_ng a

sample in acid, Ëhen passÍng the acidified sol-utíon Ëhrough a cation

exchange colunn to remove the caËiooic Co?1. The resin used was
aq

Zeo-carb 225 in the H-form. This is a cross-linked polystyrene

sulphoníc acid resÍn, and being a strongly acidic type resin, its

exchange capacity is wirËually independent of the pH of the solution.

Accurate 2.0 nl. aliquots were taken. For the runs where Ëhe set

of individual pressure vessels r¡rere used, the vessel to be sampl-ed was

taken from Ëhe Ëhernostatted bath and quickly placed on Ëhe pressure 1ine.
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The pressure hras checked a-s described earlier, then Êhe polypropylene

reaction vessel removed and a 2.0 ml . aliquot u'ithdrar^rn vriËh a pípette.

This whole operation took abouÈ four minutes. Because Ëhe reaction

was slow and the Ëime taken for sampling was virËua1ly consËant, no

significant eTror was introduced here. llhen using the conÈinuotrs

sampling vessel, the first 1-1.5 ml. of solutíon (which conËained Ëhe

solution in the capillary outlet iubing) was discarded. A further

2.5 m1. of soluËion was discharged. irrto a glass test-tube 
"rra 

tfr. Z.O

ml. al-iquot withdrawn by pipeËte. For the thermal runs carried out

in Ëhe glass vessel, the aliquots were wi-thdrawn direcËly from the

reaction vessel.

The aliquot I¡Ias Ëhen quenched by discharging ínto 3 rn1. of 4 M

perchloric aci<l, which had already been placed on ËoP of the ion

exchange colunn, together wíth "ot" Co2* carrier. The acid destroyed

the labíle Co(ff) complex, whil-e leaving the inerË Co(Itr) complex

intact. The lÍber.t"d Co2* was adsorbed on the coh:rnn and Ëhe aníonic

Co(III) complex was washed through the colunn r¡ith 50 rnl. of water.

Its progress down the colr:rnn could be followed visually because of íts

intense red-purple colour. VJhen the Co(III) effluent had been collected,

the Co(II) was eluted with conc. HCl-. This formed the bright green

t-
cobalt tetrachloride, CoCIO- , which being anionic could now be eluted

from the column. The elution process r¡r¿rs relatively slow, reguiríng

about 2 hours and 100 ml. of conc. HCl before all the Co(II) had been
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removed. Both the co(rr) and co(rrr) fracrions were collected in

volumetric flasks so ËhaË their specific activities could be calculaËed.

Tests rnrith solutions containing c.?1, of knovrn specific acËivity,aq'

"rrd 
CoIII(EDTA) indicated that better tham 99"Á separarion cf the co(u)

and Co (III) -was achieved by this ion-exchange method.

Although not necessary for calculating the fractíon of exchange,

accurate alÍquots of the same voiume were taken each time so thaË

a check could be made on the efficiency of the separation and assay

procedure, by comparing the total coirnt obtained for eacl, aliquot.

For activity deternLínations, 10.0 m1. aliquots of the separated

Co(II) and Co(III) fracËíons were used each time.

Because the half-time for the exchange process \¡/as so long, Ít

was ímpractical to deternine experimentally the infinite -uime value

for the specifÍc actiwity of the Co(III), whÍch hras necessary for

calculating F, the fraction of exchange. Instead this was calculated

using the mass-balance equation, (4.1), whích âssumes a distríbution

of the 60ao ar""er between the two co species proportional to their

molar concenËraËions at infinite time. The mess-balance is gi-veo by

(a + b)x axT (4. r)

where a and b represenË the concentrations of co (rr) and co (rrr)

respecÈively, x* the specific activÍ_ty of the co(III) at infiníte

time, and x, the total specific activity of the soluËion.
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Each kinetic run was followed for approximat"ty 1 1/

half-tímes.

2
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4.3 ResulËs

4.3.1 Evaluation of KineËic Data

Ihe electron exchange reaction can be represented by Ëhe equaËion:

III III II
Co (EDTA) + Co (EÐrA) (EDTA) + Co (EDTA)

II III
where Co (EDTA) and Co (EDTA) represenL all forms of the EDTA

complexes of Co(II) and Co(III). The rate of electron exchange, R,

ís given by the McKay equation, (1.1)'

II III
lco I lco

II

l-. e II iII loe (1 - F) (4.2)
lco ll+[Co

[CoII] and [C9III] represenÈ the total molar concentïaÈions of Co(II)

and Co(III) complex respectívely.

For each kinetic run, the rate of exchange hlas obtained by

plotting 1og (1 - F) against tine. A typical exchange ploÈ is shorn¡n

in Figure 4.2. The seccnd order rate consÈant, k, was calculated

from the expression

_ 2 "303R=- t

1
II

Ico l+[Co
(4.3)III

where xyl2 is the half-time for the exchange.

4.3.2 Crder of Reaction

The electron exchange \4ras shown to be described by the second order
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raËe 1a\.7,

R = klcorrl [corrr], (4.4)

by the constancy of the second order rate constant, k, wíLh varying

concentratíons of both reactanËs. This can be seen from the results

given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

Constancy of Second Order Rate Constant, k, with VarTing Reactarit

ConeenÈrations

T = 80oC pH = 2.00

-1 -1k (M-hr. -)

.4L

.39

,4L

.39

(S.D.= 0.03)

III 2
lco

II 2
lco lx10 M lx10

2.23

2.79

1. 86

3.72

No. of RrxrsM

2.88

2. 88

3.00

4.00

4

1

9

1

In this Table the rate constants have been assigned an uncertainËy

-1 -1of +.03 M - hr. ', which was tåe sÈandard deviation of k calculated from

the results of the set of nine identícal Tuns.

The observation of second order kíneËics is in agreement '¡ith the

of this system.results reported Ín the prewious studies6L,62
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4.3.3 Surface Catalysis

Ttre results given below j-n Table 4.2 show that the rate of

electron exchange was the same in both the Perspex vessels (used in

pressure runs) and Ín glass vessels (used in thermal runs).

IË is also seen frora Table 4.2 that Èhere \r-as evidence for very

slight surface catalysis of the exchange rate for a 50-fold increase in

surface area. This result is consístent with the observation of Adamson

and Vorre"r61 rho reported a 6-fo1d increase in rate wiËh a 2000-fo1d

increase in surface area. Hotlever, this effect Ís small, as wou1d. be

expected with an anionic sysËem since sílica adsorbs catíons. The

contributíon from any surface exchange can be neglecËed for the

purpose of this presenÈ study.

Table 4.2

Effect of Surface on Exchange Rate

T = 80"C

lcorrrl = (2.88 - 4.oo) x 1o

Nature of Surface

Perspex

glass

glass (50 x.surface area)

pH = 2.00

I = (l-.86 - 3,72) x 10-2 ¡t

-1') No. of Runs

9

6

1

-zvI lcorr

k (t"1
1

.4L +

.4L +

.53 +

hr.

.03

.02

.03

4.3.4 Effect of Pressure on the ElecÈron Exchange Rate

A nr¡nber of runs was carried ouË at. atüospheric pressure to establish
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the value of the ïate constant aË this pressure with a minimum of error'

This va1ue, together with those obËairred for each of the other pressures

studied, are given in Table 4.3.

All of ttre hÍgh Pressure neasuremerits were made in the range 1-2

kbar. Havirrg made these measuremenËs first, iË wa-s evidenË that there

r^ras no point in doing any Iulls in the range 0-1 kbar. Ihis was becar¡se

the effect of pressure on tl:}e exchange rate was small, and any

acceleration of the rate by pressures less than 1 kbar would be of the

same order of magnitude as the uncertainty i1 Ëhe rate measurements

Ëhemselves. It was for this ïeasofi thaË a greaËer nuuber of runs

than usual was carried out at atmospheric pÏessure to deterrnine this

value accuratelY.

The uneven distribution of pressuÏes \^7as due largely to the

fact that, when using the set of individual pressure vessel-s' the pressure

developed aË 85oC, after pressurízing the vessel at room temperature,

could noË be deËerrn-ined accuraËel-y beforehand, as explained in Chapter 3'

ïhe value obËained for k at 1 bar, 0 .64 +.03 M 
t ht"-l' agrees

fairly well with the values of 0.75 M 
t ht"-l and 0.55 M 

t ht.-l,

reporÈed by the prewious totk"."61'62 fot the same conditions of

temperature and PH.
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Table 4.3

Effect of Pressure on Electron Exchange Rate

T = B5"C pH = 2.00

lcorrrl = 2.BB * 1o-2¡t lco

-1p (bar) k (M ' hr.

r .64

1103 .72

1585 .73

L722 .78

1861 .78

2070 .80

2280 .82

u = 0'5 M

ttl = 1.86 x to-2 lt

*1)
No. of Runs

9

2

1

2

1_

2

4

(S.D. = 0.03)

The values of k ín Table 4.3 have been assigned an uncertainËy

-1 -1of * 0.03 M - hr. ', which is the standard deviation calculaËed from

the sets of 9 runs and 4 runs under idenËical conditíons.

Ihe pressure dependence of the electron exchange rate is shown in

Figure 4.3, where the values fron Table 4.3 are plotted as 1og k agaínst

pressure.

Because the effecË of pressure on the rate of exchange r,.ras small,

no curvature is evident in thís p1ot, and the sËraight line of best

fit, calculated by Ëhe "least squares" procedure, rras taken to besÈ

represent the experimental data. This line of best fít is shown in
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Tigure 4.3. The voltrme of actj-vaÈíon r¿as calculated from the slope of

thís line, using equation (2.20). Using the value'6 g = 4.65 x 10-5

t.1ll for the ísothermal cornpressibÍlity of waÈer at 85oC, the terrn Rtß

-1_amouÍrts to 1.38 c.c. mole The standard error of ttre slope of the

line of besË fiË, calculaËed by the meÈhod of least squares, 1-eads

to an uncertainty of + 0.22 c.c. mole-1 ,o Ëhe measured value of AV*.

A more real-ístic estimate of the uncertainty vrould be f 0.5 c.". *o1"-1,

1-argely because of the assr:mption of linear dependence of log k on the

pressure. Hence, fcr the electron exchange betraeen Co(II)-EDTA

and Co(III)-EDTA at B5oC in aqueous solutíon of pH 2.0 artd Íonic

strength 0.5 M, the volume of activation, AV*r corrected for Èhe term

-1
RTB, was found to be -4.5 + 0.5 c.c. mole '.
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4.4 Discussion

4,4.1 Nature of the Exchanging Species

Because at pH 2.0 the co(rl) and co(III) complexes exíst as

equilibrium mixtures of the pentadentate and hexadenLate forms,

electron exchange could proceed by any of the following pathways:

ðorr(¡rre )2- + corrr (EDIA)- ? äorrr(EDIA)- + corr (EDrAl-

Cc¡

J

Co

II (HEDTA)H20 + corrr(EDrA) Ì ðorrr(EDTA) + corr(HEDTA)H2o-

rr(Brra)2- + corrrlnnnra)nro ? (EDrA)
t-

(A)

(B

(clðorrr (HEDTA)H2o + corr

ðorrlmotA)H20- + corrr(HEDTA)H'o
->
<. äorrr (unrra)nro + corr(HEDTA)H20- (D

Equatíons (n) an<i (C) inrply that the rate of electron exchange

is slow compared wíth the rate of equílíbratj-on between pentadentate

ard lexadentate Co(III). From Higginsonrs da¡arT5b ,l"irrg the values

ot 23.4 kcal. *o1.-1 and 25.6 kcal. *o1.-1 for the activation energies

of the forward ancl backr^rard reactions for this equilibratíon, it can

be shorvn Èhat åÈ 85"C th.e half-time for pentadentaÈe-hexadentaÈe
'-)

equilibration is of the order of l0 ' min.; thÍs is very fast compared

with the electron exchange rate.

The extent of the contributíon of any one of these pathways Ëo Èhe

overall rate of. exchange wíll be determined by the relatíve propor:tions

of each species and Èheir relative rates of exchange.
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For the Co(IU) complex, the equÍIibri-um consËant at B5oC for

Èhe hexadentate-penËadenËate equilibrium can be estimaËed from Higgin-

son's data,75b """n*ing aH = 2.22 kcal. *o1.-1, to be 0.64 + 0.2 M 
1.

This equilibrium consÈanË has a pressure dependence, whích has been

measured at 25oC (see secti-on 4.7.3 below). If r^,e assume onl y a

negligible Ëemperature dependence of AV*, the equilibrium constanÈ

aË 85oC and 2 kbar is estimated to be 0.S3 + .08 M 
1. Ilence, ín

sol-uËions of pH 2.0, it can be shown that > 997" of the Co(III) corçlex

will exist as the hexadenËate, iinprotonated form, coIII(EDTA)-.

The pK" for ttre proionated Co(II) complex at B5oC can be

estimated from the data of Im and su""h62 to be 2.g + O.L. The

pressure dependence of this equilibrium is not known, but if it is

assumed to be the seme as for the Co(III) complex, then Ëhe pK.

TT
for Cott(HEDTA) can be estirnaËed as 3.0 + 0.1 at 2 kbar and 85oC.

Hence, at pII 2.0 the Co(II) complex wíl1 exisË as a rnixture of

89-9L"/" ín the protonated form and 9-II7 in the unprotonated form aÈ

pressures between 0 and 2 V'5at.

From a study of the pH dependence of the exchange rate, Im and

n,o"h62 have calculaLed the rate constants for the paths involving the

pïotonated Co(ff) (equation B) and the uriProtonated Co(II) (equation A).

From their data it can be estimaÈed thaË at 85"C the rate of exchange

via the protonated for¡a of Co(II) is about 4 times faster than for

the unprotonated form. This can be seen qualitatively from Figure 4.1.
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The relative contributions, then, to Ëhe overall rate of

exchange from each pathl^Iay can be calculated to be as follows:

Pathway A: 2.7"Á

Pathway B: 97.37"

Pathway C: negligible

PaËhway D: negligible

Thus, it is ewident that the measured volume of acËívation refers

to the process described by pathway B, gj-ven above, i.e.

ðott("rorA)H2o-+ Corrr(EDTA)- ? ðorrr(ED'A) + corr(HEDTA)II^'

4.4.2 Comparison o f Measured and Predicted AV* Values

The measured value ofAVJ can be compared to that calculated from

the Marcus-Hush Ëheory, in the manner described in ChapËer 2. The

contributÍons to AV+, calculated from equation (2.26), are made up

in the fol-lowing way:

Á

^v'

I

= AVt
¡

+ 
^vîsolvenË rearr.cal-c coulombic

where
f

AVT

¡
AVl

coulombic
d

âp
cll

¿
(4.s)

(4.6)

T

solvent rearr. -tt"2r1- 1-1rrâ= 4 trr, * 
\' ;J tap (5

e
o

T}T
,:,a

âp
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N is Avogadrots nurnber, inÈroduced. to bring these quantitíes to the mol-ar

scale, since e-quation (2.26) refers to the volume change per molecule'

Assnming the close-contact ouËer-sphere mode1, Èhe values of r' 12

and o may be estímaËed from the crystal radii of co(II) and co(III) and

from the Van der tr{aa1's radii of the J-igand atoms. For Ëhe Co(II)
o

compl-ex this gives an effective radius, Ï1' of 4'13 Ã and for the C'(III)

complex a value ror r, of 3.gg i. Hence, o, the internuclear distance

in the transition state, can be put equal to 8.1 L. For sol-venË \^IaËer'

rhe rerm (E(Ue)/ap)f may be calcul-ated as -1"049 x 10-6 bar-l at B5oC,

assuruing that âe/âp is independent of temPeraËure and using the values

a ln e/ap = Q/ù(ãe/At) = 4.71x 10-5 b"r-l at 25oC,6 and e = 5g.37

ar g5 "c.76 The Èerm a(ueo)/ap is raken ro have Ëhe value -L.2O x 1O-5

b"t-l, caleulated from Èhe data of Otuen and Brinkl"yS2 at 25oC' Hence'

from equations (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain the followíng values:

I -1
AV

!

^vÎ

-1

To Ëhese Èerms must be added a furÈher Lerm, OU*o.". t to correcL

forfiniteionicstrengtheffecËs.Theseareprobablymost

satisfactorily described by the rnodified Debye-Hückel equation for a

second order reacËion:

. = -1.80 c. c. mole
coulombic

= '\.88 c. c.
solvenË rearr.

2,zLzz
^6)=1nk + t 2Cl

mole

(4.7)lnk
u o

1, + Ba6t
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where k and k are respectivellz Ëhe rate constants at ionic strengthsou
zero and ¡r. A and ts are parametels given by expressions inl¡olving

fundamental constants and the dielectric constanÈ of the medium and

the absolute temperaËure. The linear term Ci-r is added to j-mprove this

theoretical expression in describing sets of experinental daËa.

The parameter C is ofÈen expressed as C = O.tlzrZrlv, The parameier

a is the estimated encounter distance for the two ions.

On differentiating equation (4.7) wíth respect Èo Pressure' \¡Ie

obtain

âRT ln k

âp
( u (4. 8)

(4.e)

T T

i.e
+å

-AV'=-AV'+RT(Ao
h 0/ap)r

where 0 ís the funcLion descríbing the ionic inËeraction. The terrn

RT(A f¡ O/Ap), is thus the correcËion, AV*D.H., arising from finite ionic

strengths, Ëo be mãde to Ëhe calculated value of AV*.

Tfre calculated value of Àv* to be compared to the measured
¡

AV is then given by

J

^vt
=AV

I !

+ AV'r -AV
¿

I (4.10)
calc coulornbic solvent rearr. D.H

+ = RT(â 1n o/ðP)T
D.H.Ihe explicit expression for Ëhe term AV

is obËained as:
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ÂU'O.". = RT ZrZ, {
1+Ba4

(3ä - u,
A

ABau
-')(1 + Ba/u)'

(l +? - ß - 2ã ln a, + o.2uß]-e dp dp
(4. 11)

o 53
îot z, = z2 = -1, il = 0.5 and putÈíng a = 4 A and usíng Ëhe values

_Lt2 3tz
A = 0 .5842 I't' d.g.', B = 0.3440 * 1oB "*.-1,-t 

/td"g'' l' 
^nð'

ß = 4.65 x 10-5 b"r-1 (the isothermal compressibility of water at

85'C) ,'U ," obtain from equation (4.11),

t
V' = 0.96 c. c. mole-1

A

Thus, the volume of acËivation calculated f or comparison rn'ith

the measured value ís, from equation (4.10)'

¿
AVr = -f.80 - 4.88 - 0.96 = -7.64 c.c. moLe

-1-

calc

The measured volume of activation, AV+-^ ^^ = -4.5 + 0.5 c... to1"-1.' meas
-1

There is Lhus a difference of approximately 3 c. c. mol-e - beËween the

measured and the predicËed values.
+

In estimaÈing the calculated value of aV', there are several

sources of uncertainty. Built into the Marcus-Hush theory are several

sinplifying assumptions. The main assumptíons are that the ions are

spherical and that ttre solvent is a contínuous dielecËric and the

dielectric properËíes do not ctrange down to the closest distance of

approach, o. These assumptions could lead to errors in the values

HD
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calculaËed by the theory to represent the real- situation. Ilowever,

inasmuch as these assumptions are parE of the Ëheory, the comparison

of calculated and experímental values will measure their validity.

More speeífic sources of error arise from the values of the

quanti-ties used in Èhe calculatíons. For lack of data, the propertÍes

of the solution are taken to be those of pure \,Iater. From a comparison

of the- value of the contpressíon of water, calculaËed from the data

of Briclgm*,83 wiËh thaË of 0.5 M NaCIOO solutionr deternrined by
9.lL

Swaddle,"- Ít can be shown that the difference in compressibil-ity may

be only 2"/. greater for 0.5 M IIaC1OO solution Ëhan for I^rater. Ilence,

using the value of the compressibi-1ity, ß, of pure \,rater would noÈ

l-ead Ëo a significanË error.

ïhe estírnaËíon of the quantíty (I/e)(ðe/âp) is less certain.

Again the val-ue for pure l^rater is used, and although values of l/e at

different temperatures are known, the term ae/ðp at different

temperatures is not. However, recent experiments by Ft"rr"k85 ind^icate

that, aË least up to about 200'C, ðe/âp ís virtually independent of

temperature, so the value ot èel âp aÈ 25oC can be used for Èhe higher

temperatures, wíthout introducÍng sígnificant error. tr{hether the value

of the terrn (1/e) (Ae/Ap) is the sane for a mixed electrolyte solution of

íonic strength 0.5 M as for pure hrater is not known, and not even the

sign of ðe/ðp for an electrolyte soluÊion is known. It has been assumed

here that there is noË a significant difference betçveen the tnro. A more
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serious uncertainty ari-ses in the term (ð(l/eo)/âp)f. IË is noË possíble

to estimate this terrn at B5oC, since no daËa ís available. Its value

at 25oC can be calculated from the data of Owen and Brinkl"y\2 and this

value was used, Èogetheï with the value for (ð(I/e)/ap)r at 25oC, to

calculate the te::ur {(a(Ueo)/ðp)r - (a(Ue)/ðp)r} in equaËion (4"6)

+for ÀV- . This was done in the hope that the temperaLure. solvent rearr.

dependenee of ð(ueo)/ðp is similar to that of ð(l/s)/âp, so that the

difference ín Ëhese tr.7o Ëerrns would be the same aË 85oC as aX 25"C"

The uncertainty in the vaiue of o arises from the possible

uncerËainties in the Van der tr{aalts radií of the lígand atoms' If

the uncerËainËies in the radii of the tr¡o ions are 0.1 R, and hence

0.2 R for o, this r¿il1 lead to an 
'ncertainÈy 

of + 0.16 "... *o1"-1
a

ín ÂVî.

If the compressibil-ity of the ions is taken into account, the

term representing the ínternal rearrangement of the ions in the

equation for ÀG*, (1.15), l-eads to afi additional tern in the expression

for AV*. It has been esËimated86 th*t fox *2, t3 transition metal

ions, this additional termwill contribute abouË 0.4 c.". to1"-1 to AV*'

For the sources of error in the calculatíons, jr:st described,

the correctíons, wherever an estimate could be made, would tend to reduce

the differerice between the calculated and measured values of AV*'

A1so, in estimatíng the measured value of ÀV*, a linear

dependence of In k on pressure was assumed. If AV+ were itself pressure
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depenCenË, as is generally to be expecËed, Lhen the line of best fit

used Ëo represenÈ the data in Figure 4.2 would be concave downwards.

This would result in a greater value of the initial slope and hence

a large-r value of I OUO I , which would adjust the measured AV* in the

direction of the calculated AV+.

If tTrere r^lere a small conËribution Èo the obserr,'ed raËe of

exchange from a PaËhhray invoiving an inner-sphere activated complex,

Êhis would further reduce the sma1tr difference between the

calculated value and measured value of ¡V* for an outer-sphere

mecha'lism. This is because the inner-sphere mechaoism would be

expected to contribute a positive term to the measured r¡alue of AV+,

and hence the measured value of AV* which ís Èo be compared'¡iËh Èhe

calculated value would be more negative than that reported. It ís

possible thaË such a path\^Iay, albeiË minorr does exíst, owing to the

labil-e nature of the Co(II) complex.

4.4.3 Possibili ty of an Inner-Sphere Mechanism

Because of the equilibria between the pentadentate and hexadentate

forms of the tvüo reactant íons, the grouP in the sixËh coordination

positíon Ís apparently rnoderaËely labile. Ilence I¡/e can consider the

possÍbility of a bridged, ínner-sphere activated complex beÍng ínvolved

in the predominanË pathway for exchange. PresrmLably this would involve

the expulsion of the water molecule frour the firsË coordinatíon she1l
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of one of the ions and bridging by a carboxylaËe grouP from the oËher

ion.

Im and Busch r" ^t a result of their exËensive studies of ËhÍs

reacËion (especially the isotope-effect experiments in Or0) discounted

any mechanism involving eittrer direct bridging bet'¿een the netal ions,

bridging by hydrogen atorns, or hydrogen atom transfer. They proposed

an outer-sphere acËivaÈed complex, r^riËh a hydrogen ion symmetríeally

disposed between the two complex ions, serving merely Ëo reduce

elecËrostaËic inËeractions between the reacËants. This model is

consisËent witfi the results obtained in these sËudíes.

Furthemore, \^re might expect that the índiwidual contributions

to the value of AV* from Ëhe coulombic, solvent ïearlangernenË and

Debye-Hückel terns would not differ greaLly in the inner-sphele case

from those calculaÈed above for Ëhe outer-sphere case. Hor^rever, there

rr¡ould be an addiËional contribution resulting from Ëhe expulsion of the

r^rater ligand from the first coordination she1l of the ion into the

solvent. In the 1ímit, this r¿ould amount to +18 ".". to1.-1, the

partial molar volume of water, and the actual value would- be expected

to he close to this figure. The overall value of AVt, then, for an

inner-sphere nechanism would be expected to be distinctly posítive

(in the lirrit, approximately -8 f 18 = *10 c.". to1.-1¡. This ís not

observed. The measured value of AV* is, howevel, close to that

predicted for an outer-sphere mechanism. Ilence, from this and the more
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extensive chen:-ieal evidence, thís reactíon would appear to involve

ari outer-sphere activated complex.

4.4.4 Conclusion

II III
Ttre Co (EDTA) - co (EDTA) elecLron exchange has been chosen

as a reaction believed to proceed by an outer-sphere mechanisn. The

pressure dependence of this reacËíon has been measured, yíelding ihe
+-1

value AV- = -4.5 + 0.5 c.c. mole'. The Marcus-Hush thecry, whi-ch

assumes an ouËer-sphere rnechanism, has been used Ëo ca1 culate a

predicted value of AV*. Bearing in ur-ind. the uncertainties in the values

used for the various quanÈities in these calculaËions, Ëhe ealculated

value of -7.6 c.c. *o1.-1 agrees fairly well with the measured value.

Thís apparenË agreement is an Índication of the degree of

adequacy of the Marcus-Ilush theory in providing a description of the

outer-sphere mechanism for electron t.ransfer in solution.
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III IIIB. Effect of Pressure on the Co H 0 uilibrium

4.5 Introductíon

As menti-oned in the íntroducËíon to Ëhis Chapter, the kinetics and

equilibría existing betrveen the varíor¡s Co(III)-EDTA species ín aqueous

soluËion have been studíed by lliggin"oo.75 He for:nd that in solutions

of pH < 2.5, the equílibritm between the hexadenËate and pentadentate

forus,

co (EDÎA) Ì co(HEDTA)H
2

0 K:1

hras establíshed slow1y.

Since Ëhis reaction is relatively slow and the extinction curves 75

for the pentadentate and hexadentate forms are different enough to provide

a convenient meaûs of fo1lor¡íng the reactíon, an investigation of the

pressure dependence of the equílibrium w¿ts undertaken.

To evaluate Ëhe pressure dependence of the forward and back

reactions, it was necessary also to deterrnÍne the effect of pressure

on the position of equilibríum.

The rate of approach to equíIíbrium, and the shift in equilibrÍr-m

position, were sËudíed at 25"C in 1.00 M perchloric acid at pressures

between O and 2kbar.

Co

I
+ II' + H20
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4.6 Expe rimental

4.6.L Apgrelus_

Pressure Vessel

These studies were conducted in tJ:e oPtical Pressure vessel,

descríbed in ChaPter 3.

spe toneter

The pressure vessel was mounted inside the cel1 compartnent of a

Unicam S.P.BOO Spectrophotometer. This is a double beam instrumenË, in

q¡hich the beam ís switched alternately Èhrough the sample and reference

cell-s 25 tirnes per second. The pressure vessel was aligned in the

sample beatr whil-e the reference beam was left clear'

Absolute values of opËical absorbance could not be measured;

however, for the present work this was not imporËanÈ since only

changes in optícal absorbance needed to be measured. The optical

path length of the reactanÈ solution was approximately 1- cm. but íË was

not accuïately known, and Ëhe pressure vessel, with onl-y rlaËer in the

reaction cell, had a "background" optíca1 absorbance of about C.7- Thís

was mainly due to loss of 1-ight from the sample beam resulting from the

small aperture (L/4" diameter) of the pressure vessel windows compared

to the cross-section area of the reference beam, all of which was

transrnitted. Ihese facËors remained constant, though, throughout a run'

a¡rd so changes ín opËical absorbance of the reaction solution with

time could be measured accurately'
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The normal full-scale range for the instrumenË \4las 0-2 optical

absorbance.units, but it was equipped r,¡ith an S.P.B50 Scale Expansion

Accessory, whieh provided an electrical sígna1 suitable for driwing a

poËenticmetric slave recorder. Since Ëhe t.otal change in absorbance

for a run \¡/as never more i:han 0.07, the scale was expanded by

factors of 10 ox 20, depending on the total change in absorbarl.ce.

For the accuraËe measurement of Ëhe absolute values of absorbances

of equilibrium solutions, Lhe Shimadzu manual spectrophoËometer ¡,ras r¡sed.

Temperat Control

The reaction vessel was thermostatted by the rapid círculation

of constant temperaËure hrater through the casing of the pressure vessel.

By the use of a calibraÈed thermistor it was shown thaË the temPerature

of the reacËanÈ solution was held within + 0.l"C of the required

temperature. The reservoir of r{tater r^ras contaíned in a thermosËatted

tank, maintained at the desired temperature by a solid-sËate proporÈional

control heater.

Tests sho¡,red that tÏe heat generated when raísÍng the pressure on

the reactant solution (causing temperature rises up to 2oC) was

effectively dissipated rnritåin 3-4 minutes. The first readings were

not taken until several mínuÈes after pressurizing the solutíon, so

this heating effect \^ias not important.
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4,6.2 Mate-rials

Sodium ethylenedi NaCo (E 1I^0àmine te traace tato cob altate (

The Ìlaco(EDTA).4H20 salt used for these sËudíes was Ëhe same as

r¡as used for the elecËron exchange studies, and has been described in

section 4.2.2.

Perchloric Acid

I M I1C1O4 hTas pïepared from conc. Analar HC1O4 by dilution with

doubly-disËi1led \^/ater, and standardísed againsË A.R. rnercuríc oxide

and potassíum iodide.

4.6. 3 Procedure for Equi librium Measurements

To detennine the effect of pressure on the position of equilibrium

between the pentadenËaËe and hexadentate forms of the co(III) complex,

a weíghed anount of ttre Naco(EDTA).41120 salt was dissolved ín l-'0 1"1

IIClO4. lhis soluËion was then divíded, half being all-owed Ëo stand

overnighË at 25"C at atmosPheric pressure, æd half being kePt at a

pressure of 1.8 kbar ax 25oC. T,he high plessure samplíng vessel was

used.for this purpose. I¡Ihen these solutíons had equilibrated after

several hours, their oPËical absorbances r¡Iere measured at 500 nm, where

the greatesË diffelence occurs in Ëhe exÈinction coeffi'cients of the

traro specí"", C9III(EDTA) *d CoIII(IIEDTA)H20. Since Ëhe raÈe of

attainment of equilibrium r¿as slow at 25"C (ttlz = 22 min.), the

solution rrhich was under pressuïe could be wíthdrærn a¡d quickly
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measured, without åny appreciable change in composition.

4.6.4 Procedure for Kínetic Runs

To initiate a run, a weighed amor:nt of the salË, NaCo(EDTA).4H20,

whích contained Co(rff) in the hexadenËate form, was dissolved in 1 M

HC1O4 inside the reaction ce1l. The acid had prewiously been

equilibrated to 25"C. Ihe cap r^les put on the cel1 , and then the cell

quickly placed in the pressure vessel and the pressure reised to

the required value. As the pressure r^ras increased sone distortion

of the sapphire windows apparently occurred. It v¡as found that ít

took about 5 minutes before steady optical readings could be obtained.

The first readings for a rr¡n were always taken 7-10 rdnutes after the

reaction soluËion had been placed in the pressure vessel and subjected

to pressure.

The runs were followed by recording on a sl-ave recorder the

cÏrange with time in optical absorbance of the soluËion at 500 nm, using

the Scale Expansion Accessory with the spectrophotometer.
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4.7 Results

4.7.7 Evaluation of Kínetic Data

Plots of 1og (na - D-) against Ëime, where D, and D* are Ëhe

observed optical absorbances of the solution at times t and

ínfinity respectively, were linear. Ilence, the reaction was fírsÈ

order, or pseudo first order, since the Co(III) concenËration was

_1
about 1.5 x 10-' M in each run and Èhe acid concenËration was 1 M.

This observation was in agreement with the results of Higgin"otrT5 tho

reported first order kínetics.

Since neither a zero-Èime nor infinite-time reading could be

readily obtained, a run was followed for 4 to 5 half-times and the rate

consËant was found using the Guggenheim method.26 Values of 1og (Da - Di

were plotted agaínst time, where Da and Dl were oPtical absorbances

of the solution at times È and t + A respectively, A being a constant

time increment equal Ëo about 2 or 3 half-times of the reacËion. The

slope of this plot was then equal t.o -kob'/Z.SOZ, the observed raËe

constarit. A typical recorder trace of a kinetic run and the

correspondíng Guggenheim plot are shown in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b).

4.7.2 Accuracy of Results

The accuracy of the results was severely lírnited by Ëhe sma1l

changes in optical absorbance of the solution. The Ëot,a1 change

for a run \^ras never more than 0.07, and someËimes only half thaÈ value.
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The readings r¡rere recorded using a scale expansion factor of either 10

ox 20, and the increased sensitivity required I¡Iås accomPanied by more

"noise" in the instrumenË, r,rhich inËroduced greaËer uncertainty in

the readings. Moreover, the runs r'reïe follorrred for a period of 100 to 120

minutes. Slight drifts in the recording instruments \^lere bound to occur

over this length of time, again adding to the uncertainty of Ëhe

readings. Nevertheless, despite these difficulties, Ëhe accuracy of

the readings !,Ias sufficient to obtain reproducíble resulËs, to the

degree of accuracy rePorËed in T.able 4.4-

4.7.3 Pressure Depen dence of the Rate of Attainment of qqliljÞriqn

The raËe constanË, kobs,

reaction,

Co (IIEDTA) HrO ,

where k- and k are the rate consËants for the fo:rnrard and backtÞ
reactions, was deterrr-ined at four different pressures. Because of the

inherent ínaccuracies involved in the measuremenËs, I to 9

individual runs were conducted at each pressure. The results obtained

are given in Tabl-e 4.4. The r:ncertaintíes guoted for the values of kob"

are the standard deviations for the seË of runs at each pressure.

for aËtainment of equilibrium for the

corrr(EDTA) +tt++itro
k
->
<-

f.

\
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Table 4.4

Varia of Observe Rate Constant k wíth Pressure

-3
b

Ico (EDrA)1.-o

p (bar)

1

689

L379

2068

11.5x10

T = 25"C

pII=0 (1 MHC1O4)M

u=1If

k . x lt}2 (nLin.
obs

3.17 + .18

2.99 + .3L

-1
) No. of Runs

L9+2.43

I

9

I

92.t7 + .34

The value for kob" at 1 bar is in precise agreemenË with the

value obÈained by Higgin"orrTsb under the sarne reactíon condiËíons,

_) -1(3.17+.07)x10"nin.

The ueasured raËe constanË' kobs, can be wriËËen in terms of the

raÈe constants for the fo::r^rard and back reacËíons, i'ê',

A1so, the eqrrilíbrírun coristant' K, which is given by

lco (HEDTA)H20 l
l(=

lco(EDIA)-l [H+]'

can be r{tritten in terms of k, and \

k- =ft- + k..
ObSTD

K = krl\

(4.L2)

(4.13)

(4.L4)
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To obËain the values of k, 
"rrd 

11 aË each Pressure, it was therefore

necessary to know the vari-aticn of K with pressure.

At 1.8 kbar, the optical absorbance of the equilibrated solution

was found to decrease by (3.14 'l-0.5)"/.. Taking the líterature.rt1rr."75b

of the molar extinctíon coefficienLs, e, of each species at 500 nm,

i.e. e( co(EDTA) ) =235 pr1"*.-1 rrrde(co(HEDTA)H2o ) =134M1.*.-1

and the value of K = I.28 at 25"C, the equi-libriurn constant aË 1.8 kbar

and 25oC was for-rrd to have the value, K = L.62 -l 0.17 M 1.

Since there was only a very smaI1 shift ín equilibrium with

pressure, resulting in changes Ín absorbances of the solutions of

only abouÈ .007, measuremenËs r¿ere made at only the one high pressure

(1-.8 kbar) and a linear dependence of 1og K on pressurel^r¿ts assumed.

Ttre values of K, calculated assuning this linear relationship, for the

pressuïes at which Ëhe rate measurements vlere made are given in

Table 4.5, together with the corresPonding values of kt and \'
calctrlated using equations (4.L2) and (4.14) .
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Table 4.5

Variation of K k and wíth Pressure

T = 25"C

p (bar)

I

689

r379

2068

_1
K(M-)

L.28

1. 40

L.s4

1.68

(+ 11_Z)

2

t.47 + ,LB

7.36 + .26 0.81 + .15

10xkr

1 78+

Þ=1M(HC1o4)

-1t-1(*itt. -') ho x 10' (inin. -)

18 r.39 + .I2

1.25 +74 + .241

+o,96

L6

11

The variations of k, 
"trd q are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6,

where log k, and log \ have been ploËted agai-nst pressure. Because

of the small dependences on pressure, resulting in the uncert.aintíes in

the measurements being of the same order of nagnitude as the changes

being measured, the straighË line of best fit has been drawn Èhrough

Ëhe experimental data. Values of AV* have been calculated fron Ëhe

slopes of these lines, using equation (2.2O). The volumes of activatíon,

corrected f or the Ëerm in RTp, for Èhe fomard and back reaction of Ëhe

equilibrium between hexadentate and protonaËed pentadentaËe Co(III)-EDTA

at 25"C were found to be

) 1.5+2c.e,mole-1(kf
J

^vt
(\) 6.6 + 1.5 c... to1"-1

&

^v'
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4.8 Díscussíon

4.8.1 Effect of Pressure on the PentadenËate-Hexadentate uilib rium

The ínfluence of pressure on a chemical equilibrium can be

expressed in terrrs of AV, defined by equation (2.18). ÀV represenËs

the excess of the partial molar volumes of the products cver those

of the reactants in the prevailing medir:m.

For the equilibrium between the pentadentate and hexadenËaEe

forns of Èhe Co(III)-EDTA complex,

.>
<.

III
(HEDTA)H 0Co--L+H20+H'corrr (EDTA)

2 t

the value of AV can be evaluated from the measurements reported in

Tabl-e 4.5, using equation (2.18). Taking the value ß = 4.57 x 10-5

U"il for the compressibility of water at 25oC,76 trl" term in RTß

amounts to 2.2 c.c. *o1.-1. Hence, for the penËadentaËe-hexadentate

equilibrium at 25"C and ioníc strength 1 M, 
^V 

was found to have the

value -5.5 + L.4 c... to1"-1.

Since ¡-V is equal Ëo the difference in partial molar volumes

between the products and reactants, an estimaËe of the difference in the

volumes of the pentadentate and hexadentate forms of the complex can

be obtained. The partial molar volume of water is 18 c. c. mole-l tr,d
+-45

that of I1', aÈ infinite dilution, is believed to be close to zero.

Hence, tJ:e difference between the partial nolar volune of Co(HEDTA)II2O

and rhaÈ of Co(EDTA) ís -5.5 + 18 = 12.5 c.c. ro1.-1. This difference
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in volume would be due to a differerlce in the effecÈive radii of the

two iorrs and Èo a difference in the interaction between the solvent

and each conplex, Co(EDTA) hawing a formal charge of -1 and Co(IIEDTA)-

HrO havÍng zero formal charge. Ignoring the specific interaction of

Ëhe different parts of each complex with the solvenÈ, r^7e can estimate

the dífference for the interactÍon of each complex with Èhe solvent

by using the electrostriction equation, (2.30), which assulûes a

spherícal particle and an even disËribuËion of charge. Taking the

radius of the Co(EDTA)- ion as 4 8, this gives a difference for the

ions of 1.5 c.". *o1"-1 due to el-ectrostrictíon of the solvent:

Ihus there would be a diffeïence of approximaËely 11 c. ". to1.-1 irt

the size of the ions. Again taking the radius of the Co(EDTA)- ion

as 4 R, Ëhis value of 11 c.c. mole-l t"nt""ents an increase of abouË

7"Å ín the volume of the Co(IIEDTA)HrO courplex, and an íncrease of

in the radius of less than 0.1 8.

4.8.2 Effect of Pressure on the Rate of At tainment of E uilibrium

Ior ttre back reaction of the equílibrium,

co (riEDTA)H20 Co (EDTA).> -¿+ H' + iI20'

Higgínson has proposed three alternative mechanisms. These can each

be considered in terms of the measured volume of actívaËion deterrnined

in the preseoË sËudies.
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75aThe first mechanism is of the Sr1 type, envisaged as

consisting of three steps: fí-rsÈ, the loss of the coordinated water

molecule to form a 5-coordinate inËennedíate, follor¿ed by the rapid

ionisation of the free carboxylic acid group and then coordination

of the carboxylaÈe group in the síxÈh coordj-nation position. The

fírst step is slow and raËe detendning. This mechanism can be

Tepresented as:

slow .-r I fast
Co (IIEDTA)HrO -Cot/ 20 + Co(EDTA)-> COOH + H

J.
+ H' + H20

(5-coordinate
Íntermediate)

If ÈhÍs mechanÍsm rÁrere operative, the volume of activation would

be expected to be close to *18 c.c. mole-l, "io"" the formatíon of

ttre transition state involves, in the limiË, only the release of

a water molecule to the bulk solvent. This does not accord with the
Å-1

measured ÀV' of *6 c.c. mole *, and so this lirriting S*1 mechanism

does noË seem likeIy.

The other two mechanisrns propo".d75b are of the S*2 type. They

differ from each other only in that one uses the coordinated r"rater

to help ionise the carboxylic acid group whil-e tTre other uses a

solvent rnrater molecule. Ihese mechanisms involve Ëhe same three steps

described above for the S*1 urechanísm, but here they occur in a concerted

action. The reacËion described in these Ëerms may be represented as:



Co (HEDTA)H 0+H 0 ->
2 )

->

.0//
é'
.)o;

LL7.

->

TT OH -> co (EDTA)
I

+ Hf' + H2O
2

oHz

co (äED[A)Hzo
SiGo

0

-c//*\6- co(EDTA) + H30
!

\

H

ô+

"-''f
H

rf Ëhe reacÈíon proceeded vÍa either of these pathways and

the Ëransition state confJ-guration resembled the prod.ucts, the volume

of activaËíon would be expected, in the limit, to be equal Èo the

molar volrme change for tåe íonisation of a carboxylic acíd plus

the molar volume of a water molecule. rt has been found45 ttrt
almost a1l- carboxylic acids ionise with a contraction of about

\2 c.c. role-l. Hence the volume of activaÈi-on would be close to

the value +18 - 12 = *6.... ro1"-1. rf, Ín the transition staËe,

the two processes of acid íonísation and waÈer expulsíon were

nearly compleËe (i.e. tTansition staËe resembles products) then the

contributions would be nurnerically slightly less than 18 and L2, anð,

the difference between the two values would sti11 be about t6 c.c.
-1mole -. These mechanisms aïe thus quite consistent ¡¡rith the measured

value of Av* = *6 c.". *ol"-1.
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IË appears, then, from the results of these Pressure studies

that an SnO2 type nechanism is more probable than a lirniting S*1

type for the back reaction of the Co(III) equi-libriuro.

Ihe fo::v,¡ard reaction of the equilibríum,

-> co (HEDTA)H20,

can also be considered in terms oÍ eíther an S*1 or Sn2 Èype ruechanism.

ihe S*1 type mechanism would consist of a slow "ring-opening" process,

as one of the carboxylate groups dissocÍates from the central Co ion

and becomes protonated, followed by the rapid introduction of a water

molecule into the vacant sixth coordination site. Ihis could be

represented thus:

slow fas t

co (EDTA) + tt+ + itro

-T +H'co (EDTA) ->
\ -co
t/

(5-coordinate
interurediate)

cooH -> co (HEDTA)H20

Hzo

The fo:mation of the transition sËaËe on Ëhis scheme is just the

reveïse of the Íonisation of a 
"¿aþ6rfry;1ic 

acÍd' and so the volume

activatíon would be expected to be close to *12 ".". tol-.-l. This

does not agree well with the measured value of tl ..". *o1"-1.

A possible S"2 type mechanism for the fonnrard reaction rnrould

just the reverse of that proposed for the back reactÍon. In that

iË was proposed that the transition state resembled the products,

of

be

schene

which
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for the forr"iard reaction would be the reacÈants. Ilence if a sirn-i1ar

úechanism I^Iere operative for the fonnrard reaction' the Ëransition

staËe would resemble the reacËants anC the expected voh¡ne of

acËívation r'rould be close to zero. Within experimental error this is

observed to be so.

Thus it is seen that the measured volrrlrres of activaËion for

Ëhe fonrard and back reacËion of the Co(III) hexa<ientaËe-pentadentate

equilibrium aïe consísÈent lÀiíËh an S*2 mechanism, which ís the same

for both fo::r¿atd and back reactions.
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Chapter 5

the Co (
2+ 3+

The Effect of Pressure on en) Co Electron Exch

Reaction

5.1 IntroducËíon

Íhe electron exchange reaction between Co(en) r'* ^u Co("o)13+

is generally believed to be an example of the ouÈer-sphere ¡nechanism'

This is because of the substítution inert character of the Co(en)rF

ion, and, in perchlorate medium, because of the lack of a suitable

bridging lígand. For example, even Ëhe base hydrolysis of the

Co(en)13* ron proceeds with half-tj-nes of the order of hundreds of

hours at Ëemperatures similar to those employed in the presenL study,

yeË the half-tirne observed for elec'iron exchange l47as less than ten

20

87

hours. Hence it does not seem possible Ëhat Èhe electron exchange could

proceed by an inner-sphere mechanism, which would require substitution

into the first coordination sphere of the Co(en)r$ ioo'

The themal , homogeneous electron exchange has prewior:sly been

studied by Lewis, Cory"tt and lrvin.,88 tho used the raCio-isotope methoi

to follow Èhe reacÈion, and by Dwyer and Sarge"orr,Bg who used the

racemisation method. Theír results were substantially in agreenent.

In the early part of these Present studies, a considerable nur¡rber

of runs (not reporËed here) r¡as carried out' but despite Èhe greatesË

care to ensure purÍty of reagents and exclusion of oxygen, reproducíble

raËes could not be obËained. SiuLilar difficulties appear to have
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88
plagued the first r'rorkers on this system. Early evidence indicaÈed

that Èhis was due to oxygen catalysis.

If oxygen, even a very smaI1 amountg vTas PTesent at the

cofimencement of a run, seveïe catalysis occurred. This showed as a

dístinct curvaÈuïe in the 1og (1 - F) vs. time plots. However, Ëhis

effect r^7as transitory and disappeared after a couple of hours when

the exchange plots became linear. IË 1ed, then, to an apParent

ordinate intereept on Ëhese plots. Lewis, Coryell and lrvineSS

reporËed as much as 20% zero-Ëime exctrange. In these presenÈ studies'

less Ëhan 27" zero-tine exchanges r^leïe obtaíned. Ilourever, even this

refinenent did not lead Ëo saÈisfactoril-y reproducible results. It

seemed thaË a second type of catalysís I^I¿ls occurring whi-ch was

permanent throughout a ruri.

All of these early runs, in r^rhich Ëhís trouble was encor:nËered,

r,tere carri-ed ouË at 25"C. It was Ëhen found that, when the temperature

was raised to 65oC, ïeproducible rates could be obËained. It appears

sígnifÍcant that the later workers, D,ryer and Sarge"oo89 t11d

Stranksr90 orfro did not report any difficultíes of this nature rn'iËh

this system, carried out ttreir sÈudíes at 9BoC (although some runs

were done at 25"C) and 50"C respecËively. This suggesÈs Lhat the

suspect "oxy specíes" is decomposed at higher temperatures. Accordingly,

all of the work reported in this present study uras carried out at 65"C,

where the raËes were reProducible.
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Lewis, Coryell and Irvin"BB fo,rrrd Èhat Ëheïe r{as a dependence of

the exchange rate on the ËoËal íonic strength, Þ, of the solution.

Dwyer and Sargeson subsequently made a more detailed invesËigation of

the effect of ioníc strength on ttre raÈe, and shor¿ed thaË 1og k

increased linearly wiúr f,p. They also showed that there \¡Ias no

dependence on specific anions.

These present studies of the effect of pressure on the raËe of

electron exchange beÈween co(en)12+ 
"od 

Co(en)r$ r.t" carried out

at 65"C in solutions of Ëota1 ioníc strength 0.5 M.
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5.2 Experimental

5,2.L Materials

L!&y_ren"¿i-egfoe.

Analar B.D.H. ethylenediarnine was trvice distilled at aÈmospheríc

pressure and the fracËion boiling at 118-118.5"C collected and stored

under nítrogen in a dark bottle. From this supply of pure

eËhylenedian-ine, aqueous sLock solr:tions of 0.5 M ethylenediamine

r¡rere prepared and then standardised against 0.1 M perchloric acid.

NiÈrogen

The nítrogen used was "high puríty oxygen-free" grade, supplied

by Connnonwealth Industríal Gas Company. To ensure thaÈ the last

traces of oxygen were removed, the gas was scrubbed imnediately

before entering the reaction vessel, as described below.

TrÍse diaminecob alË (III) perchlorate, Co(en) c10
3

Tlhe perchlorate salt of trisethylenediaro-inecobalÈ(III) was

prepared directly by using all perchlorates as sËarting materials.

6L g. of. 30"Å ethylenediamíne llas poured into a solution of 36.5 g. of

Co(C1OO) 2,6H20 ín 75 rn1. of \^raËer, and then about I n1. of conceritrated

perchloric'acid was slowly added to partly neutralise the

eÈhylenediamine. The Co(II) tras oxidísed by bubbling a l'Ígorous

stream of air through the solut.ion for 3 hours. The volume of the
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solution r^ras then reduced on a steam bath until some producË began

to crystallise. Some lithiur¡1 perchlorate was added to precipitate

more product. and the soluÈion cooled and allowed to stand in a

refrigerator to crystallise. Ihe producË was filtered off and t¡'¡ice

recrysËallised from water. The final product T,ras \¡Tashed r¡ith alcohol,

then ether, and dried for several minutes in an oven at Bo'c.

The puriËy of the salt was checked by analysís for carbon'

hydrogen and nitrogen. The analysis figures aÏe girren in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Analysis for Co(en)

Calculated for Co(en)r(CfO

Found

4 J

díaminecob alt (II) ,

)

C

:-3.4L71

13.65

2+
J-

N

L5.637,

15. 35

H

4.507"

4.67

TriseÈhylene Co (en)

The trisethylenediami-necobalt(If) ion was prepared in s:L!q at

the beginning of each run by mixing solutions of Co(C104), and

ethylenedianíne. The eËhylenedíarnine concentration r,¡as aË least l-6

times in excess of the Co2* "oo.entration 
in each run, Ëhris ensuring

thaË full coordination was virtually 1002 cornplete. The value of the

formation constant, ß3, for the reacËion,

co2*+3"r, ? co(.o)32*

67
calculated at 65oC, r:síng the literaÈure values for the fornaÈíon
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constant at 25oC and the heat of formation, was 1oe ß, = L2.04. Using

2+ 2+ 10Èhis value, it can be shown ttrat the ratio [Co(en) l/ [co l>103

for the concentrations of reactants ernployed in these studies.

The addítion of the ethylenediamíne to the aqueous Co(II)

solution had to be carried ouË in an oxygen-free atmosphere, since
,J-

the Co''/ethylenediamine mixture hTas ver]' susceptíble to formaÈion

of peroxo dicobalt species and oxidatíon to Co(III). The peroxo

species act as a homogeneous catalyst for Ëhe electron exchange.

AI1 other materials used have been described earlier.

5.2.2 ApparaËus

Glass Reacti-on Vessel

Because the Co(.o)r'* - Co(en)13+ .*"horge ís profcundly catalvsed

by even Ëraces of oxygen, an air-tíght all-g1-ass vessel, of about 50 rp1.

effective capaciËy, \^ras constructed so that the reacËant soluËions could

be de-oxygenated and nixed entirely under an atmosphere of niËrogen.

This vessel is shown ín Figure 5.1.

A number of thermal runs was carried out compleËe1-y in Ëhis vessel,

and for the pressure runs j-t was used for Ëhe preparation of the reaction

solution, prior to loading in the pressure vessel. For this purpose

the vessel had an outlet, D, sealed with an air-tíght rubber serum cap.

Initially the separate reactant solutions were placed in the vessel,



/
Nz

E

c

D

BA

Figure l.l Glass Reaction Vessel
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wíth the eËhylenediamine soluüion ín A and co(cloo), solution ín B'

or vice veïsa - it made no difference which. Líkewise the p1-acement

of the oËher components, sodÍ-um perehlorate solution and

ËrisethylenedianÉnecobalt(III) perchlorate, proved Ëo be immaterial.

Normal1y the Co(III) complex and ethylenediarníne solution \^lere placed

in A and the labe11ed Co(C104) 2 ^d sodium perchloraËe solutions in B.

These solutions were then de-oxygenated for r-L Ll 2 hours by

bubbling purífíed nitrogen from left to ríght through Èhe vessel'

The nitrogen flow was then reversed, forcing the solutíon from B ínto

A and thus m1xing Ëhe reactant solutíons ' The Co (en) 
12+ 

f ot*td

iurnediately, thus initiating the exchange. IIo observable exchange

occurs between coll un¿ co (",,).3+'
aqJ

Measurements showed that noL less than 99.57. of the soluËíon in

B was forced ínto A by the niËroge-n pÏessure' so that Èransfer was

essentially quanËitaËíve. To remove a sample for analysis duríng a

run carried out in thís vessel, nitrogen T¡/as passed from right to left

through the vessel, forcíng reacËion solution Ëhrough the opened sample

ouLlet, C. The first 1-2 m1., containing the solution remaining in the

outlet Ëube since the prewious sample' hTere rejecËed, Ëhen a tllZ - 2 ü1

sample r,ras ïun dírectly into quenching solutíon. All taps were then

closed and the nítrogen supply turned off. Before removing a sample,

purifíed nitrogen was firsÈ passed through the nitrogen inlet tubing

with tlre two 2-way taps, E and F, ín the by-pass positíon. Thís removed
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any o4ygen that had diffused into the plasËic tubing bet!ùeen samples'

I,his source oi contam-inaÈion was found to be signífíeant in runs wiËh

half tiuies of several hours.

A schematic representaÈion of the arrangement of the apparatus

usíng the glass reacËion'vessel is given in Figure 5'2'

N2*

CrCl AsN03 Hzo PRE-BUBBLER AND

REACTI ON VESSEL2

F igure J .2

The scrubbing of the nitrogen to remove any residual oxygen

impurity was achÍeved by passing Èhe nitrogen through a 1 n. col-.¡nn

packed with glass helices, through whj-ch 0.2 M chromous chloride was

percolated. The chromous chloríde was continuously regenerated rnríth
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zínc a,-nalgam at the boÈtom of the colurnn. Ihe nitrogen \.^Ias then

washed by bubbling through L01[ silver nitrate solution and finally water.

Another pre-bubb1er, containing water, r,¡as included in the

flow-iíne immediaËely before Èhe reactíon vessel, and was kept aL the

same ËemperaËure as the reaction solutions. This pre-bubbler \,ras

important during Èhe preliminary de-o><ygenating períods ' especially at hig

er temperatures, to prevent loss of voltrme from the reactant solutions.

For the runs conducted in the pressure vessel, the reacËant

soluÈions were first de-o>rygenaËed and r¡-ixed in the gla.ss vessel, as

described above. Then, with niÈrogen flowing through the vessel,

Ëhe self-sea1íng rubber serum cap üras pierced by the outlet needle

of the parËly-assembled pressure vessel. After flushing the perspex

reacÈion vessel and outlet tubing with nitrogen, the outlet needle

lras lor¿ered into the rúxed reactÍon solution, which r*ras then drawn

back into the reaction vessel by withdrawing the pl:nger. In this

way the reaction vessel was filled without having Ëhe reacÈion

solution come into contact v¡ith air. The reactíon vessel was then

placed in the pressure vessel a¡.d the pressure adjusted to the requíred

value.

Pressure Vessel

The pressure vessel r,sed for thís system v/as the high pressure

sampling vessel, described in Chapter 3. It rvas impractical Èo use
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Lhe Pt/Ir outleÈ tubing for this reaction, since the extremely small

bore of this tubíng urade iË virtually impossible to fill the Perspex

reaction vessel ín the manner described in the previous paragraph'

The stainless steel capillary outlet tubing was used, and this was

found satísfactory, although it had to be renewed during the course

of the studies.

It was found after a number of runs that the neasured rates of

the exchange reacLion began to increase. This was apparently due to

some ínteraction between Èhe reaction soluËion and Èhe stainless steel-

capíllary Ëubing, probably r¿hi1e the reaction solution was beíng drawn

into the reaction vessel through the tubing. I^Ihen both the outleÈ

needl-e and the tubing connectíng Èhe reacËion vessel to the valve

bl-ock were replaced wíËh new tubi-ng, the Ínconsistency in the

reacËion rates ceased. The tubing \^7as renewed twice during these

studies.

5 ,2.3 Method of sis for Co I

In the early paït of Èhese studies each kinetic run r,ras analysed

spectrophoËometrically for Co(II) at the beginníng and end of the run to

deterrnine whether any oxidation had occurred. It was for:nd Ëhat noË

more than L% oxidation ever occurred, and this was close to the liniË

of accuraey for Èhe analyÈical method.

The nethod of analysis was as follows: A 5.0 n1. sampl-e of reaction
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soluticn \^zas quickly wíËhdrarnrn with a pipette and discharged direcÈ1y

lnto 10.0 ml. of 6 M HCl. 5.0 ml. of this quenched soluËion was made

up Èo 25.0 rn1. ín a voh¡netric flask and then 2.0 ml. of this soluËion

was made up Èo 25.0 rnl. wíth 1m1. of 7 M NH4CNS, 1.0 ml. of waËer

and 2l- ml. of acetone. The opËieal absorbance of this solution was

measured at 62I rrm, corresponCing to the absorption maximum of the

blue tetrathiocyanatocobalt(II) species, Co(SCN),2-. The Co(II)
4

concentratíon was then determíned using Ëhe molar exËinction coefficient

at this wavelength.

The value of the mol-ar extinction coeffícient at 62L nm was found

-1 -1to be i935 M 'crn. ^. This rn'as determíned by preparing several

standard solutions of composition sirn-ílar to the prepared sample

solutions, but \^ríth different Co (II) concentrations, covering the

range Ëo be employed in the reactj-on solutions. The opticel

absorbances of these sol-uËions rirere measured and vrere found to be

described by Beerts 1ar'r over the concentration range used.

5.2,4 Sampling and Separaticn Procedures

An approxi-rnaÈely 2 rnJ-. aliquoË of reaction solution \^ras díseharged

dÍrectly from the outlet needle into 3 rnl. of 6 MHC1. The inert Co(III)

cornplex was unaffecËed, while the labile Co(II) complex was immediately

decomposed. The electron exchange \^las instant.ly quenched, since no

observable exchange occuïs between Co2* 
"rrd 

Co(en)13+. ïhe quenched
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solution r^las then added to abouÈ 17 ml . of. 2 M NH4CNS solution arld 23

ni1. of a L5% v/v solution of pyridine in chloroform. Thís nLixture I{a's

shaken thoroughly in a seParaËing funnel and then the Èwo inmiscible

phases allowed to separaËe. The lower phase, containing the co(II) in ihe

forn of Ëhe co(lr)4(scN)' comPl-ex, T¡Ias run off and made up to 25.0 ml'

in a volumeËric flask. Siur-il-arly Èhe upper Layer, conÈaining the

Co(en)r'*,,"" made up to 25.0 n1. Then 10.0 m1. of each of these

solutions were taken for radíomeËric assay

Itwasfoundunflecessarytowasheachphasewithmorereagent

solutíon, as tests indícated that a single separation üzas more

xtran 99z^ efficient.

Further tesËs also showed that the counËing effíciency was the

same for both Ëhe aqueous and chloroform soluÈions. This was to be

expected using a scíntillation counter' whích detects Y-rays; but it

r^ras not Ëhe case for a G.M. Ëube, which detecËs $-rays.
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5.3 Results

5.3.r Order of ReacËion

previous strrdies88'89 h"rr" reporËe<l that thís exchange ís a

second order reacËion first order in both the concenËrations of

Co(en) ,'* ^u 
co(en)rÞ" Accordingly, plots of reaction rate' R'

agaínst [coII] [coIII] should be linear. A nurnber of runs was

carried out with varying co(rr) and co(IiI) concentrations, an'1

the results obËaíned re given in Table 5'2'

Table 5.2
2+

Vari on of Exchart e Rate R wíth Co en

T = 65"C

2+ 3+
[Co (en), I (r"r) ICo (en), I (M) Rx10

.0200

.0169

.0200

.0100

.0100

.0100

.0600

.0300

.0700

.0200

.0250

Co en
3+.

^lJ-

.0186

.0r_86

.0186

.009 3

.009 3

.0372

.0558

.0279

.o279

.009 3

.0186

U = 0.5 l"l

,_1a (lt hr. ^)

13.8

L2.L

L4.2

5. 81-

6. 83

33.4

63.5

24.4

33.2

8.76

17.8
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The resul-ts (except for Èhe t\^io runs at the highest values of

IC'II1¡C'III]) are shown in Figure 5.3, where Rhas been p1oËted against

,+ ?+-
[Co(en) 3t*lîro("tt)3'-]. It was found, as can be seen from Èhis graph'

that as the Co(III) concentratíon was increased the plot became

curved, and rvas linear only at Ëhe low concentTations.
88

This effect r^7as also noted by Lewis, coryell and lrvine'

qrho quoËed reacËion orders as low as 0.58 for Co(IfI) dependence'

They, ho\uever, r:sed higher Co(III) concenËrations (0.017 to 0.089 M)'

Thís deviatíon fron linearity âÈ the higher Co(III) concentrations

can be attributed to a second order salt effect, which results from

the high conÈribution to the toËal íonic sËrength of the solution

from the highly charged Co(en)r} ,orr. A common assumptíon is Ëhat

the activit), coefficíents of the solute species, regardless of their

charge Ëype, will renain constant in the presence of a swamping

electrolyte. In Èhe present case, although the calculated j-orric

1',)
sËrength, p 1= f f c_.2,"), was held consËant, Ëhe added electrolyte

,-.arror'""o.t l"t.tu i."" Ëhan half of the toËal ionic strength at

Co(III) concentïations greater than 2 * 1O-2 ¡n. The predÍ.ction that

tÌre reacÈion order should approach uníty as the ionic strength is

increased was verified by Lewis, Coryell and Irvine.SB In the Present

studies it was not considered more saËísfactory to work in a medium of

higher ionic strength, since this r+ould lead to an ínordínaËely large

correctíon Èo Ëhe calculated voh:me of activation through the term
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+
D.H..AV Tliís would introduce a considerably larger uncertainty

in the value of AV*. Instead, the reacÈíon was sËudíed in a medium

of ionic strengÈh 0.5 M, usíng concenÈraËious of the reactanËs within

the range v¡here the reacÈÍon was for:nd to be saËisfactorily cf first

order ín each reacÈant, i.e. for co (en)r3+, (1.00 to 2.00) x tO-21't

t.
and for co(en)rz+, (0.93 to 1. 86) x to-21t.

5.3.2 DeÞendence on Free Ethylenediamine Concentratíon and

Hydroxide Ion

Since there \¡tas excess ethylenedíamine present in the reactiorr

solutions, the pH of these soluËíons rras approximately 10. A possible

dependence of the exchange rate on the concenËration of free (unbound)

eËhylenediamíne and on hydroxíde ion was therefore examined. This

question had prewiously been studíe-d by both Lewís, Coryell and l*irr"88

and Dwyer and Sarge"orr,Bg and so was only checked in these present,

studies.

The prewious workers found that the exchange raÈe rn/as independent

of free ethylenediatrine concentration, at least up to 1.05 M' and

independenË of hydroxyl ion concentraËion in solutions of pH 9.5 - 11.6.

These resulËs were confirmed in the present studies, as can be seen

from the resulËs in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3

Absence of RaÈe endence on Free E lenediarn-i ne Concentration and

T = 65oC u = 0.5 M lcorr] = 0.0186 M [corrr] = 0'0200 l"I

lenl (t'l)

.08

.3

-1k (M' hr. -1

2.6

2.7

) lenl (M) PII

10.9

]..L.4

free
.o24

.244

A1-though the exchange rate has been fourd independenË of hydroxide

ion concentration in the narroT¡r range pH 9.5 - 11 .6r Stranks9o has

reported thaL in soluËions up to 0.01 M in hydroxirle, the exche'nge rate

was first, order in toH ]. In the present studies the total

ethylenedianrine concenÈration was 0.3 M in each run. Thís gave rhe

reactíon solutÍon a pil of about 10. AÈ this hydroxide ion coneentratíon'

the contríbutíon to Lhe rate due to hydroxide j-on catalysís would be

neglígible, as r47as found.

5.3.3 llete eous Ca l_s

If the electron exchange proceeded entirely by a homogeneous,

second order mechanism, then the measured exchange rate, R, would be

given by R = klco(en)r'*]lao("rr)¡3*]. A graphical plot of R vs'

ICo(en)r'*] lao("rr)r]l should be línear with zero intercept. Ilowever,

as seen from 3igure 5.3, a plot of R vs. IC'II]IC.III], although Linear

aÈ 1ow values of [corr] lcorrr], has a non-zero intercept. This suggests
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some heterogeneous catalysis of tJle exchange raÈe. The rate data cart

be descríbed by the rate 1aw

R=klcorrllcorrrl + s (5.1)

where k is Ëhe second order homogeneous exchange raËe constanË and S is

the heterogeneous conËribuÈíon to the observed raËe, R. The heterogeneou

contribuËion ís evidently independenË of lcorr] and [colrr]. This

would be due to complete coverage of Èhe surface at Èhe bulk

concentrations of reactants employed. This concenËratÍon independence

of the heËerogeneous rate has been verífÍed by deËailed studies of the

heterogeneous reaction in these laboratori"".91

From Figure 5.5 it can al-so be seen thaË the heterogeneous

contribution to the observed rate shows a P¡essure dependence,

since the intercepÈ increases with increasing pressure. However, no

deËaÍled study of thís pressure dependence \¡Ias undertaken' as lfe

are only concerned here v¡iËh the effect of pressure on the homogerleous

exchange rate, which is obtained from the slope of each plot.

Lewis, Coryell and Irvin"BS 11"o found evidence of some heÈerogeneor

caËalysis, which varied slíghtly dependíng on Ëhe type of surface

employed. In the present study an insufficient number of runs under

the same condítions rÁras carried ouÈ to enable an accurate comparison

of the rates in the glass and Perspex vessels resPectively. The

difference, íf any, appeared small. Moreover, thís was of no real
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consequence for the present PurPose as all the rr:ns in the Pressure

dependence study \¡Iere conducted in the Perspex reacËion vessel

inside the pressure vessel, and only Ëhe homogeneous raËe was of

interest.

5. 3.4 Evaluation of Second Order Rate Constants

The observed rates of electron exchange for the reaction

2+J

3

$/ere agaín obtained using the equaËion:

1P=-
2.303 r

lcorrl Icorrr]

lcorrl + ¡corrrl
loe (1 - F) (s. 2)

where [coII] and [coÏII] represent the total concentïations of

Co(en)r'* *U Co(en)r$ r."n.ctive1y. Due to the long half-Ëimes of

exchang=-^.-- the specific activity of the Co(III) at infi-nite time ¡^¡as

calculated for each rr:n, agaín using the conditíon for material

balance, given by equation (4.1). A typical exchange plot is shown

ín Figure 5.4. The half-tÍmes of exchange úrere obtained from these

plots and then Ëhe observed rates of exchangê, R, were calculated using

equarion (1.3). From the variation of Rr¿ith IC9II] and[CoIII], the

second order homogeneous exchange rate constant' k' at each pressure

was obtained from a plot of R vs. lcorr]lcorrr], using equation (5.1).

ðo (.r) ,'* * co (en) ,g'
->
<- Co (en) 3r + Co (en),
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5.3.5 The Effect of Pressure on the Exch e Rate

The raËe of electron exchange bet',^reen Co(en) 12+ u,.d Co(en)r+

was studied at pïessures between 0 and 2 kbar rising reactant

concentrations of (0 .g3 - 1. 86) x L0-2 M for Co(II) and

(1.00 - 2.00) * 1O-2 M for Co(III). The results are given in

Table 5.4, ¡vhere the values of R have been assigne<i an esËimated

r¡ncertainty of + 5%, based mainly upon the'errors involved in the

measured quantiÈies used in evaluating R.

Table 5.4

Varia on of Observed Exchan Rate R Pressure

T = 65oC

lco (II) I (M)

.009 3

.009 3

.0186

.0186

.0186

.009 3

.0093

.0186

.01_86

.009 3

.0093

.0186

.0186

u = 0.5 M

Rx104 -1
lco (III) I (M)

P=1bar
.0100
.0200
.0169
.0200
.0200

P = 517 bar

.0100

.0200

.0150

.0200

P = 1034 bar
.0100
.0200
.0150
.0200

(M hr. )

5. 81
8. B0

12.0
13.6
].4.2

13.9
2L,0
24.0
29.5

11
I4
20
2L

3
2

2

9

(contd. )



Table 5.4 (contd.)

lco (rr) I (M)

.009 3

.009 3

.0186

.0186

.009 3

.009 3

.0186

.0186

.01-86

T = 65oC

p
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[co (III) ] (M)

P = 1552 bar

.0100

.0200

.0150

.0200

P = 2068 bar
.0100
.0200
.0150
.0200
.0200

4 -1Rx10 (M hr.

18.8
27.O
32.5
39. 3

u = 0.5 M

)

3

4
7

0
0

22
30
39
47
47

The values of R in the Table are sr:bject to an uncertainËy of + 5"/..

In Figure 5.5, these observed rates, R, have been plot-ted against

lcorr] lcorrr] for each pressure. rhe straight lines drawn Èhrough

these daÈa are Lhe l-ines of best fi.t, calculated using the ¡r1easË

squares" method. The values of the rate constants, k, and theír

standard devÍaËions, obtained from the slopes of these 1ínes' are

listed in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5

Variation of Se d Order RaËe Constant k with Pressure

(bar)

l_

5L7

1304

L552

2068

-1k (M-

2.84

4.07

5.36

7.22

8.90

hr. -1

+ 15

+ .59

+ .56

+ .24

+ .24

)
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The rate constant for Èhe homogeneous exchange at 1 bar pressure'

65oC and ionic strength 0.5 M, was founcl to be 2.84 + 0.15 M t ht.-l.

This ís consistent with the value of 3.2 ML ht.-1 calculated from the

data of Dw¡zer and Sarge"onS9 and correcËed Èo the same conditions of

temperaËure anC ionic sÈrengttr. No useful couparíson can be rnade

with the results of the other prewious studies, due to ínsuffícient

data on ionic strength effecËs in the orru "t".90 trd too unrelÍable

data in the other.88

The variation of rate constant, k, with Pressure is shown in

Fígure 5.6, where 1og k is plotÈed against pressure. The pressure

dependence ís seen Èo be non-línear. The volume of acËivation aÈ

any pressuïe nust be calculated, Lhen, using the differential equaiion
Å

for AV' , equation (2.20>.

To obtain the value of the derívative, (â 1og k/ðP)t, a curve

was fítÈed to the experimental data of p and 1og k using a leasË-squares

pol-ynomial computet ntogtt*.92 Ïhis program calculates, for a set of

data, the curve of best fit in the forrn of a polynonial uP Ëc degree

six. The values of log k were weíghted accordíng to ËheÍr stendard

errors, gíven in Table 5.5. It was found that the daËa could be

equal-ly well represented, over the range of pressures employed, by

eiËher a polynomial of degree 2 ox 3. Taking the simpler equation, then

the curve of best fit vlas a second order polynomíal of the form

logk=a + bp + cp
2 (s. 3)
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lüith p expressed in bar, Ëhe values of the coefficients \nlere:

c=-3.2;q6x1O-B

Equatíon (5.3) i-s represented in Figure 5.6 as a continuous line

through Èhe points rePresentíng Èhe experimental data.

The volume of activation hras calculated aË several different

pressures, using equation (2.20), with the values of (â 1og k/ðp),

obtai-ned from the fÍrst derivative of equation (5.3). These values of
+

ÂV', whÍch have been corrected for the term RTß, are given in Table

5.6. ïhe value of ß was taken to be 4.48 x 10-11 "*.2 dyrr"-l, which

Ís the value for water at 65"C.76 The value of the term RTß was

ttrus 1. 3 c. ". *o1.-1 .

The values of ÂV* listed in Table 5.6 have been assigned an

uncertaínty of + 1.5 c.c. mole-l, b"".d on the uncertaínties ín Ëhe

quantities used ín estimating AV+.

Table 5.6

Variation of AV* with Pressure

a = .4545

b=3.069x10

T = 65oC

p

u = 0.5 M

-1̂ )

-4

(bar)

1

5L7

1034

L552

2068

(c. c. mole

-2L.1

-19 .0

-L6.9

-L4.7

-L2,6
(+ 1. s)

*
AV'
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+
The volume of activation, AV for the homogeneous electron

exchange between Co(en) 12* ^rrd. 
Co(en)3F r, l bar in aqueous sol-ution

at 65oC and ionic stlengËh 0.5 M, was found to be -ZI.L + 1.5 c.c. mole -1



A comparíson of the measured and predicËed AV* values can be

made in the same manner as in the prewious chapter'

The values of rr, r, and o, in the Marcus-Ilush equation' can

again be estirnated from the crystal radii of Co(II) ¿nd Co(III) and

from the Van der Waal's radii of the ligand aËons. The value of rr'

the effective radius of Co(en) ,'*, ," esËimaËed as 4.13 R and the

value of r* for Co(en)r'*, "" 3.98 R. The value of o is thus S'f-f- R'

Takíng Ëhe value for the dieleccric constant of water as

e = 65.2L aE 65oC,76 the value of (A(l/e)/ap)f may be cal-culated as

before to be -8.699 x LO-7 brr-l. The Eerm {(a(Ueo)/ap)T

(a(Ue)/àp)f Ì is agaín calculated from the values aË 25oC. Ilence,

from equations (4.5) and (4.6), the contributions to AV* predicÈed by

the Marcus-Hush theory are calculated Ëo be:

5 . t+ Dis cussion

5.4.1 Comparison

Å
AV,

same r^tay as before.
I

B.= 0.3384 x 10- cm.

65"C, and puttirLg ZI

equation (4.11) '

143.

of Measured
II

and PredicËed AV Values

-1- -8.94 c.c. mole
coulourbic

J

^v-
= -4.89 c.c. mole -1

solvenË rearr.

The correctlon for finite ioníc strength effects is made ín the

Taking rhe varue s53'76 A = 0.5558 t-'/'u"r.tl' ,

-1 M 'l'u"r.'l' 
^nu ß = 4.48 x ro-5 ¡ail, all at

22 = 3r il = 0.5 and a = 4 R, tt obtaín from2
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-1= 4.80 c.c. mole
D.H

The predicted volume of acËivaËion to be compared v¡ith the

measureJ value is thus,

AVl = -$.o,4 - 4.89 - 4.80 = -18.63 c.c. mole-1
calc

ïhe measured volume of acËivation w¿s found to be AV*-^^^ =
meas

-zL.L + 1.5 "... *o1.-1. There is thus a reasonably ctrose agreement

between the t¡nro values.

The uncertainÈies in the calculated value of AV* arise from the

same sources as menËíoned in the previor:s chapter for the Co-EDTA

reaction. These are Èhe use of the r,-alues of pure water for the

compressibility and díe1ecÈric properËies of the uÉxed electrol5r¡s

solution, the uncerËainËies in the values themselves used for the

dielecËric terms, the t¡ncerËaínLies in the values of rr, t, and

o, and the assumption that the íons are incompressibl-e.

If the compressibílity of the íons ís taken ínÈo account, it has

been estiurated86 thaË this would lead to a corfection of abcut 0'4

'--1 =- If Èhe uncerËainties in r,, r. andc.c. mole - in the value for AV . If Èhe uncer L z

o are taken to be 0.1 R and 0.2 R respectively, this gives a correcÈion

of 0.36 c... *o1"-1. IË is dífficult Ëo estimate the errors arising

from the various dielectric terms, due to lack of daËa, but it is

considered that Ëhey are not too serious.

Considering the uncertainties ín the values obtained for boËh the

AV,
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measured and predicted volumes of activaÈion, it has been found, then,

that they are equal within experimental errcr.

5.4.2 Comp ressíbility of Ëhe Activated Complex

It r¡as merrËíoned in ChapËer 2 that frequently plots of 1-og k

vs. p are for:nd to be curved. This can be explained in terms of the

compresslbiliÈy of the actívated compler. If Èhe compressibílities of

Èhe activa¡ed complex and the reactant íons \^lere the same, thís would

¿'!
require that AVT be independenÈ of r¡ressure. Since AV' is often found

to be dependent on pressure, Ëhis suggests that the compressibility of

the activated complex is different from Ëhose of the Teactants' It

has been pointed out by Hamannr6 Ëhat where the volume changes are

caused mainly by electrostricti-on, the curvature in the 1og k vs.

pïessure plots is most evident. Ihis is understandable because of the

changing inËeractíon beËween the transiËíon state and Ëhe solvent with

change of pressure. Ilence we might expect ËhaL reactions involvÍng

highl-y charged ions would show this curvaËure. The electron exchange

2+ 3+
between Co(en)3'- *d Co(en)r-' shows a distínct curvature in the 1og

k vs. pressure ploL, shor,rn ín Figure 5.6.

If r^re define a quanËity, *t = (a¡V+/àp)r, and call this the

"eompressíbiliÈy of the transition statert, hre can attempt an order-of-

magnitude comparison between the predicËed and observed values. The

observed value of "f ea¡r be found from the values of AV* aË different
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pressures listed ín Table 5.6. 1he measured value of rc* thus

obÈained i" "t = -4 x 1o-3 c.c' t"1t-1 u"t-l'

The predicted value for ** "* be obtained by differenÈiating

equatíon (2.26) r.rith respect to Pfessure. InËroducing Avogadrots nuuber,

N, to gi-ye molar quanËities, \¡7e then have'

+ NZrzre
d ,å, * {(#.ù-+,*,ï-*,'2

2

âp

e
2

N
K= 2 4o

(s.4)

The yalue of 1a21f/eo) ¡rr'), can be estímated from the daËa of ùwen

and Brinkt.yS2 to be -1.36 * l-0-9 b^t-2 at 25"C. Sinr:ilarly, the value

or ( f (Ue) l¿pz)t can be estÍmated as -0.9L4 x 10-20 bur-Z at 25"C.

using thís value, together with the values of 78.54 for the diel-ectric

constarit of water at 25"C76 asrd 3.699 x 10-3 U*r]1 for the te:m

(âe/Ap), aE 25oC, the value of (aze/apz) can be calculated as

9.LZZ x 1O-7 A^{2 ar 25oC. If it is assumed that (a2"/ap2), tt" the

same value at 65oC, the tern G2(t/e)lapz)t can be evaluated as

-1.i-58 * Lo-20 b^t-Z at 65oc, usíng the value of e = 65.2L at 65"c'76

-J

This gives the
- -1 .

c. c. mole Þar

fírst term of equation (5.4) the value of -l-'l-9 x 10

-1. For the second Ëerm, the quantity { a2{t/'ofaez

,
az(tle)/apÌ is evaluated usíng the values at 25oC, agai-n in the hope

that the difference between these values ís the same at 65'C' Ihe

second term of equaÈion (5.4) can then be calculated to have the

value -o.544 x t0-3 c.c. mole-l t"a-l. The predicted value of "*

at 65oC, ís thus r* = -1.7 x 10-3 c'c' mol-e-l b"t-l'
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ïhe uncertainties in Èhe values of both the observed and

caLculated ** rr" such that both could have an error of +(50-100)Z'

The values of -4 x 10-3 c. c. mole-l b"t-l for the observed value

of "* and -2 x l0-3 c.c. mole-l b"t-l for the predicted value of rT

can Èhus be taken to be in substantial agreement'

Hence, r,re can see that an explanaËíon of the obsen¡ecl curvature

in 1og k vs. pïessure plots can be given Ín terms of the interactj-on

between Ëhe reacËant. ions and the solvent. In an ídealised model a

reactafit ion ís ofËen considere<l as the central metal Í-orr p1-us its

first coordination she11, distinct from the bulk solvenË. The reality

is that the influence of the cenÈra1 meLal ion exËends beyond the first

coordination shell and we musÈ regard the LransiÈion state as involving

the second and perhaps Èhe thírd solvent shells around the íon' when

we regard it as such, the "compressibilíty of the Ëransition staterr is

understandabl-e in terms of the dependence on pÏessure of the first

and second order differentials of the dielectric consËant of the medium'

5.4.3 Concl usion

The pressure dependence of the homogeneous el-ectron exchange rate

t+ 3+
between Co(en) 3tt ^d Co(en)r" h"" been sËudied, and the measured

volume of activatÍon thus obtained has been compared to the value

predícted from the Marcus-Hush theory. The values have been seen

to be in quite good agreement. An explanation of the curvature of 1og k
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vs. pressure plots has also been given in terms of the pressure

dependence of the dielecËric consËatrt of the medium.

This apparent success of the Marcus-Hush Ëheory in predicting
Å

values of ÀVT for outer-sphere elecËron exchange reacËions, gíves

added confidence in the use of the Ëheory for distínguishing

outer-sphere reactions by a comparison of their calculated and observed

volumes of activation. This criterion will now be applied to the

F"2* - F"3f ul."Èïon exchæBer where Èhere exists some ambiguity in
aq aq

the mechanism Ínvolved.
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Chapter 6

Ihe Effect of Pressure on ah. F"II III
Fe Electron Exchan Reactíon

6.L InÈroduction

rt. n.ff - a.llt electron exchange reaction rüas one of theaq aq

earlíesË exchange systems Ëo be investigated, and since the first

s'uccessful attempÈ by Silverman and Dod"o"93 Ëo measure the rate of

exchange, iË has been the subjecË of a number of subsequent sÈudíes.

A comprehensive review of ail ¡'e(ff) - Fe(III) electron exchange

reactions that have been sÈudied has been published by Re1'nolds

23and LumrT.

Fe(III) forms complexes with a large number of aníons, and

these anions catalyse the electron exchange. The presenL studies

have been carried out ín perchlorate media, where association,

if any, ís mÍnimal.

Ttre Fe(II) - Fe(III) exchange has been r^relI characÈerised, and

from varj-ations ín [Fe(II)] [Fe(III)] and [it+], rhe reacrion has been

shown to be described by second order kinetics, first order in both

[Fe(II)] and [Fe(III)], and to extribit an ínverse hydrogen ion

dependence. In the present studies, the first order dependenee on

each reactant has been assumed, but the ínverse hydrogen ion

dependence has been verified. From these resulÈs, it has been postulaÈe

that in the absence of added complexing anions, the electron exchange

proceeds via two main pathways:



1_50

Fe(Hro) u'* * ä.1nro)r3o ? Fe(Hro)u* *
&

Fe (Hzo) 
o

(A)2+

Fe (H20) 
6

2+ &
-lFe (H20)ro"'* Ì Fe(I{r0)50"'* + f.(nro)u2+ (B)

Because of the lability of boÈh the Fe(II) and the Fe(III) ions, the

nechanisms for Ëhese pathways is not knorrr.94 Several possible

acÈivated complexes can be proposed, and thesewill be considered ín

the light of the presenË sËudies ín the Discussion at the end of

this ChapÈer.

To obtain the rate consÈants for the hexaquo and the hydroxo

pathways, given by equatíons (A) and (B) respectively, Ëhe

F.Ir - F.III elecËron exchange was studied as a function of [ir+].aq aq

lhe relaÈive1y fast rate of exchange perrnitted runs Ëo be carríed

out only in the range [tt+] = 0.5 to o.0B M, 'sing íron concenËraÈions

of the order of 10-5 t"t. At each hydrogen ion concentraËion employed,

the rate of exchange htas sËudied as a funcËion of pressule ín Ëhe

range O to 1.4 kbar. The rates of exchange \^Iere measured

at T = 2oC, although, as will be explaíned in Section 6.3.1, Ëhe

temperature r^ras not precisely constant throughout a run and corrections

had to be made to allov¡ for this.



6 .2 Experimental

6.2.1 Materials

c Perchloïate, Fe(
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c10, )Ferri T2!.29

A ferric perchlorate stock solution \^tas Prepared from

purum grade Flu-ka fe(CIOO) 3.}HZO. The sol-uËion was acidified with

perchloric acid to prevent hydrolysís '

Ierrous Perchl-orate Fe c10 6H 29

Ferrous perchloraËe ís exÈremely dífficult to obtaín pure and

always conËains some ferric íons. This is due ic Ëhe relative ease

of aerial oxidation and to Ëhe presence of perchl-oraËe ion, whích is

an oxídising agent. Non-ferrous impurities can be removed by the

usual means of recrystallisation.

A ferrous perchlorate stock soluËion I^Ias Prepared using

Ie(ClOo) 2.6H2O, supplied by G.F. Srnith co. and recrystallised fron

J_ M perchloríc acid. The recrystallised sa1Ë contained approximaÈely

LO7. fertic ion. This was not imporËant in the present sËudÍes, since

only the total iron concenÈration, [Fe(II)] * [Fe(III)], had to be

known. This stock soluËion was stabilised by the ad<lition of

perchloric acid.

Iron Solutions for Exehanqe Runs

From the stock solutions of ferric and ferrous perchlorate'

jgst described, a set of four solutions I^tas pTepared by mixing the
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appropriate volumes of each stock soluÈion to give a molar raËio of

ferrous to ferric íon equal Èo apploximately 4:1, with a toÈal iron

conceritration of 3.48 x tO-5 U. For each solution, sufficient

perchloric acid was added to give Èhe desired [tt+], and Lhe total j-oníc

sËrength of each soluËíon was made up to 0.5 If by the addition of

sodium perciilorate. Ihere was thus a set of four solutions,

identical in [Fe(II)], [Fe(III)] "nd total ioníc sLrength, but
I

different ín [U-]. These were the solutions used for the kinetic runs'

Iron-59 Tracer

The radÍoísotope Ie-59 ern-its two main Y-rays of energies 1.3 Mev

and 1.1 Mev, and has a half-life of 45 ð'ays.76 Since the energi-es of

the euútËed y-rays are very similar to those of co-60, they could be

cor:nËed r:sing the scintillation counter rvíËh the same settings as

for the Co-60 isotope. These same seËtings were checked and indeed foui

to be Èhe optimum seËtíngs for counting the Fe-59 isotope.

SÍnce the half-Ëimes for Ëhe electron exchange, under the experi-

menËa1 conditions employed, and the assay times' I,Zere very short

compared to the half-life of the isotope' no corTection to the

observed cor¡nt, raËes 1¡7as necessary to a1low for the decay of the

isotope.

The Fe-59 r¿as obtained frou Èhe Radíochenríca1 Centre, Amersham,

ín the form of ferric chloríde ín 0.1 Mhydrochloric acid, with an

initial specífic activity of 16 mC per nilligran FeC13. This was



fumed t.o dryness several times

conc. HC1O4 and a few droPs of

residue was redissolved in 1 M

a volume as Ëo give a sPecific

the exchange runs.

ls3.

in a plaËinr:ur crucible with A.R.

A.R. "100 volume" 
"r}r. 

The final

perchloric acid and made uP Ëo such

actiwity suiËable for labelling

Sodium AceËate and Al-rrniníum Perchlorate Solution

SÈock soluËions, 2 M in sodium acetaËe and 0.2 M in aluminium

perchl_orate, for use ín separating the Fe(II) and Fe(III) ' \^Iere

prepared by dírect weighíng of the sa1ts. Univar A.R. sodium acetate

and aluminium perehloraËe, obËaíned from B. Newton l"laíne LËd. 
'

were used.

0r0t-B dv1

sÊock sol-utions of 0.04 M clrot-bipyridyl were prepared by

direct weighing of B.D.H. Analar 0,clt-bipyridyl and dissolvÍng in

absolute ethanol.

Standard Sodium IIY droxide Solution

1 litre of starrdard 0.1 M sodium hydroxide solutíon was prepared

from a phial of "vol-ucon" pre-standardised sodium hydroxíde

concentraËe, supplied by May and Baker Ltd.
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All other maËerials used have been described prewior:.sly.

6.2.2 Apparatus

Pressure Vessel

The high pressure sampling vessel was used for Èhe sËudy of

this reacËion. It was necessary Ëo use the inerË Pt/It capillary

outlet Èubing, since the reacËion soluËions were quiÈe strongly acid'

The vessel ¡,¡as sealed usÍng Neoprene 0-rings, and wíth Ëhese, sealing

$/aS instanËaneous upon applicaËion of pressure. Since the reaction

times *-ere of Èhe order of mi-nuÈes, Èhe O-rings provided an

advantage over the coPPer gaskets, which took 1 or 2 rninutes to seal'

TemperaËure Control

The rate of electrori exchange r^ras studied aË 2.0oC. The pressure

vessel was thermostatted Ëo thís temperature by ímmersion Ín a

well-stirred glycerol/water mixture contaíned in an ínsulated tank.

Temperature control of the baÈh to + 0.1oC was achieved with a

refrigerating unit operating continuously in opposítion Èo a solid-

state proportional heater, regulated by a thermistor probe.

The refrigeratíng unit was a Rheinische Ïhermostatic Refrigerator

Type TKl. Cooling was achieved by immersing the evaporator bulb of

Èhe uniË in the medir¡n to be cool-ed.
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Atomic AbsorpËion S ctrometer

Analyses for the total- Íron contenË of the reacËion soluËions

$rere caïried ouÈ using a Unicam S.P.90A Atornic Absorption Spectrometer.

Calibration curves l¡Iere plePared using standard iron solutions,

prepared by dissolwing pure iron wire in hydrochloric acid.

Temperature Measurement of Solutions Under Pressure

The rise in ËemperaËure of the reactanÈ solutions caused by

pressurisation was importanË in the study of this reaction, sínce the

time taken for complete dissipation of this heat \¡las comparable to

Ëhe half-times of reacËion. It was necessary, then, to knor^r the

temperaËure of Èhe soluËion as Ëhe reacËion progressed.

Temperatures of the solution Ínside Ëhe Perspex reaction vessel

hrere meesured using an S.T.C. Type F thermistor, which had a 2 kCI

resistance and nominal temperatuïe coefficient at 20oC of -3.7 i(l'C.

The thermisËor is shown diagramatícally in Fígure 6.1(a). As

supplied, it r¿as a vacuum-fiIled, glass-sealed tyPe, but for our

purposes a small hole rnras made in the glass wa1l near the upper end,

as shown. The inside r.ras then fil-led wiËh pure conductíviËy r^Iater,

which did not significantly affecË the resistance properties of the

thernistor. This enabl-ed Ëhe thermístor to be puÈ under plessure

wittrout shaÈtering it.

The l-eads r^rere connected to a length of dotrble-cored PyroËenax cab
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which was sealed into a sealing plug of Ëhe pressure r,'essel. The

arrangement, is shown in tr'igure 6.1(b).

The resistance of the thermistor hTas measuled using a

concluctívÍty bridge unit, incorporaËíng a 10 kA decade resistance

box, conneeted to a C.R.O. for quick, visual deËecÈion of the null

poínt.

The sensiÈi-riÈy of this aïrangemenÈ was such as Èo be able to

measure changes ln temperaÈure of 0.014'C.

I'he varíation wíÈh rime of the ternperaËure of the soluËion inside

the reaction vessel was measured aÈ each of the plessures employed ín

the kinetic rr¡ns, and hence correcËions could be made to Ëhe values

for each run, depending on the Pressure used.

6.2.3 Procedure for Kinetíc Runs

about 30 ml-. of the sÈock reaction soluÈion, containing the

required concentïations of F.2+, F"F, HC1O4 a¡rd added NaCIOO' ï¡ras

placed in the Perspex reaction vessel. The Teflon plunger was

pl-aced i-n posiÈion and the entire vessel was almost ful1y Ímmersed

in ttre thermostatted bath and left to equilíbrate for tLlZ hours.

Tesüs showed thaÈ iË Ëook about 75 rninuËes for the reacËion soluÈion

to cool from room temperaËure to 2.0oC.

The vessel r¿as then quickly wiËhdrarrn, and afÈer 1abel1íng the

soluËion with one drop of Fe-59 tlacer through the ouËlet opening,
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Ëhe vessel was aÈtached to the ouË1et tubing, shaken to mix the

tracer uniformly and then lcwered into Ëhe pressure vessel. All this

took aboutL/Z - 3/ + ninute. Tests showed that during Ëhis tíme the

temperature of Ëhe solution rose by not more Lhan 0.3oC and usually

by 1-ess than thís.

The pressure r^ras Èhen raised to the required value and aË

predeterrnined time intervals, aliquots $leïe taken for sarnpiing. The

reaction \4ras normally followed for 1 - 1 L/ Z n^tr-times. The half-tines

of exchange varied f.rom 42 to 155 minutes.

Aliquots were Ëaken by discharging into graduated glass tubes

abouË l- n1. of reacËion solution whích was discarded, foll-owed by

another 1.5 ml. of reactant soluËion. l- ml. of Ëhis was witt¡drar¿n

with a pipette and run into the quenching mixture and then the

Fe(II) and Fe(III) separated for radiometric assay. The 1 m1"

pipette used uras coated with "Repe1cote", a I^raËer-repellant silicone

compound. Thís enabled the L ml. aliquot to be quickly and accurately

discharged inÈo the quenching ur-ixËure. The samplíng operaÈíon took

about 30 seconds.

T\¿o ttinfinite tirne" samples were taken after times greater than

ten half-Ëimes for ttre exchange.

6,2.4 Pro dure for Se ration of Fe II and Fe III

The separation scheme employed here v¡as essentially the method

of silverman and Dod=or.93 ThÍs method has been used almost
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exclusively in the many subsequent studies' with minor

modificaËioas.FewofËhesemodificationshavebeenreported

in mrch detail, and in mosü part they seem Ëo have been appropriate

onlyÈothecondiËíonsunderwhichthereactionwasstudiec.

ThebasisofthemeLhod.[^Tastoaddthealiquotofreaction

mixtureËoasolutionofo,cr'-bipyridylinanacetatebufferofpH5

andprecípitatehydratedferricoxídewi.thammonia.TheFe(II)
2+

remaÍned in soluticn as the Fe(dipy)g complex.

Anurnberofpreliminarytests\nlerecarriedouttodeterrn-ine

the best conditions for effecting this separation. The effecËiveness

andreproducibilityoftheseparatíon\^TassubjectËotheusual

condítions of concentratíons of reagents, order of nrixj-ng and time

inÈervals between sLePS'

It was found that

(i)apHofabout5inthequenchingrnixÈurewasbest,buËavalue

withinabouL2pllrrnitsaboveorbe]-owthisvaluelÀIassuiËablej

(ii)thearnrnoniasolutionshouldbeaddedassoonaspossíb]-eafter

the alíquot was added to the bipyridyl solution;

(ííi) there \¡ras no difference in the separation whether the mixÈure \^7a

allowedtostand,afteraddingtheammoniasolution,for5rn-inut

ot LZ5 minuËes before centrifugíng; but it was preferable to

leave iÈ standing for at least 10-15 rninutes to ensure complete

e-l-

precipítaLion of the A1r co-precipitant' othenuíse some
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continued to precipitaËe on the walls of the cor:nting tubes;

(ív) it. made no difference to the separation rvhether the mixËuret

after adding the ammonia solutioil , l^7¿ls kept in ice or aÈ rDom

tenperature, buË ít was preferable to let stand a't room

temperature to give a heavier, more flocculent precipitate;

(v) the concentration of the bípyridyl in Ëhe quenching rn-ixËure

was immaterial, provided it was present in excess;

(vi) the concentration of the AlF was irnrnaterial, provided it was

sufficient Ëo give a reasonable volume of precipitate.

The following was the actual method used in these sÈudies:

2 81,. of a soluËíon of 2 M sodiurn acetaÈe and 0.2 M aluniníum

perchloraËe, together with l- ml. of an alcoholic solution of 0.04 M

btpyridyl, r^7ere placed ín a 10 ml. volumetric flask and cooled in

ice. hnmediately before sarnpling the reaction mixturer a standard-

"ir" 
Ll 

4'L magnetíc fo11ower, coaËed wiËh Teflon' I,l¿ts put in the flask

and the flask placed on a magnetic stirrer. 0n samplingr the accurate

1 n1. alÍquot was discharged into the stirred quenchíng rnixture'

followed irrnediately by 1 m1. of .880 S.G. ammonia solution. The

quenched soluËion l,7as stirred for 5 rninutes, Lhen the volume made uP tc

the mark with water and left to stand, unstirred, for a further l0

mínutes. After this tíme the mixture vTas centrifuged for about 2

minuËes and then 5.0 nl . of the supernatant solutÍon I¡las r¿íÈhdrawn

with a pipeËte, transferred to a counting Ëube and assayed in the
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scíntillation counter for 200 seconds.

Since the volume of each ali-quot of the reaction solution,

the final- volume of the quenchíng ¡uixËure and the vofu:me of

Supernatant solution cou¡rted v¡ere the same for each sample Èaken,

the actual count recorded could be used in calculating the

fraction of excha:tge, F, ínstead of the specific actívity.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Heatin Effec of the Adiabati c Pressure Chan

Stainless steel is not an effícienË thermal conducËor and

because Ëhe wa1ls of the pressure vessel were 1 ín. thíck, Ëhe

contents of the vessel r,tere subsËantia11y ínsulaËed from the

surrounding thermostatting medir:m. Hence, because the time taken

to raíse the pressure insíde the vessel was less than 3 mj-nutes, this

process vras essentially an adíabatic one. The work done, Lhen,

in applying pressure to the vesselrs contents, clisrega::ding friction

losses, appeared largely in the form of heat, the therrnodynarnic

relaËion for an adiabatic compressÍ-on being

r#r" ,#,n (6.1)
c

where s is the entropy, V the volume *U "n the constant-pressure

heat capacity of the líquid.

At the conmencement of the pressure studíes reported in Ëhis

work, an estimaËe of Ëhe tempeïature ríse, caused by pressuxizing a

reacËion solution at the sÈart of a pressure runr T¡IaS determined

usíng a copper-constantan thermocouple (see Chapter 4). IË was found

that raising tJre Pïessure to a value beËween 1.4 and 21*bat caused

a rise in temperaLure oÍ. 2" to 3oC. The sensitivíty of the

ínstrumentation, though, I,las only such as to give an uncertainËy of

approximaÈely + O.5oC. For the prewious two reacËíons, reported

in Chapters 4 and 5, an initial temperature rise of this order of

T

P
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magniËude was noÈ inçortant, because the half-times of reacÈion

r^7ere of the order of hours . Compared to this, Êhe time taken to

aïfive at thermal equilibrium r,aith the surrounding thermostaÈtíng

medium r'Ias short.

Holever, in the case of the Fe(II) - fe(fff) rea.ction'

tempeïature rises of this magnítude were sig:rificanf:, due Ëo Ëhe

relaÈively shorÈ half-times of reacÈion (of the order of tens of

mínutes at 2"C),

There appeared to be two meËhods of overcoming this problem.

The firsË was to have a thermostatÈing coil around the Perspex

reacLion vessel insíde the pressure vessel, and to cÍrculate Ëhrough

it the water/glycerol mixture from the surrounding bath. If this

were thermally efficienË, then the temperature of the reactíon

solution could quickly be brought to 2.0oC and the reaction carríed

out at consÈanË temPeïature. Coils of various size tubing, made from

both copper and nickel , úIere tried, but none \¡7¿rs satisfactory, due

eiÈher to collapsing under pressure or to therrnal inefficiency.

The second solutÍon r¡tas to measure the teûperature accuraËe1y

as the reaction Progressed and to correct the observed raÈes t

knowing the acËívation energy of the reaction. Ihis was the method ado

ted. Accordingly, an accurate sËudy of the effect of change of pressur

on ttre Ëemperature of the reaction solution was undertaken, using the

thernÍstor as described in SecËion 6.2.2.
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The theruústor \üas first calibrated accurately by measuríng

iÈs resisÈance, Q, aÈ Several knov¡n temPeraËuresr T, between 2" and

4"C. Over this narro\"7 rarlge, Q varied linearly with T' A ploË of Q

againsÈ T gave a s1ope, AQ/AT, of 68 * 1 ohm. d.g.-l. This calibration

was performed at pressures of 1 bar and 350 bar, and although the

absolute values of Q were slightly different at each pressure, the

slopes, ðQ/AT, were Èhe sarne withín experimenÈal error. Hence, the

teilperature coefficienË of the thernistor was substanËially r:nafÍected

by pressures.

The reaction vessel was filled wiÈh waÈer and the apparaËus

asseûÌbled as described ín secËion 6,2.2 (see Figure 6.1). The vessel

was then left in the thermostaËËed baËh for tL/ Z hours to come Ëo

thermal equílibrium aÈ 2.0"C. (Earlier tesÈs showed that iË required

about 75 rn-ínutes for a solution j-nside the Perspex reacËion vessel ,

ínitíally at room temperature, to cool to 2.0oC within the pressure

vessel. )

The pressule \^Ias Ëhen raised to the desired value and readings

of the thernistor resistance were Èaken at varior:s time intervals

until there \¡ras no furttrer change in Ëhe readíng. This final reading

corresponded to 2.0"C. The pressure \^ras then released and again

readings of the resistarice r,¡ere Ëaken until there rìIas no further

ctrange. The final reading again corresponded Ëo 2.0"c. This

procedure vlas repeated at pressures of 345, 689, 1034 and 1379 bar.

The plot of Q against tíme, t, for p = 345 bar is shown in
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Iigure 6.2. This plot is Ëypical for each of Ëhe pressures. The

initial rapid fall in Q corresponded to the heaËing of the solution

as the pressure r¿as raised. This rvas follor+ed by a gradual ríse

in Q as Èhe heaÈ generated r"ras conducÈed away, and the value of Q

levelled ouL as the temperat.ure oT the solution approached 2.0oc,

the temperature of the outsíde bath. The subsequent rapid rise in Q

corresponded to the release of pressure' and this was again follorued

by a gradual fall in Q as the ternpeÏature of the solution rose to

2.0oC again.

Tne reason for the siight difference in Èhe value of Q at the

threepointsA,CandEisobscure.Ilowever,ítisclearÈhaË

these values each corresponded Ëo a tenPerature of 2.0"C under the

conditions of pressure at those points'

It can be seen from Figure 6'2 that AQh.ating was slightly greaËer

than AQ"oolíng. This was due to a gradual fall in pressure from 345

bar at B to 303 bar at c, brought about by the cooling of the solution

in goÍng from B to C. 
^Qh.ating, 

then' corresPonded Ëo Lhe rise in

terryerature in going fron p = 1 bar to p = 345 bar, while AQ"oolíog

corresponded to the temperaËure fal-l in going from p = 303 bar to

p = 1 bar. If the sysËem \¡rere completely adiabatic, we should expect

^o 
to eoual ÀQ for the s¿tme pressure change' It was--heating ' 'coollng

found that this \^i¿s very nearl-y the case. This observation is

important becar:se it índicates that, Ín the kinetic runs' the net
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temperature change in the solution during sampling is zero. As an

aliquot of solution is discharged the pressure drops slightly and rhis

will be accompaníed by a smal1, isotropic fall ín Èemperature throughoul

Ëhe reacÈion soluËion. hnmediately after, as the Pressure is restoreC

to its original value, the temperaEure of the solution will rise an

amount. equal to the preceeding faLL and so the net temPerature change

will- be zero.

From Figute 6.2 it can be seen that the change in resistance' as

the solution cooled in going from B to C' aPpeared to be a firsÈ

order process. If thís were so, that is, if the change in Q could

be described bY the raÈe law,

dQ/dr k, (Q. - Q_) ,
(6.2)

whích on integrating gives

loe (a Q-) = -(krt/z. 303) * const, (6. 3)
t

then plors of 1og (Qa - Q_) vs. time, Ë, should be linear. This was

found to be so, as can be seen from Figure 6.3, where the data from

the measurements at p = 345 bar have been plotted' Figure 6'3 is

typícal of the plots obtaíned for the data at the oLher Pressules.

The values of kr, obtained from the slopes of these firsË order plots,

are given in Table 6.1, Èogether wíth the corresPonding values of

the pressure aPPlied.
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It. can be seen that the values of k, are essentially constant and

independent of the pressure. Ihe constanË: kr, could be de-scribed

as a "coefficient of ther:rnal conducÈivityrr for that particular vessel,

since it dete:rnines the rate at which thermal equilibrium can be

established beËween the solution í.nside the reaction vessel and the

surrounding medium. I'or Ëhe vessel used in Ëhese studies, then, it was

found thaË k- = 0.020 + "001 *irr.-l.I-

Table 6.1

Val-ues of Coefficíen f Thermal Ccnducti at Different Pressur

-l_p (bar)

34s

689

l-034

r379

k, (uin.

.019

.01_9

)

.02L

.02L

(s.D. = + .001)

Ilence, the temperature, T, of a reacËion sol-ution at any given

tíme, t, after the vessel- had been pressurized to a given pressurêr pr

can be determíned by equation (6.3), knowing Ëhe relaËion between Q

and T and the value of the constanË of integration.

The 'constant of integration is equal- trr 1og (Qo - Q*), where Qo

,rr¿ Q_ are the values of Q at times t = o and ínfiníty respecËively.

Its value can be obtained at each of the pressures studied from the

intercept of the 1-og (R - R-) vs. time plots (ef. Figure 6.3). In
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Fígure 6.4 the values of (Qo - Q-) obtaíned from these plots have

been plotted as a function of pressure. Hence, the value of the

consËant of integration, 1og (Qo - Q_), can be obtained fron this

graph for any given pressure. The values at P = 689 bar and

!379 bar, obtained from Figuxe 6.4, are 2.074 atd 2.472 respectively.

Substituting in equaEíon (6.3) gives the relations:

for p = 689 bar: loe (Q - Q-) = -Q.020 t + 2.074 (6.+)

for p = 1379 barz 1og (Q - Q-) = -0.020 t + 2.472 (6.5)

TLre ËemperaËure coef ficient of the thermistor, ðQ/AT, Iâlas for-rnd

to be 68 ohrn. d.g.-l. SubsÈituting and rearranging, equations (6.4)

and (6.5) become:

for p = 689 bar: r = (I/68)exp(4.776 - 0.04606 Ë) + 275 (6.6)

for p = L379 barz J = (U68)exp(5.693 - 0.04606 t) + 275 (6,7)

r¡here T is the temperature of the reaction solution in degrees Kelvin

at a time t minutes after pressurizing. Equations (6.6) and (6.7)

were used to correct the observed rates of exchange Ëo a constant

temperature of 2.O"C, as described below in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.2 Evaluation of Rate Data for Exchan Runs

If we assume, initía1ly, that the temperature of the sclution

reuaÍned consËant throughout a run - as \¡las the case for runs at
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p = 1 bar, but not for Èhe runs at higher Pressures - then the rate

of exchange can be obtaíned from the McKay equatíon (1.1), i.e. Ëhe

rate of electron exchange, R, bet-ween Fe(II) and Fe(III) ís given by:

lFe
II IÏI

I [re 1oe (1 - T)II III
lFe l+[Fe

f,=-a#
l

(6 .8)

(1 -F)
in

where [r"II] and [p"III] represenË Ëhe Ëota1 concentraËions of Fe(II) a)

Fe(III) ïespectively, in all their forms. For this reactíon, Ëhe

fractíon of exchange, F, given by equaËion (1.2), was evaluated usíng

an experimental t'infíniÈe-time" value, detern-ined after Ëen or more

half-tínes had elapsed, when Ëhe dístribuËion of the Fe-59 Ërace1

behveen the Fe(II) and Fe(III) \¡ras essentially complete.

Sinêe Lhis reaction is described by second order kinetics, i.e'

II III (6. e)R=k lFe I [Feobs

the observed rate constant, kob= í can be found by plotËing log

against time and then usíng the half-Èíme, ttlz, Ëhus obtained,

equation (1.3) . Thus

k 0.693 1 (6.10)
obs \lz ¡r,errl + [Fe

III

A typical exchange plot for p = 1 bar, where the temperature

remaíned constant aE z.OoC Ëhroughout the run, is shown in Fígure

6.5. It can be seen that for -uhis ploË, there I.Ias a zero-tíme

exchange of abouË 1OZ. That this was due almcsË entirely, if not
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completely, Ëo the sampling and separation procedure was indicated

by the observaËion thaË the zero-time exchange varied between 1:}L

arrd 2O'/., depending on Èhe rate of Ëhe particular run. Alsor in

some preliminary runs carried out in a sËoppered glass vessel'

where direct sampling from Èhe reaction solution vlas possible, the

zero-time exchange was only 3-4%. This uray be compared Ëo the value

of 35ll zero-Líme exchange reported orígina11y by Silverman and

.93
Dodson.

Because of this exchange induced by sampling and separat-íon,

it was irnportant to perform all the operations associated wíth the

saurpl-ing and separation procedures ín an idenËical ilâl1rrêI êâch

tíme. In this rtray the amounË of induced exchange remained constanË

for each sample "rd kob" could stil-l be obËained from the slope of the

exctrange plot, as Índicated in Chapter 1.

6.3.3 Temperature Corrections to Observed Rate ConsÈanËs

For the reacËions conducÈed at high plessure, the Ëempe-raËuTe

of the reaction solution at any given time after pressurizing was given

by equation (6.6) or (6.7), dependíng on Ëhe pressure. over a small

time ínterval, Lhe temperaÈure of the reacËion soluËion was

effectively constant, and hence the observed rate constant aÈ this

temperature could be found usíng equations (6.8) and (6.9).

Thus the tíme for each exehange run was divided ínto eight equal

païËs, varying from 8 to 15 ninutes depending on the run, and at ttre
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end of each inten-al the soluËion was sampled'

then calculated over Èhis small time inËerval-,

temperatuïe \¡Ias Èaken to be ËhaË calculated aË

interval. The rate constant thus obtained was

using the relation

The rate constant vlas

for which the

the mid-point of the

then correcËed Èo 2.0oC,

1og (krlkr) 1 (6. 11)
T

1

r^rhere R is the universal gas constant and E the activaÈio1 energy'

r¡hich was takerr Ëo be 10.0 kcal. *o1"-1.93 For the runs at p =

689 bar, the correcËion to the ïate constanË' calculated over the

firsË time inËerval, amounted to approximately 77", and at p =

1379 bar, to approxímate\y L4"1. These correcËions became smaller

ín the succeeding Èime intervals, as the tempeÏatu::e of the solution

approached 2.0'c. Each exchange run thr:s yielded seven values for

the observed rate constant, all corrected Ëo 2"0"C. The raËe

constanË for the run vlas then Èaken to be Èhe mean of these values '

In order to make this method of temperaËure corlection more

precise, instead of using the exper'ímental values of speeific activÍty

at times t. and t,,, for calculating the rate constanÈ for Èhat time
- i- l-+l-

interval, the values used were read from a graph of experimental

specific acËivities ploËted against time, through which a smooth

curve was dral,¡n. This procedure can be justified with reference to

the runs carríed ouË at p = 1 bar, where no temperature correction ís

E=- 2.303 R
2
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made. The values obtained for kobs, by using either the experimental

specífic acÈivitíes or the values read fïom a smooth culve through

these values when plotted, can be compared with the raËe constanÈ

estimated in the usual way by a "1easË squares" fíË to al-1 Ëhe data

on the exchange plot. Table 6.2 conlains typical data for a

kineticrunaËP=1bar.

TabLe 6.2

Ihe Rate Cons t for a Run at = 1ba Eval ted the DifferenÈ

I'letl:rods

133

L29

L27

t29

i_30

135

L40

r32

(S.D. = 5)

served taËe constant' kobs, determj-ned from the slope of

ot, using the least squares procedure = L36 + 6 lt-l uLin'

the exchange
-1

1

Rate constanË, k- ' for
each Ëime ínterväl,
t. fo t....
r- l-f I

_1 -1(M - min. -)

Mean observed rate
constant. k -

_1 '_1 obs
(M - min. ')

calculated using
experimenËal values
for specific activity

114

t32
106

133

L49

L62

106

L29

(S.D. = 22)

calculated using
values of speeífic
acËiwity read from
graph
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The mean value from each column can be compared with the value

of the rate constant obtained from a McKay-type plot, using a least

squares procedure to obtain the slope of the line of best fit through

the experirnental daËa. It ís seen thaË Ëhe value" of kob" obtaíned

by the differenË procedures are substantially Ëhe same.

I{owever, the variatíon of values in the first column is seen

Ëo be much greater Èhan in Ëhe second column. Inlnen a Ëelnperature

coïrection ís Èo be made to an indiwídual value, k. ' Èhe correction

will be more accurate the closer the value of k. is to its true

value. Hence, the values of the second column would be more suitable.

For all the high pressure rulls ' tþen, where temperaÈure

corrections had to be made, the values of k. hTere cal-culaËed usíng

Ëhe values of specific acËivity read from a graph of the experimental

values plotted against time.

Table 6.3 gíves daËa for a siurilar comparison for a typical

run at high pressure. The daÈa have been correcËed for temperature.
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Table 6.3

Run at 689 barThe Rate Constant for Evaluated the Different

Methods

178

160

t_59

L62

158

153

l-54

161

(S.D. = 7)

Agaín it ís seen that the variation in values is greaËer in

the first coh:nn Ëhan ín the second. Usíng the daËa fron the second

columr has the furÈher advanÈage that values which have an intolerable

error ca¡r readily be seen, as for example the first value of k. in

coh¡ron trnro. This is not evident from the first column. Values of k.

r¿hich differed by more than one standard deviation from the mean

were neglected and the mean recalculated. Thus for the run

íllustrated in Table 6.3, the corrected rate constant, kobs' rÂ7as taken

Ylean corrected rate
constant. k .

. ODS
-t -t(M ' rn-in. -)

RaËe constant, k
each time intervåi
Èo Ë. ,, , corrected
to L'rL z.o"c.

-1 -1(M - rnin. *)

for
'ti

t_59

(s.D.= 30)

]-77

L96

151

130

L69

181

109

calculated using
experínentel values
for specific activity

calculated using values
of specifíc activity
read from graph
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-'r -1to be l_58 ¡1-I *in.-I , which \^ras Ëhe mean of the second column,

calculated after omit.ting the first value of k.. The rate constants

obtaíned in this r^Iay very rarely differed by more than a few percent

from ttrose calculaÈed as the mean of the fírst column, but they

were considered more accurate'

Calculatíons

A compuÈeï program was wriÈten to process tire experimental

data from the exchange runs. The inpuË daËa consisted of tire

experimental condiËions of pressure, [tt+] and [r"II1 + ¡I'.IIIJ,

andËhespecificactivitiesaÈtimestandinfinityforallruns.

The program calculated the observed rate constants' corrected them

for temperature changes due to pressurization and calculated the

volume of activaJion for the hexaquo pathway for exchange from the

+
[tt+] and pressure dependence, as clesc.ríbed in the fol-lowing section'

6.3.4 The EffecË f Press ure on the ElecËron Rate

since a volume of act.ivaËíon refers to a single, elementary proces

or pathway of reactíon, the overall effect of pressuÏe on a reaction

must be inË.erpreted in terÏns of the volumes of activaticn for each

pathway or mechanism involved'

ïhe Ie(II) - Fe(III) exchange has been 
"hotrr93 

Èo be descríbed

by the rate l-aw
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II IIIR=k Fe I [Feob

2+ *
Fe (HrO), *Fe

2 6

= {kl + ki/tH+l} [r.rr] lr"rrr]

I
S

Hence, exchange is assumed to proceed by the following paÈhways

consistent with thís rate law:

Fe (H o) (A)
2 6

+ Fe (HrO),

k

2+
k-

?+ ->I3+ ?- Fe(Hro)u'o * ñ.("zo)02*

^0).¿o
tJ- *

Fe (HrO) 
5oH' 

' + Fe (FI

(6.L2)

(B)
2

OH2+
-> 2+

(r{20) 
s

<-

k, is the rate consÈant for the acid-independent pathk/ay, (A) r and k,

is Èhe raËe constanÈ for the acid-dependent Pathrday' (B), and is

given by

kz = ki/Ka (6. 13)

where K, is the acidity constant for the hydrolysis equÍlibriuru
a

Fe (tt o) 3* ** Fe (H, (6.t4)o)ron2+ + n+

If the raËe law given by equaÈion (6.L2) adequaËely descríbes

the elecËron exchange process, Ëhen a plot of kob" t". 1/tH+] should

be linear, with an intercept k, and slope kl. The pressure

dependence of k, and ki could then be determined by measuríng Ëhe rate

of exchange as a function of ¡tt+1 at several different pressures, to

obtain values of k, and ki aË these pressures.
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The electron exchange r^ras thus studied as a function of tn+]

_+in the range [H-] = 0.464 M to 0.082 M, aË pressures of 1, 689 and

L379 ba:r. The results are given in Table 6.4 where each value

represenËs the mean of tllo or three runs.

Table 6.

with +
and PressureVarlation o f Observed Rate Cons Ë

b
II ÏII -5

T = 2.0"C u=0.5M [Fe l+[Fe l=3.48x10 M

p (bar) ìdean Observed Rate ConsÈantt
k-

obs
-1 -1(¡t ' nin. ^)

k

(M)
-L

lH'l

I .464

.188

,lL7
,082

.464

.188

,LL7

.082

.464

.18B

.LL7

.082

L37

187

27L

369

L62

222

3r2

410

l_89

273

350

444

689

L379

The values listed in Table 6.4 are p]-oËted in Figure 6.6. In

this plot, the line of best fit that has been draqrn through the set of

e>rperimenËal data for each pressure has been drawn so as to best
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Figure 6.6 Dependence of Observed Rate Constant, kobs,
on Pressure, p, and hl
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saÈisfi two índependent criteria. Ttrese are (i) thaË ploÈs of

kob" r". 1/tH+] should be linear at corrstant pressure, and (ii)

that plots of kob" vs. pressule should be nearly linear at consÈant

[tt+] over a relatively sma1l pressure range, such as used here.

The values of k, and ki at each pressure, obtained from the

íntercepts and slopes of these ploÈs are given ín Table 6.5.

Table 6.5

Variation of Rate Constants, k and k with Pressure

[r.rr] + [rerrt] = r.48 x 10

-1 -1.') kL (nin. -)

-5
T - 2.0oC u = 0.5 M M

p (bar)

1

689

L379

kt

B+1_00

(M1 nu-n.

70+10

137+ 7

24.6 + .9

+25.2

25.4 + .7

6

The value of 70 + 10 M 
1 *irr.-l aË I bar pressuïe for kr, the

rate constant for the acid-independent path' (A), is ín excellent

agreement with the value of 7L tnil *irr.-l, êstímatecl from the data

of sílverman and Dod"orr.93 sinr-i1-ar1y, the value of k, = (1.-57 + .10)

x 103 t"t-1 ".".-1 at p = 1bar, calculated using Ëhe value K" =

0.26 x tO-3 l¿ for 0oC,93 is in reasonable agreemenË wiËh Èhe value of

L.27 x 103 M 
1".".-1 estimated frorn Sil-verman and Dodsonfs daËa.

The values of kr, given in Table 6.5, have beea ploÈted in

Figure 6.7 as 1og k, against pressure. From the slope of this ploË,
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the vofu:me of actívation, colrected for the terrn RTß (1.14 c.c.

_ -l_.more ), \^/as round to be 'L2,2 + 1.5 "... *o1.-1. This val-ue

refers to the acíd-independent pathr,{ay' represented by equatíon (A),

for electron exchange bet"l'reen Fe(ttrO) U2+ ^rLd' 
Fe(t1r0)U$'
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6.4 Discussion

6.4.L Conparis on of Observe
Å

d an<i Predicted ÀV' Values

The predicted value of 
^V* 

for the electron exchange beËween the

two hexaquo ions, re(nrg) U'* *U Fe(gr0)r$, represented by equation

(A), can be estj-mated as in Ëhe prewious tt¿o chapters'

Taking rïre effective radius of Fe(Hr0) u'* u 3.59 R and that of

Fe(HrO)Utn "" 3.43 R, the value of o is then 7.oz L. AË 2.OoC' the

dielectríc constanË of water has the value ¿ = 87.22" Again

assr:nÍng the term ae/ðp Ëo be independent of temperature and to

have Ëhe value 3.699 * 10-3 t"f1, the term à(1/e)/ðp can be

estímated to be -0.4862 x 10-6 b"t-l at 2.0oc. The term

{(a(l/eo)7an)r - (â(1/e)/Ap)T} is again evaluated from the val-ues

at 25oC. Hence, from equaËions (4.5) and (4.6), we obÈain the

fol-lowing values for the contributions to AV+ predicted by the

Marcus-Hush theorY:

T
Avt

-1

!

AVï

= -J.77 c.c. mole
cou.Lomþac

= -J.65 c.c.
solvenÈ rearr.

= 3.51 c.c. mole
D.II.

-1mole

The correction for finiÈe íonic strength effects is obtained from

-112 3/2
equatíon (4.1i-), using Ëhe values A = 0.4935 M deg' , B =

. ô _1 _Il2 Il2 -ç -1
0.3251 x 10ö "ro.-t 

M--/- dtg' ' and ß = 4'98 x 10-'bar '' all at

2,OoC, and takíng a = 3.5 R, ZL= 2, ZZ = 3 and U = 0'5 M' 1,hís gi'ves

¿
AVr

-1
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The predícted volume of activaËion, for comparison with the

measured valtre, is thus

-1
AV

+ = -5.77 - 5.65 - 3.51 = -14.93 c.c. mole
calc

&

The measured volume of acLivaËion was found Ëo be OU'r""" =

-1
-I2.2 + 1.5 c.c. mole-t. The two values are seen to be in reasonabl-e

agreement.

Again, if we consider the uncertainties in the predicted value

of AV*, we find they arise from the uncertainties in the valtres of

the various dielecËric terms and from the values assigned to 11'

r, and o.

If the uncertainËies in rtr r, and o are 0'1 I and 0'2 R

respectívely, this leads Èo an uncertainËy of 0.34 c.". *o1.-1 in
Å

AVr. A1so, íf the compressibility of the ions is considered, Lhe

correcËion Ëhis íntroduces has been estimatedS6 as approximately

-10.5 c.c. mole-'. Again Ëhe uncerÈaintíes in the dielectric Ëerms

cannot be estimated, because of lack of data, but they should not

be too large.

trlhen the uncerÈainties in the values of AV* ^- and AV*^^''meas calc

are considered, iË can be seen Ëhat, there is quite reasona'ole

agïeement between the two values. Because Ëhe Marcus-Hush theory

is based on the assurnpËion of an ouËer-sphere actívaËed complex, |t

i¿ould appear from the agreement between the cal-culated and measured



values of AV+ for the electron exchange beËween Fe(Hr0) 
U2+ "nd

Fe(HrO)U$ th"t an outer-sphere activated eomplex is involved in

Èhe exchange between Ëhese Ëwo species.

l_80.

6.4.2 Possible Alterna ve I'lechanisms

Because of the lability of boÈh parËners in the re(nrO) ,'* -

Fe(iIrO)U3+ .l."tron exchange, an inner-sphere mechanísm is possible.

If th:'-s trere operative, the formation of the ËransítÍon state would

presumably involve the expulsion of a qrater nolecule from Ëhe first

coordination shell of one of the ions. Ihis u'ould be expected to

contribute a value of close to *18 c.c. mole-l ao AU*. If we assume

that the electrostaËic inËeracËion Ëerns are not significanË1-y

dÍfferent fot an ínner-sphere and an outer-sphere acËivated complex,

then Ëhese terms would be expected to c.ontribute a value close to

tha¡ for Èhe outer-sphere case, i.e. -15 ".". *o1.-1. Thís would

lead to an expected value of ÀV* = *3 c.". *o1.-1. Because thís

value is not in accord ¡¡iLh the observed value, it seeus Ëhat an

inner-sphere mechanism could not be consistent with Ëhe measured

+
val-ue of AV'.

It is Just possible that a small percentage of tÍ¡e exchange

proceeds by an inner-sphere path, md since this would contribute a

smal1 positive term to the observed AV* value, the measured value of
Å

AVr would t}ren be s1íghti-y less negatíve than the predícted value.
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An outer-sphere activated complex may, or may n-ot, involve

hydrogen bonds between the intact inner coordination spherego

.Bxperinrentally iË is irnpossible to distínguish the t\,üo cases.

Simí1arly it is not possible to distinguish whether hydrogen atom

transfer occurs or wheËher direcË electron migration through the

two adjacent fÍrst coordination shells occurs. The net effect ís

the same. However, the possibilíty of net. hydrogen atom transfer

along an ordered array of water molecules between the two exchanging

metal ions does noË aPpear to be consisËent \,rith the measured value

+
of AVT, since Èhe coulombíc Ëerm would then be close to zeto and the

solvent rearrangement Ëerm r^rould be expecËed to be less negative than

when Ëhe Ëwo ions are ín close contact. Thus a value for AV*

-1
considerably less negatíve Ëhan -15 c. c. mole ' would be expected'

6.4.3 Interpretation of the Acid-De t Rate Constant kl

The observed rate 1aw, equation (6 .L2), for Èhe F.II - ¡'"III

exehange can be interpreted as involving exchange betl^7een fe(nrO) U'* ^t
borh Fe(rr20)U3+ .nd Fe(H20)rO"'*. Hence , k) of equatíon (6.L2) can be

written as

k; = k2K^

where K refers to the equilibrium

(6.13)

(6. 14)

a

2r- + E+¡'"3* ?
aq

FeOH aq aq
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and is given by

K

of,
IFeoH''

J
I [H'l

3+
IFe l

1, is the rate constant for the reaction:
2

From (6.13) we obtain the relation

ðRT 1n k ðRT ln kz ãRI In K
a2 +

Fe(Hrc) u'* * f.(Hzo)rott2+ ? Fe(Hro)ro"'* + fu(Hz6)o

a
(6.1s)

(6 "L6)

(6 .17)

(6. 18)

(6 .1e )

2+

àpãpâp

!

= -ÀVÎ _ RTß _ avr + RTß
k

2 a

i.e. 
^v+

= -ãRT ln u)lav - av*
kz

Hence, the pïessure dependence of k, can be expressed in terms of the

pressuïe dependence of kl and the parËial molar vol-ume change for

reaction (6.14) .

Nor¿ the partial molar volurne change for reactíon (6.14) is

given by

avr
a

Couture a¡rd Laidl"t95 n".r. proposed the following empirical relation fo

the partial mc1al volume, î+, of a cation of charge Z* and radius r:

3 (6 ¿20)v+ L6 + 4.9 r 202+

a

vVtt* ¡'eOH2* Fe 3+v+
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Assurning that the ionic radius, L, is the same for Fe(III) ín both

Fu3t 
"rrd 

FeOH2+, íË follorvs irnmediately from equation (6.20) that Êhe
aq aq-

quantity (Tr.ogZ+ - Vr.:+) is equal to -20(2-3) = *20 ".". urolt-l'

IË should be noted, hovrever, that thís assuilìes Ëhat the species treOtt2*

can be treaÈed as a spherical ion of charge *2. This assumpËion

would tend Ëo give a value ¡sr (VpeOH2+ - lr.*) thaÈ is somewhat

hígh.

Hence,

The value for ís taken, by convention, to be zeto.

-1

Also, iË ís seen from Table 6.5 that, wiihin experímeni--al

error, the variation of kt with Pressure is zero. Hence, from

equation (6.1-8) we obËaín that AV+,- : -20 ".". *o1"-1. Because
R2

of the assrmtpÈions made in arriving at this figurer the true value

of AV*, would probably be somewhat less negative. NeverÈheless,
*2

ít is apparent that the val-ue of AV+,- will be distinctly negaÈive.*z

This iurplies Èhat the elecÈrofr ex hange between f.]f "na 
FeOI{:all aq

proceeds predominaËe1y, if noË entirely, by an outer-sptrere mechanism,

since on the same reasoning as before, an inner-sphere mechanism would

be expecËed to yíeld a positive va

The uncertaínty in the value

dependenee of K" for the hydrolysi

!Íhen this data becomes ava-Llable, a more accuïate value for AV+,--- -' k2

wí1l be able Ëo be obtaíned, and hence a rnore re1íab1e interpreËation

ín terns of Ëhe mechanisn involved for the electron exchange between

from equation (6.1-9) \,/e obtain AVK : +20 c.c. rnole
a
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2+ 2+
Fe (II 0) and Fe (1120) 

5oil2 6

6.4.4 Conclusion

The effecr of pressure on air" r.]i - t.llt electron exchangeaq aq

reaction has been measured, and the Pressure dependenee of the

rate consËant for Ëhe exchange between Fe (nZo)02* and Fe (HZ})øT

has thus been obtaíned. The measured volume of actívation for Ëhe

exchange between these Èwo species \¡/as found to be -L2.2 + l-.5

-'r - -1
c.c. mole-r. Ihis has been compared to the value of -L4.9 c.c. mole -

predicLed by the Marcus-Ilush theory, which assumes an outer-sphere

mechanism. Considering the uncerËainties in both the measured and

cal-culated values of AV*, the two values are in reasonable agreemenË.

This agreemenË J-nplies, Ëhen, Èhat the electron exchange between

Fe(Hr0) 6'* ^U Fe(IlrO)U* n.o".eds by an ouLer-sphere mechanism'

Because the pressure dependence of the hydrolysis equilibrium
?-L

for Fe'l is noË known, iË was not possible to evaluate the pressure

u"n""ull"e of the exchange between Fe(HrO) 
u2+ ^ndFe(I1r0)roH2+, 

and

Ëhus the volume of acËívation for this reactíon. An approxirnaËe

estimate of this quantity has been made, and this estimaËe indicates

that the electron exchange beLween the ÈI^7o species, f'e(HrO) U'* ^U
Fe(HrO)50H2*, proceeds, at least predonr-inately, by an outer-sphere

mechanísm also.
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Conclusion

These studíes of elect.ron exchange reacti-ons under pressure \,7ere

undertaken with two main goals in víew. These l^7ere Lo prowide an

alternatíve tesÈ to the Marcus*Hush theory of electron Èransfer reactions

Ín soluËion, and to calibrate a rneËhod for determining the mechanism

of a reaction by comparison of íts measured AV* value witil those

of known reactions.

The Marcus-Hush theory can be tested by the comparíson of the

measured and calculated r,'alues of kL2, the rate constanÈ for the

"crosS-reactíon" of two inclependent elecÈron exchange reaction"r96 o,

by a comparison of the measured and calculated values of AHf or AS+,

whích measures Èhe temperature dependence of the basic equation. The

comparison of Èhe measured and calculated values of AV* provides an

alternative test to the theory, in that this evaluates the pressure

depenclence of the basíc ec¡uaËion. 'Ihe firsË t\"/-o reacf-ions studíed,

the electron exchange beÈr+een CoII (EDTA) 
"nd 

C9III (EDTA) and betrveen

Co(en)12+ und Co(en)3$, are believed to be outer-sphere reactions.

Inasmuch as this is true, these reactions could be used Ëo LeSt the

electron transfer Èheory. It was found for both reactions that, within

experimenËal error, the calculated and observed values of AV* v/ere in

substantial agreement. Thus, these resulËs confirm the correctness

of Uhe fundamenËal form of tTre theory. In particular, they sho\^7 that

the interactíon of the reåcLants with the díelectric medium has been

taken ínto account ín an essentially correct manner. This point has
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been one of principal concern in the development of the theory. AIso,

the equation derived for predicËing 
^V+ 

values does noÈ contain a Ëerm

for the internal rearrangement of the ions. The way in r,rhich thís

should be accor¡nted for, in the equation for AG*, has been an issue

of consíderable contïovelsy. The equation for Aiti and AS* must also

involve thís Ëerm.

Th" F.II - F"ÏII elecËron exchange is one of unknown mechanísm.aq aq

The volume of activation for Èhis reacËion \^/as measured wiËh a view to

deterrnine its mechanism. Since the Marcus-Hush Ëheory has been shor^in

to predieË colrectly Ëhe volumes of activation for Ëhe t\^7o outer-

sphere reactions studied first, Ëhen ít should also predicË Lhe correct

value for Èhe r.r1 - r"rll reaction, provideci iË proceeds by anaq aq

outer-sphere mechanism. The substantial agreement betl¡een the rneasured

and calculaËed values for Èhe exchange between Fe(H20) U'* ^U Fe(Hr0)U$

has been taken to indÍ-cate, then, an out.er-sphere mechanísm. Although a

precise value of Av* for the reaction betr¿een Fe(HrO) U2+ ^nd
,+

Fe(H20)5OH'' could not be obÈained, ít appeared líke1y on the

estimate made, that this paÈhway of exchange involves an ouÈer-sphere

activaËed complex also.

It is interesÈing that for the Co(II)-Co(III) systems, Lhe change

in spin-multípliciËy which is often invoked Ëo help explain the

relative slo-wness of these reactíons, is not taken into accounÈ

explicitly in the equaÈion for the free energy of acËivation. A

change in spin urul-tiplici-ty would be expected to contríbute a small

entropic term, or perhaps a smal1 enthalpy teïmr to AG+. Thís Ëerm
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does not appear in the equation for AV*, and the resulÈs would

indicate that Lhis is not a signifícant term.

To íncrease Ëhe reliability of the method of using measured

Â
AVT values for the determínation of reacÈion mechanism, it would be

desirable Èo calibraÈe the meËhod further, esPecial-ly by the

measiuremenÈ of some inner-sphere reactions. A suitable reacËion

would be rhe Crrr - ar1lt electron "*"t,urrgål 
which proceeds aÈ-aqaq

conveníent rates and ís bel-íeved to involve an inner-sphere transítion

state, since the raÈe of the Ct2* "rtrbyzed 
wateï exchange has been found

to be the same as the rate of electron exchangt'98

It wou1d be of inÈerest, also, to measure the voltrnes of

actÍvation of some outer-sphere reactions involving net electron

transfer, when the overall free energy change is not zeto. Candlin

and Halpe*l8 n".r. reporÈed briefly on Èhe measurernenË of values

É
of Atir for the reducËion of some Co(NHr)rX2+ 

"o*pl-exes 
with F.2+,

but these are all belÍeved Eo involve an ínner-sphere transitíon state'

ancl so the Marcus-Ilush theory is noË applicabl-e.

11 conclusion, it |s ewident from the results reported in this work,

that the use of measured vol-umes of activation shows considerable

promise for the determination of the mechanism of electron Ëransfer

reac.tions in solution.
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